Dear Friends:

This is a momentous day for graduates, families, and all of UConn Nation. To our graduates, I offer my warmest and most sincere congratulations on your success and your achievements. Today’s commencement exercises are the culmination of your time as a student and the fulfillment of one of our most important missions as a university.

I share the pride, excitement and immeasurable hopes for the future that I know each of you feel today. Your education is a great credit to you, and to UConn; you exemplify the very best we have to offer as you prepare to begin the next chapter of your lives.

Today, a degree will be conferred upon you from one of this nation’s truly great universities. UConn takes great care to ensure that our students are able to receive an education from outstanding faculty on a vibrant campus home to exceptional facilities.

Whatever your plans for the future may be, I hope that your time here has helped give you the knowledge, experience and confidence that you will need to excel in every aspect of your life.

The goal of higher education is not confined to academic achievement alone; it is also intended to draw from within you those essential qualities that make each of us an educated, well-rounded individual – and a good citizen. That is one of the simplest, but most important titles we can merit in life and I know each of you will exemplify it, every day. You are a class – and a generation – who will go on to do extraordinary things.

Please enjoy yourselves today and celebrate the honor and distinction that you have earned. And whatever path you choose, I hope you will always carry with you the very fondest memories of your days here at the University of Connecticut. Remember: you are students today, but Huskies forever.

Congratulations and very best wishes,

Susan Herbst
President
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Commencement Day at the University of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry, embracing traditions dating back to medieval times.

The University of Connecticut was founded as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 when the General Assembly accepted a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives of Mansfield. In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and officially opened to women, the name was changed to Storrs Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution grew, its name was changed in 1899 to Connecticut Agricultural College, and in 1933 to the Connecticut State College. At first a small but vigorous college with limited undergraduate offerings in agriculture, home economics and mechanical arts, with the development of a university program it became The University of Connecticut in 1939. The Graduate program began in 1935, and in 1949 the University awarded its first doctoral degrees. The regional campuses were established in 1946 to accommodate the influx of veteran students. Today, the University is made up of fourteen different schools and colleges. Through its administrative Divisions, Institutes, and Centers, the University is a Land Grant and Sea Grant College and a Space Grant Consortium Institution, privileged to serve the citizens of the State of Connecticut, and beyond.

Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the University has an enrollment of over 32,257 students. At Storrs, there are over 19,133 undergraduates and more than 8,279 graduate students, representing some 106 nations.

This May, the University will award over 9,312 degrees. Of these, approximately 6,496 will be Bachelor’s degrees, 1,876 Master’s degrees, 106 Juris Doctor degrees, 93 Master of Laws degrees, 92 Doctor of Pharmacy degrees, 40 Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees, 92 Doctor of Medicine degrees, 6 Doctor of Musical Arts degrees, 8 Doctor of Audiology, 5 Doctor of Education degrees, 21 Doctor of Nursing Practice degrees, 5 Doctor of Physical Therapy degrees, and 397 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 55 diplomas in Professional Education and 20 Associate’s degrees in the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.

The Commencement Ceremony, because of the large number of graduates, is divided into separate exercises, by college or school. The Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine, located in Farmington, and the School of Law, located in Hartford, hold their own exercises. The Commencement procession in each of the exercises at Gampel Pavilion in Storrs is heralded by the ceremonial trumpets, acquired especially for the University’s commencement.

The Academic Procession is led by the Bearer of the Mace, followed by the faculty. The University Marshal, identified by her Baton, follows the President, together with the speaker, the Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, and other University officials. The Mace is presented at the center of the stage while members of the platform party enter and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the stand, it signals the beginning of the ceremony.

The Processional Banners

College and School of Agriculture......................... Brown and Maize
School of Business.......................................................... Drab Green
Center for Continuing Studies............................... Brown and Blue
School of Dental Medicine................................. Lilac and Gold
Neag School of Education......................................... Light Blue
School of Engineering................................................ Orange
School of Fine Arts................................................ Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
  Masters Candidates............................. Blue, White and Gold
  Doctor of Philosophy........................................ Gold
School of Law.............................................................. Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences............ Navy and Yellow
School of Medicine................................................ Green and Gold
School of Nursing....................................................... Apricot
School of Pharmacy..................................................... Green
School of Social Work................................................. Citron
The Academic Gowns, Hoods and Regalia represent more than elegance or colorful attire. Academic caps and gowns continue a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the oldest universities of the Middle Ages. The early European universities were founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times. Caps and gowns were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. Hoods are lined with the official color of the college or university which conferred the degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees. The color represents the appropriate degree. The tassel for the Bachelor's and Master's degree may be of color distinctive to the degree, and the tassel for the doctoral degree may be made of gold thread. The gown and hood of the University Marshal were made specifically for University ceremonies in the official colors of national flag blue and white. The Processional Marshals wear blue velvet “beefeater” berets.

The Mace is presented at all academic ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare, but today a mace is “a staff borne by, or carried before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority.” It is the emblem and symbol of the President's authority to administer the University. This mace was first used at the Inauguration of President Homer D. Babbidge, Jr. on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nathan Knobler, former head of the Department of Art. The University's early seal, executed in beautiful wood carving, appears on both faces. A penny dated 1881 is affixed to it, to commemorate the date of the University's founding.

The Baton, carried by the University Marshal, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at The University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commencement in 1968. The Office of Marshal can also be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority. This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a representation of the University's former seal in enamel, which itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of Connecticut. The University Marshal, carrying the Baton, follows the Mace Bearer as she leads the academic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.

The Silver Collar/Medallion, worn by Susan Herbst, President, was first used in 1964, at the time of the University's Silver Anniversary. Each link on the collar represents one of the University's Schools or Colleges and consists of a cloisonné circle engraved with an appropriate design for the particular school and enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the chain is a large silver medallion containing the University's early seal.

The Awarding of Degrees at the University of Connecticut is accomplished by a threefold process. First, the candidates for degrees of each respective school or college are presented by the University Marshal. The candidates proceed to the front, receive their diploma covers, are congratulated by their administrative officers, and return to their seats. Second, the School or College Marshal then officially presents the candidates to the Dean who acknowledges the candidates and declares the appropriate degree. Third, when all candidates have been duly presented, the President of the University (or the highest ranking official of the University in attendance) formally confers the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that she speaks the words:

“By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The University of Connecticut, and in accordance with the procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the Associate's Degree, appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree, Sixth Year Diploma, or degree of Doctor for which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Fortieth Commencement of The University.”

The Recessional of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University Marshal. The graduates, along with the audience, are requested to remain seated until the recessional is concluded.

Out of respect and courtesy to all graduates, participants and guests are requested to remain in their seats until the ceremony is concluded.

The flowers displayed during the ceremonies are from the University's Horticulture Club.
University Scholar

The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University. The individualized undergraduate programs of these students, which in some cases include work toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. Up to thirty students are selected as University Scholars in the junior year. Candidates for the University Scholar designation wear medals on gold and blue ribbons at the Commencement exercises.

Honors Scholar

Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- or four-year programs, including Honors courses of unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a senior thesis in the major field. Candidates for the Honors Scholar designation wear medals on blue and white ribbons at the Commencement exercises.

Please Note: An asterisk (*) after a graduate's name indicates that they are a candidate for dual degrees.

Latin Honors

In order to meet Commencement program printing deadlines, the Undergraduate candidates listed in the Commencement program include candidates with expected graduation dates of August 2018 through August 2019.

The University will base candidates’ Latin honors (cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude), as indicated in the Commencement program, on their cumulative grade point averages (GPA) as calculated at the time of printing. Candidates’ diplomas and official transcripts will reflect the actual Latin honor earned, if any, based on their complete academic record (through and including their final semester).

LAU = Cum Laude
MAG = Magna Cum Laude
SUM = Summa Cum Laude

Note: Because final semester grades are processed after Commencement activities, identification of Latin Honors in the University’s Commencement Program are tentative and unofficial, pending the submission and calculation of all final grades for the graduate’s final semester. There is no guarantee that the listed students will actually receive the honors once final grades are recorded.
COMMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 9:00 A.M.

INTRODUCTION
Daniel D. Burkey, School Marshal
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education & Diversity

PRELUDE
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music

CLASS OF 2019 BANNER CARRIERS
Param Bidja, Computer Science & Engineering
Eric Lepowsky, Mechanical Engineering, Mathematics
Alyson March, Biomedical Engineering

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Jake Bavarsky, 2020 • Anthony D’Andrea, 2021 • Collin Davis, Civil Engineering, 2021
Noah Frank, 2022 • Jayson Gilbert, Chemical Engineering, 2019 • Nicholas Guarna, 2019
Tucker Rathe, 2022 • Ben Rutherford, 2022 • Justin Slifer, 2020 • Kyle Smith, 2021
Anders Waldo, 2020 • Tim Watson, 2021

WELCOMING REMARKS
Kazem Kazerounian, Dean

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Robert F. Leduc
President, Pratt & Whitney

STUDENT SPEAKER
Jennifer Newton
Civil Engineering, Mathematics

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES BY PROGRAM

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Caitlin Krouse, Director of Engineering Alumni Relations

CLOSING REMARKS
Daniel D. Burkey, School Marshal
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education & Diversity

RECESSIONAL
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music
Commencement

School of Engineering Commencement Speaker

Robert F. Leduc

Bob Leduc is president of Pratt & Whitney, a United Technologies Company. Pratt & Whitney is a global leader in aircraft systems design, manufacturing and service. Bob leads a workforce of more than 41,000 employees. He is a 40-year veteran of the aerospace industry.

Beginning his career as an engineer at Pratt & Whitney, Bob held roles of increasing leadership responsibility in program management, strategy and customer support before being named senior vice president, Engine Programs & Customer Support in 1995. In 2000, he was appointed president of Pratt & Whitney Large Commercial Engines and Chief Operating Officer.

In 2004, Bob was appointed president of Hamilton Sundstrand Flight Systems and Classified Programs and continued as president of Boeing Programs and Space with the establishment of UTC Aerospace Systems in 2012. Bob was later named president of Sikorsky Aircraft and in 2016 returned to Pratt & Whitney to take the helm as president.

Bob and his wife, Jeanne, founded the Leduc Center for Civic Engagement at the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth. The Center empowers students to contribute to their communities through acts of service, civic engagement and service learning through grants, gifts and partnerships.

Bob holds a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from Southeastern Massachusetts University and an honorary doctorate degree in business from the University of Massachusetts.
COMMENCEMENT
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SCHOOL OF NURSING
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 9:00 A.M.

BAGPIPE INTRODUCTION
Tabitha Heavner

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Arthur Engler, PhD, RN
Associate Professor, School of Nursing

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Lydia Pfisterer; Katherine Semyanko

WELCOMING REMARKS
Deborah Chyun, PhD, RN, FAHA, FAAN, Dean, School of Nursing
Kent Holsinger, PhD
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the Graduate School

ALUMNI AWARD PRESENTATIONS
THE JOSEPHINE A. DOLAN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Renae Martin ’95

THE CAROLYN LADD WIDMER OUTSTANDING ALUMNI AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP IN NURSING
Dr. Judith Hahn ’14

COMMENCEMENT REMARKS
Renae Martin ’95
Dr. Judith Hahn ’14

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Kent Holsinger, PhD
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the Graduate School

PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Deborah Chyun, Dean, School of Nursing

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Paula McCauley, Vice President Alumni Board

CLOSING REMARKS
Deborah Chyun, Dean, School of Nursing

RECESSIONAL
Renae S. Martin, RN, BSN, BS, CPS currently works as the Project Coordinator at the Narragansett Prevention Partnership in Narragansett, RI and is a Certified Prevention Specialist. In this role, she works with 5th – 12th grade students, their parents, teachers, coaches and the community to prevent youth drug and alcohol use. She is an active volunteer in the School PTO and teaches CPR and First Aid to Little League coaches. Renae began her career at Yale New Haven Hospital in Cardiology Step Down. She later joined Temple Cardiac Rehabilitation as a Cardiovascular Specialist. During her time there, Renae co-authored several research studies at the Yale School of Medicine, focused on physician referral patterns to cardiac rehab, patient outcomes of minority populations in cardiac rehab, changes in referral patterns to cardiac rehab following educational initiatives and endothelial function studies. Renae is member of the Mu Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing.

Judith Hahn is the Director of Nursing Professional Practice at Yale New Haven Hospital in New Haven Connecticut. She is board certified as an Advanced Nurse Executive and a Health Care Quality Professional. Judi is faculty at the Yale School of Nursing and teaches leadership in the Doctorate of Nursing Practice program. She is an appraiser for the American Nurse Credentialing Center Magnet Program for nursing excellence and holds a passion for Nursing Professional Governance. She has volunteered internationally with the Vietnam Nurse Improvement Project supporting nurses in Vietnam in utilizing evidence to improve outcomes. Her scholarly work includes study of the Dedicated Education Unit model for nurses and the phenomenon of Joy and Meaning in work specifically related to nursing practice.
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DOCTOR OF PHARMACY DEGREE
Lewis B. Rome Commons Ballroom, Storrs
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 9:00 A.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL

OPENING REMARKS
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean

PRESENTATION OF CLASS SPEAKERS
Danielle McPherson, Valedictorian
Shannon Carboni, Salutatorian

PRESENTATION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Kathryn Wheeler, Pharm.D.
Associate Dean

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Richard Carbray
Owner, RTC Pharmaceutical Consulting, LLC and
CEO, FFD Central LLC

FACULTY RECOGNITION
Faculty Service Award – Xiuling Lu, Ph.D.
Teacher of the Year – C. Michael White, Pharm.D.

RECOGNITION OF PH.D. & M.S. GRADUATES
Philip M. Hritcko, Pharm.D., Associate Dean
Major Advisors

HOODING CEREMONY & PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
FOR THE DOCTOR OF PHARMACY CLASS OF 2019
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean
Philip M. Hritcko, Pharm.D., Associate Dean

WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Colleen Teevan, Pharm.D., President

OATH OF A PHARMACIST
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Jeffrey Shoulson
Vice Provost for Academic Operations

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean

RECESSIONAL
Richard T. Carbray, Jr., is a cum laude graduate of the University of Connecticut School of Pharmacy where he earned his Bachelor of Science degree in 1975. He is currently a member of the UConn Board of Trustees and the UConn Health Center Board of Directors, as well as a Commissioner on the Connecticut Board of Pharmacy. He has served the University and his profession in a variety of additional roles, including as president of the UConn Alumni Association, president of the Board of Directors of the UConn Pharmacy Alumni Association, and as a member of the University of Connecticut Alumni Association – Alumni Board of Directors. He is an emeritus member of the Dean’s Advisory Council for the UConn School of Pharmacy and a past president of the Connecticut Pharmacists Association.

Mr. Carbray owns RTC Pharmaceutical Consulting, LLC and is CEO of FFD Central LLC, a medical marijuana dispensary opening in May 2019. As former owner of Apex Pharmacy, Home Care and Nutritional Center in Hamden, Conn., he provided traditional pharmacy and compounding services while also providing health-related equipment to both consumer and institutional markets. Prior to becoming owner of Apex Pharmacy, he was vice president of Pelton’s Pharmacy and Home Health Center in Middletown, Conn. for nearly twenty years.

Among his many honors and awards, Mr. Carbray has received the University of Connecticut Alumni Association Service Award, the UConn Pharmacy Alumni Association Distinguished Alumnus in Pharmacy Practice Award, and the U.S. Pharmacist Service to the Community National Award for Independent Pharmacy. He has also received the U.S. Robbins Bowl of Hygeia National Award for Community Service, the Connecticut Pharmacists Association Pharmacist of the Year Award, and the National Community Pharmacists Association Leadership Award.

Mr. Carbray has also served as an adjunct lecturer for pharmacy practice at the UConn School of Pharmacy and as legislative chair of the Connecticut Pharmacists Association.

In addition to his commitment to UConn and to the practice of pharmacy, Mr. Carbray has served his community as an elected member of the Newington Town Council from 1997 – 2005, including as majority leader from 2001 – 2005. He is a past member of the Wethersfield Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors, the Wethersfield Visiting Nurses Board, the Middletown Visiting Nurses Drug Utilization Review Committee, and the Connecticut Medicaid Drug Utilization Review Committee.
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CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
BACHELOR OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 1:00 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
Peter Diplock, Assistant Vice Provost
Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

WELCOME FROM THE PROVOST’S OFFICE
John C. Volin
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
Kenneth Mason
Avery Point Campus

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Nikolaus Calvin Gerhart ’16
University of New Hampshire School of Law

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
James Hill, Director
BGS Program

BGS OUTSTANDING STUDENT OF THE YEAR
Robert Cubilla – Avery Point Campus

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John C. Volin
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

CLOSING REMARKS
Peter Diplock, Assistant Vice Provost
Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning

RECESSIONAL
Nikolaus C. Gerhart graduated from the University of Connecticut, Bachelor of General Studies (BGS) Program in 2016. As a student at the Avery Point Regional Campus, Mr. Gerhart focused on society and justice in his course selection while minoring in Political Science. His passion at the time was public policy and public service.

Raised in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mr. Gerhart joined the United States Navy in 2006. He worked as a Chief Electrician’s Mate, qualified in submarines – EMNC(SS) Nikolaus Calvin Gerhart. Mr. Gerhart served on three submarines, the USS Chicago, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; the USS New Mexico, Groton, Connecticut; and the USS Missouri, Pearl Harbor, HI/Groton, CT. He served at the United States Naval Submarine School in Groton, CT as an instructor at a Fleet Trainer for nuclear plant operations. Mr. Gerhart was honorably discharged from the Navy in August 2018. He is currently pursuing a law degree at the University of New Hampshire, School of Law while conducting contract work with the Science Applications International Corporation (Newport, RI) for the United States Navy.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL – Masters Ceremony
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 1:30 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
University of Connecticut Wind Ensemble

PERFORMANCE OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Jessica Bloch

WELCOMING REMARKS
Kent Holsinger
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the Graduate School

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
John A. Elliott
Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Joseph Schwantner
Doctor of Fine Arts

INTRODUCTION TO COMMENCEMENT PERFORMANCE
Roger Briggs
Composer

COMMENCEMENT PERFORMANCE
“CATENATION”
World Premiere
University of Connecticut Wind Ensemble

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Kent Holsinger
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the Graduate School

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott
Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CLOSING REMARKS
John A. Elliott
Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECESSONAL
Joseph C. Schwantner

Joseph C. Schwantner is a Pulitzer Prize winning (Aftertones of Infinity - 1979) American composer who started his musical career at a young age with classical guitar. He holds degrees from the Chicago Conservatory and Northwestern University and has received numerous awards and Grammy nominations. He has served in a number of faculty positions and has been at Yale University since 1999. Known as a “gifted orchestral colorist” he is one of our nation’s most prominent composers known for his eclectic style reminiscent of “French Impressionists, African drumming, and minimalism.” His commissions include Memories Embrace for the 75th anniversary National Symphony Orchestra and Percussion Concerto #2 for the 50th Anniversary of Percussive Arts Society and the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT PERFORMANCE
(MASTERS CEREMONY)

“CATENATION”
World Premiere
Composed by Roger Briggs, Student of Joseph Schwantner

I first met Joe Schwantner in 1975 as a student at the Eastman School of Music. I knew after our first lesson that he was an exceptional teacher. I left that lesson thinking about music in ways I had never before imagined. He gave me no answers. He made observations and asked many questions I had never considered. Guess who had to answer them?

Then I heard his music. In Aternum. My mind and music were forever altered. It was no surprise that he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize. We all waited in anticipation for the next Schwantner piece. We knew something very different, very serious, and very special was unfolding. Then his beautiful chamber work, Sparrows, once again changed everything. Here was some of the most beautiful, expressive music I had ever heard— from any century or style period.

When asked by the University of Connecticut to write a short work for this occasion, I knew instantly it had to be a celebration of Joe Schwantner’s five monumental works for Wind Ensemble.

Catenation is a series of interconnected musical references to these wind works. I chose to reference a short passage or two from these works and follow them with my own developments and variations. In addition, my original music functions to “tie seams together”. The most difficult decisions were, of course, eliminating so much of his great material for the sake of coherency and continuity.

This work is dedicated to Joseph Schwantner with admiration, deep appreciation, and love.
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY – BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY STUDIES
Lewis B. Rome Commons Ballroom
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 4:00 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL

OPENING REMARKS
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean

PRESENTATION OF CLASS SPEAKERS
Madeline Blair, Valedictorian
Marrium Qureshi, Salutatorian

PRESENTATION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Kathryn Wheeler, Pharm.D.
Associate Dean

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Joe Courtney
U.S. Representative (D-Conn. 2nd District)

FACULTY RECOGNITION
Faculty Service Award – Xiuling Lu, Ph.D.
Teacher of the Year – C. Michael White, Pharm.D.

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
FOR THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY STUDIES CLASS OF 2019
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean
Philip M. Hritcko, Pharm.D., Associate Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John C. Volin
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS
James R. Halpert, Ph.D., Dean

RECESSIONAL
Congressman Joe Courtney was elected in 2006 to represent the Second Congressional District of Connecticut in the U.S. House of Representatives. He serves on the House Armed Services Committee and the House Education and Labor Committee.

Congressman Courtney is Chairman of the House Armed Services Subcommittee on Sea Power and Projection Forces. According to a review by the House Historian’s Office, he is the first known member from Connecticut to lead a naval oversight panel in the House of Representatives since 1873, when Stephen W. Kellogg of Waterbury served as Chair of the Committee on Expenditures in the Navy Department in the 42nd Congress (1871-1873). In addition, he co-chairs the bipartisan Congressional Shipbuilding Caucus, along with Rep. Rob Wittman of Virginia. As a member of the House Education and Labor Committee, he serves on the Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions subcommittee, as well as the Higher Education and Workforce Training subcommittee.

Congressman Courtney has enjoyed a close relationship with the University of Connecticut since being elected to Congress in 2006. As a senior member of the House Education and Labor Committee, he has worked closely with UConn students, faculty and members of the administration on issues ranging from college and graduate education affordability, access to quality health care, immigration policy, cybersecurity, and more. He has also worked to help secure a wide variety of federal grant funding opportunities for the University.

Since his swearing-in, Congressman Courtney has distinguished himself as a tireless advocate for college access and affordability. He has introduced the Bank on Students Emergency Loan Refinancing Act, which would allow borrowers with high interest rates on existing student loans in both the public and private markets to refinance to lower interest rates, as well as the Understanding the True Cost of College Act, which would help students and their families gain more information about their financial aid options for higher education, and a truer picture of actual college costs. He has also introduced legislation that would prevent an increase in Stafford student loan rates for undergraduate students, and has supported a host of other bills in Congress aimed at increased assistance for college students through Pell grants and student loans. In 2011, Congressman Courtney was chosen by the American Association of University Professors as the Henry T. Yost Legislator of the Year, an award given to a member of Congress who champions higher education issues.

Congressman Courtney is dedicated in service to our nation’s veterans, and to our men and women in uniform. He successfully fought to expand the Montgomery GI Bill for post-9/11 veterans and their families, and led the fight to extend TRICARE benefits to dependents under age 26. Congressman Courtney partnered with late Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.) to introduce the Post-9/11 Troops to Teachers Enhancement Act to help members of the military transition into the teaching profession. In recognition of his efforts on behalf of veterans, Congressman Courtney has been awarded the Connecticut National Guard’s highest honor, the Meritorious Service Award. He has also earned recognition from veteran’s organizations, including the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars, which named him Legislator of the Year in 2009.

Dedicated to preserving our green space and protecting the environment, Congressman Courtney introduced and won passage of a law that designated the Eightmile River in East Haddam, Connecticut as a part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Thanks to his efforts, this pristine and scenic watershed will be preserved for generations to come. Most recently, in February of 2019, the House of Representatives passed his legislation designating the Wood-Pawcatuck Watershed, in southeastern Connecticut and southern Rhode Island as part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

Before serving in the House of Representatives, Joe Courtney represented the citizens of Vernon in the Connecticut General Assembly from 1987 to 1994. During this tenure, then state-Rep. Courtney served as House Chairman for both the Public Health and Human Services Committees.
Prelude
Mirror Lake Brass Quintet

Processional
Melissa Butler, Banner Carrier, Class of 2019, B.F.A. – Art, Illustration/Animation
Alain Frogley, Marshal

Singing of the National Anthem
Teryn Kuzma, Class of 2019, B.M. – Music, Voice

Welcoming Remarks
Anne D’Alleva, Dean

Conferral of Honorary Degree
Jeffrey Shoulson, Vice Provost for Academic Operations
Richard Lublin, Attorney, Actor, and Philanthropist, Doctor of Fine Arts

Commencement Address
Richard Lublin, Attorney, Actor, and Philanthropist, Doctor of Fine Arts

Musical Interlude
‘II. The Other Side’ – Kenneth Fuchs, from Where Have You Been?
(String Quartet No. 2 After Five Collages by Robert Motherwell)
The UConn Commencement Quartet

Alumni Greetings
Alexandra Eckhardt, 2018 Grammy-Award Winning Bassist for The Band’s Visit on Broadway
Class of 2011, B.A. in Music (Jazz Studies) and B.S. in Music Education

Student Remarks

Recognition of the 2019 Class Print
‘Stage’ by Cassidy Depaolo, Class of 2019, B.F.A. – Art, Printmaking

Presentation of the Candidates
Department of Music
Rod Nelman, Marshal

Department of Digital Media and Design
Mike Vertefeuille, Marshal

Department of Dramatic Arts
Marie Percy, Marshall

Department of Art and Art History
Alison Paul, Marshal

Conferral of Degrees
Jeffrey Shoulson, Vice Provost for Academic Operations

Closing Remarks
Anne D’Alleva, Dean

Recessional
Mirror Lake Brass Quintet
A fter graduating from Cornell Law School, Richard Lublin was admitted to the Ohio State Bar Association in 1964 and the Connecticut Bar Association in 1965. He was admitted to practice before Connecticut’s U.S. District Court in 1969, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida in 1975 and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in 1975. For over 30 years, Richard was one of Connecticut’s most renowned litigators. He was involved in some of the state’s most noteworthy cases and was a founding partner of a prestigious Hartford area law firm, which had 22 practicing attorneys. During his tenure as a member of the Hartford County Bar Association, he served as chair of the ethics committee. He served two terms on the state Board of Pardons.

After retiring as an attorney in 1995, Mr. Lublin pursued his passion for the arts and built an impressive second career in television and film. He often specialized in roles that related to the law, playing an attorney in the television series The Practice and Ally McBeal, and later a judge on Law & Order. Supporting roles in other top television series followed: Chicago Hope, Married with Children, Frasier, Rescue Me, and HBO’s Luck. In 2007, Mr. Lublin acted alongside Oscar winners Philip Seymour Hoffman and Marissa Tomei and Oscar nominees Ethan Hawke and Albert Finney in the acclaimed film Before the Devil Knows You’re Dead, directed by Sidney Lumet. In 2018, he appeared in the film The Land of Steady Habits, starring Connie Britton and Edie Falco, and written and directed by Nicole Holofcener. As a professional actor, Mr. Lublin is a member of the Screen Actors Guild and American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (SAG-AFTRA).

Throughout his career, Mr. Lublin has sought to give back to society through philanthropy. Mr. Lublin has been a major donor to UConn since 1983, primarily supporting UConn Health and cancer research. He and his late wife, Jane, were awarded the Carole and Ray Neag Medal of Honor in 2014 for their remarkable contributions to UConn Health and the field of medicine. Outside the health sciences, the Lublins have made a significant commitment to support undergraduate scholarships for students in Storrs.

Mr. Lublin’s philanthropy and advocacy for cancer research is commendable. His unconventional bridging of two disparate careers in the Law and the Arts is equally impressive. Mr. Lublin represents what can be achieved with drive, fortitude, and imagination.
COMMENCEMENT
ORDER OF EXERCISES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, HEALTH AND NATURAL RESOURCES
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Saturday, May 11, 2019 – 6:00 P.M.

PROCESSIONAL

BANNER CARRIERS
Jessica R. Seltz, Nutritional Sciences, BS 2019, UConn Banner
Jonathan Yatco, Allied Health Sciences, BS 2019, CAHNR Banner
Mackenzie L. Fischer, Animal Science, AAS 2019, RHSA Banner

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Carmen M. Moncion
Allied Health Sciences

WELCOMING REMARKS
Sandra L. Bushmich, Associate Dean

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS – STUDENT ADDRESS
Rachele E. Spadafore, Pathobiology, BS 2019

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. Indrajeet Chaubey
Dean and Director, College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Indrajeet Chaubey, Dean and Director

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John C. Volin, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Audra S. Leach, Biological Sciences, BS 2007
Agriculture and Natural Resources, BS 2007
Curriculum and Instruction, MA 2009
President, UCAHNRA

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Indrajeet Chaubey was appointed Dean of the College of Agriculture, Health, and Natural Resources on March 1, 2019. He also serves as the Director of the Connecticut Cooperative Extension System and the Storrs Experiment Station. He came to UConn from Purdue University where he enjoyed a distinguished career in teaching, research, and administration for more than 12 years. At Purdue, he held a number of positions including Associate Dean and Director of International Programs in the College of Agriculture, Head and Professor in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, and Professor in the Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering. As the Associate Dean and Director of International Programs in Agriculture at Purdue University, Dr. Chaubey was responsible for leading and coordinating international activities in the College of Agriculture to implement international programs that encompass activities throughout the entire food, agriculture, and natural resources systems. He worked closely with faculty, national and international agencies, and private foundations to obtain funding and to facilitate international development and capacity building projects.

Dr. Chaubey's research is focused on improving water quality and watershed management by integrating field data collection and mathematical modeling, and developing simulation models and tools that will guide policy decision makers, watershed managers, conservation specialists and farmers. Dr. Chaubey is unique in his integration of simulation modeling and innovative field research to improve our understanding of various rainfall-runoff and pollutant transport processes at field, stream reach and watershed scales. Dr. Chaubey has led efforts nationally and internationally in quantifying how land use changes, agricultural intensification, and urbanization will impact water availability, water quality, and ecosystem services. His research improves watershed management decisions so that resource allocations and resulting water quality improvements can be optimized.

Dr. Chaubey is a prolific author. He has published more than 475 research articles, including more than 140 peer reviewed journal articles and 190 technical papers in various conferences, and has given more than 60 invited presentations at various regional, national, and international conferences. He has won numerous honors and awards including New Holland Young Researcher Award, ADS/Hancor Soil and Water Conservation Award, Purdue Agricultural Research Award, Purdue University Faculty Scholar, Seed for Success Award, and Outstanding Research Award. He is a Fellow of the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers and a Fellow of Indian Society of Agricultural Engineers. He has served as the Principal Investigator or Co-Investigator on 55 research projects totaling more than $40 million. He has directed the M.S./Ph.D. work of 30 graduate students at the University of Arkansas and Purdue University.
COMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Sunday, May 12, 2019 – 9:00 A.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL

INTRODUCTION
Robert Day, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Jessenia V. Nieves ’19

WELCOMING REMARKS
David Souder, Interim Dean

STUDENT REMARKS
Nicole Allyse Hamilton ’19

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
John R. Fodor ’85
Interim President and CEO
University of Connecticut Foundation

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
David Souder, Interim Dean
Robert Day, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott
Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CLOSING REMARKS
Robert Day, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs

RECESSIONAL
John Fodor is the Interim President and CEO of the University of Connecticut Foundation, working closely with the University President and the UConn Foundation Board of Directors to continue driving fundraising success for the Foundation.

He previously retired from the investment firm The Capital Group/ American Funds after twenty-two years of service where he served as a Partner, Board of Director and Executive Vice President of Global Distribution.

While at The Capital Group, John served in many leadership roles both domestically and internationally helping it to become one of the world's largest investment managers. He was a founding member of the groups' Institutional Retirement Plan efforts, eventually leading the group from start-up to one of the most successful retirement plan efforts in the financial services industry. He went on to lead North American Distribution to record sales in excess of $200 billion per year. Among many other notable efforts, he spent the later part of his career at Capital helping it expand internationally in both the European and Asian markets. After logging over 5 million travel miles, he decided to retire from the firm in July of 2014.

John is a 1985 Graduate of the University of Connecticut and earned a Bachelor of Arts in Economics. He continues to remain actively involved at UConn serving on the UConn School of Business Advisory Cabinet and is a frequent guest lecturer and speaker. In addition, he is a graduate of the Harvard Business School's Executive Leadership in Financial Services Program, the Executive Leadership Immersion Program at The Kellogg Business School at Northwestern University, and the Talent Management Institute at the Keenan Business School at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill.

John is still active in the business community as an investor, educator and consultant. He has helped to finance several start-up businesses that include Latitude Beverages, recently named to The Boston Business Journal's “Fast 50” fastest growing businesses list. In his most recent venture, he along with his long time UConn college mate have co-founded NextGen Dental Management, an innovative investment holding and management company for the dental industry.

Throughout his career, he has been involved with numerous non-profit organizations and educational institutions. He currently sits on The Board of Trustees of The Foundation for Financial Planning as well as The Southborough Community Foundation and is President of his own foundation, The John and Sally Fodor Family Foundation.
COMMENCEMENT
ORDER OF EXERCISES

NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Sunday, May 12, 2019 – 9:00 A.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
David Dapaah-Afrhyth ‘19 BS, Class of 2019 Banner Carrier

OPENING REMARKS
Alan Marcus
Associate Professor and Lead Marshal, University of Connecticut

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Marissa Brevetti, Samantha Card, Justin Daly, Matthew Douglass, Kevin Duffy, Troy Frey, Emily Lattanzi, Spencer Malley, Kayla Pardue, Courtney Plantier, Luke Powers, Nicholas Tedeschi, Ricardo Valentin, Tricia Wong
Neag School Class of 2019 Music Education Majors
Led by Jesús Cortés-Sanchez, ’18 (ED), ’19 MA

PRESENTATION OF COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Gladis Kersaint, Dean, Neag School of Education

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Karissa Niehoff ’10 Ed.D.
Executive Director, National Federation of State High School Associations

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION AND PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Ann Traynor ’05 MA, ’16 Ed.D.
Director of Advising and Certification, Neag School of Education

ALUMNI REMARKS
Jesús Cortés-Sanchez, ’18 (ED), ’19 MA

MUSICAL INTERLUDE
“A Million Dreams”
by Benj Pasek and Justin Paul
arranged by Jesús Cortés-Sanchez and the 2019 Music Education Cohort
with Cara Bernard, Assistant Clinical Professor

CLOSING REMARKS
Alan Marcus
Associate Professor and Lead Marshal, Neag School of Education

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Jeffrey Shoulson, Vice Provost for Academic Operations

RECESSIONAL
Karissa Niehoff serves as the first female executive director of the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS). NFHS stands as the nation’s leadership organization for high school sports and performing arts activities that today reach more than 19,000 high schools and 12 million participants in high school activity programs across the United States.

Niehoff began her career as a physical education instructor at Greenwich (Conn.) High School in 1989, going on to serve as a personal wellness teacher, athletic director, assistant principal, and principal at the middle and high school levels, in addition to coaching a champion high school field hockey team, as well as volleyball, softball, basketball, and track. Most recently, she led the Connecticut Association of Schools-Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference as executive director, from 2010 to 2018.

A 2016 recipient of the Neag School Alumni Board’s Distinguished Alumna Award, Niehoff has a distinguished record of leadership and active service across a broad range of education, coaching, and athletic administration roles. An advocate not only for children, but also for those responsible for educating them, she has numerous leadership and educator excellence awards to her name. She is a member of the USA Football Board of Directors and has served on the Board of Directors for NFHS, on the United States Field Hockey Association Board of Ethics, and as the field hockey program leader at the International Youth Camp during the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta. Niehoff also served on the Education Committee of the United States Olympic Committee, including acting as U.S. delegate to International Olympic Academies in Greece and Canada, and as co-founder of the national Passing The Torch Academy for Youth Sport Leadership.

An accomplished athlete herself, Niehoff competed during high school in basketball, track and field, and in the Junior Olympics for field hockey. She played Division I field hockey at Brown University and the University of Massachusetts. Today, she is an inductee of the New Agenda Northeast Women’s Hall of Fame.

Niehoff earned a bachelor’s degree in physical education from the University of Massachusetts, a master’s degree in school health education from Southern Connecticut State University, and a sixth-year degree in educational leadership from Central Connecticut State University. She received her doctorate in educational leadership from UConn’s Neag School of Education in 2010.
COMMENCEMENT
ORDER OF EXERCISES

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Sunday, May 12, 2019 – 12:30 P.M.

INTRODUCTION
Robin Côté, Associate Dean for Physical Sciences

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music, University of Connecticut

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Narineh Torosyan, Class of 2019, B.A. in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences

WELCOMING REMARKS
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF 2019 BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS AND FACULTY EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDS
Davita Silfen Glasberg, Interim Dean

Cathy Schlund-Vials
Board of Trustees
Distinguished Professor
English

Michael Lynch
Board of Trustees
Distinguished Professor
Philosophy

STUDENT REMARKS
Odia Kane, Class of 2019, B.A. in Cognitive Science and Political Science

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. William Julius Wilson
Doctor of Humane Letters

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. William Julius Wilson
Geyser University Professor, Harvard University
Past President of the American Sociological Association, 1989-1990
MacArthur Prize Fellow, 1987-1992
National Medal of Science, 1998

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Andrew Moiseff, Associate Dean for Behavioral and Life Sciences

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Davita Silfen Glasberg, Interim Dean

PRESENTERS
Kathleen C. Walsh, B.A. ’77, M.A.’79, M.B.A ’84
Robert M. Pasquella, B.A. ’89
Jennifer Ryley Welsh, B.A. ’90
Julio A. Concepción, B.A ’04

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECESSONAL
William Julius Wilson

William Julius Wilson is Lewis P. and Linda L. Geyser University Professor at Harvard University. He is one of only 25 University Professors, the highest professional distinction for a Harvard faculty member. After receiving the Ph.D. from Washington State University in 1966, Wilson taught sociology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, before joining the University of Chicago faculty in 1972. In 1990, he was appointed the Lucy Flower University Professor and director of the University of Chicago's Center for the Study of Urban Inequality. He joined the faculty at Harvard in July 1996.

Wilson is a recipient of the 1998 National Medal of Science, the highest scientific honor bestowed in the United States (and only the second sociologist to receive the honor); and was awarded the Talcott Parsons Prize in the Social Sciences by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2003; the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science in 2013; the Robert and Helen Lynd Award for Distinguished Career Achievement by the Community and Urban Section of the American Sociological Association in 2013; the WEB Du Bois Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award by the American Sociological Association in 2014, the highest award bestowed by the ASA; and the 2017 SAGE-CASBS Award by the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.

Past President of the American Sociological Association, Wilson has received 46 honorary degrees, including honorary doctorates from Yale, Princeton, Columbia, the University of Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Johns Hopkins, Dartmouth, and the University of Amsterdam in The Netherlands. A MacArthur Prize Fellow from 1987 to 1992, Wilson has been elected to the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, the National Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine), the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the National Academy of Education, and the British Academy. He is the author of numerous award-winning publications including The Declining Significance of Race (1978, 1980, 2012), winner of the American Sociological Association's Sydney Spivack Award; The Truly Disadvantaged (1987, 2012), which was selected by the editors of The New York Times Book Review as one of the 16 best books of 1987, and received The Washington Monthly Annual Book Award, the Society for the Study of Social Problems' C. Wright Mills Award, and the American Political Science Association's Aaron Wildavsky Enduring Contribution Award; When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor (1996), which was selected as one of the notable books of 1996 by the editors of The New York Times Book Review, and received the Sidney Hillman Foundation Award and the American Political Science Association's Aaron Wildavsky Enduring Contribution Award.

Other honors granted to Wilson include the Seidman Award in Political Economy (the first and only non-economist to receive the Award); the Golden Plate Achievement Award; the Distinguished Alumnus Award, Washington State University; the American Sociological Association's Du Bois, Johnson, Frazier Award (for significant scholarship in the field of inter-group relations); the American Sociological Association's Award for Public Understanding of Sociology; the Burton Gordon Feldman Award ("for outstanding contributions in the field of public policy"), Brandeis University; the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Award (granted by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Los Angeles); the Diverse: Issues in Higher Education's John Hope Franklin Award; the Everett Mendelsohn Excellence in Mentoring Award, Harvard University; and the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award for Lifetime Achievement in Nonfiction. He was designated a Walter Channing Cabot Fellow at Harvard University for 2009-10. And in 2012 the Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility Section of the American Sociological Association renamed its Early Career Award as the William Julius Wilson Early Career Award.

Professor Wilson has been a member of numerous national boards and commissions, and he was previously the Chair of the Board of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and of the Russell Sage Foundation, and a member of President Clinton's Commission on White House Fellowships from 1994 to 2001.
COMMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Sunday, May 12, 2019 – 5:00 P.M.

INTRODUCTION
Cathy Schlund-Vials, Associate Dean for Humanities

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music, University of Connecticut

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Angelique Campo, Class of 2020, B.A. in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences

WELCOMING REMARKS
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF 2019 BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS AND FACULTY EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDS
Davita Silfen Glasberg, Interim Dean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cathy Schlund-Vials</th>
<th>Michael Lynch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Trustees</td>
<td>Board of Trustees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinguished Professor</td>
<td>Distinguished Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STUDENT REMARKS
Tyler James, Class of 2019, B.A. in Communication

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. William Julius Wilson
Doctor of Humane Letters

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. William Julius Wilson
Geyser University Professor, Harvard University
Past President of the American Sociological Association, 1989-1990
MacArthur Prize Fellow, 1987-1992
National Medal of Science, 1998

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Andrew Moiseff, Associate Dean for Behavioral and Life Science

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Davita Silfen Glasberg, Interim Dean

| Dr. Akbar Khan, B.S. ’15, D.M.D. ’19 |
| Wendy Walworth Kopp, B.A. ’93 |
| Kimberly R. Rebello, ’15, M.S. ’15, M.D. ’19 |
| Daniel Perrefort, B.S. ’15 |

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECESSIONAL
William Julius Wilson

William Julius Wilson is Lewis P. and Linda L. Geyser University Professor at Harvard University. He is one of only 25 University Professors, the highest professional distinction for a Harvard faculty member. After receiving the Ph.D. from Washington State University in 1966, Wilson taught sociology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, before joining the University of Chicago faculty in 1972. In 1990, he was appointed the Lucy Flower University Professor and director of the University of Chicago's Center for the Study of Urban Inequality. He joined the faculty at Harvard in July 1996.

Wilson is a recipient of the 1998 National Medal of Science, the highest scientific honor bestowed in the United States (and only the second sociologist to receive the honor); and was awarded the Talcott Parsons Prize in the Social Sciences by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2003; the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science in 2013; the Robert and Helen Lynd Award for Distinguished Career Achievement by the Community and Urban Section of the American Sociological Association in 2013; the WEB Du Bois Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award by the American Sociological Association in 2014, the highest award bestowed by the ASA; and the 2017 SAGE-CASBS Award by the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.

Past President of the American Sociological Association, Wilson has received 46 honorary degrees, including honorary doctorates from Yale, Princeton, Columbia, the University of Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Johns Hopkins, Dartmouth, and the University of Amsterdam in The Netherlands. A MacArthur Prize Fellow from 1987 to 1992, Wilson has been elected to the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, the National Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine), the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the National Academy of Education, and the British Academy. He is the author of numerous award-winning publications including The Declining Significance of Race (1978, 1980, 2012), winner of the American Sociological Association's Sydney Spivack Award; The Truly Disadvantaged (1987, 2012), which was selected by the editors of The New York Times Book Review as one of the 16 best books of 1987, and received The Washington Monthly Annual Book Award, the Society for the Study of Social Problems’ C. Wright Mills Award, and the American Political Science Association's Aaron Wildavsky Enduring Contribution Award; When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor (1996), which was selected as one of the notable books of 1996 by the editors of The New York Times Book Review, and received the Sidney Hillman Foundation Award and the American Political Science Association's Aaron Wildavsky Enduring Contribution Award.

Other honors granted to Wilson include the Seidman Award in Political Economy (the first and only non-economist to receive the Award); the Golden Plate Achievement Award; the Distinguished Alumnus Award, Washington State University; the American Sociological Association's Du Bois, Johnson, Frazier Award (for significant scholarship in the field of inter-group relations); the American Sociological Association's Award for Public Understanding of Sociology; the Burton Gordon Feldman Award ("for outstanding contributions in the field of public policy"), Brandeis University; the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Award (granted by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Los Angeles); the Diverse: Issues in Higher Education's John Hope Franklin Award; the Everett Mendelsohn Excellence in Mentoring Award, Harvard University; and the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award for Lifetime Achievement in Nonfiction. He was designated a Walter Channing Cabot Fellow at Harvard University for 2009-10. And in 2012 the Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility Section of the American Sociological Association renamed its Early Career Award as the William Julius Wilson Early Career Award.

Professor Wilson has been a member of numerous national boards and commissions, and he was previously the Chair of the Board of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and of the Russell Sage Foundation, and a member of President Clinton's Commission on White House Fellowships from 1994 to 2001.
COMMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
GRADUATE SCHOOL, SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE, AND SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Monday, May 13, 2019 – 1:00 P.M.

PROCESIONAL
SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Adanna Udeh, School of Medicine

WELCOMING REMARKS
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
David C. Page
Doctor of Science

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
David C. Page
Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Director, Whitehead Institute
Howard Hughes Investigator

AWARDING OF FACULTY RECOGNITION AWARD
Francis X. Archambault
Chair, Academic Affairs Subcommittee
UConn Health Board of Directors
Jacqueline S. Nissen
Board of Directors Faculty Recognition Award
Professor of Medicine
Senior Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs
Associate Dean for Graduate Medical Education

REMARKS
Woodlyn Joachim
Graduate School
Evan Woodford
School of Dental Medicine
Bayan Abunar
School of Medicine
Kent E. Holsinger
Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Dean, Graduate School
Sharon M. Gordon
Dean
School of Dental Medicine
Bruce T. Liang
Dean
School of Medicine

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CONGRATULATORY REMARKS
Sanford Cloud, Jr.
Chair, UConn Health Board of Directors

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH
Anton Alerte, Class of 1998

RECESSIONAL
David Page, MD, is the Director and President of the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Professor of Biology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and an Investigator at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. A graduate of Swarthmore College, Page earned his MD from Harvard Medical School and the Harvard-MIT Health Sciences and Technology program. He joined the Whitehead Institute, as the first Whitehead Fellow, in 1984.

Page's laboratory explores fundamental differences between males and females in health and disease, both within and beyond the reproductive tract. The Page lab recently discovered that XY and XX sex chromosomes account for subtle differences in the molecular biology of male and female cells throughout the body. His honors include a MacArthur Prize Fellowship, Science magazine's Top Ten Scientific Advances of the Year (1992 and 2003), the Francis Amory Prize of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the March of Dimes Prize in Developmental Biology. He is a Member of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Medicine, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Jacqueline “Kiki” Nissen, M.D., FACP

Dr. Nissen serves as UConn School of Medicine's senior associate dean for faculty affairs and associate dean for graduate medical education. As an internist she also provides primary care to patients as a professor in the Department of Medicine at UConn Health.

UConn has been the home to Dr. Nissen's medical education since 1985 when she began medical school and her entire career in medicine. She completed medical school at UConn in 1989, her UConn internal medicine residency training in 1994 serving then as chief medical resident, and joined the faculty in 1996 as an internal medicine physician.

“My journey of success at the University of Connecticut stems from my desire and commitment to make a daily difference in academics and healthcare,” said Dr. Nissen. “I have always seen myself as part of the bigger team here at UConn Health and have never stopped dreaming about new ways to make things better for the organization and its people.”

Nissen added, “This amazing journey will continue, as I see my success in the context of service to my patients, trainees, the institution, and Connecticut. I made a decision early in my career to stay in Connecticut, raise a family, and make a difference at UConn Health in one of the most rewarding professions - academic medicine and healthcare.”

As associate dean for graduate medical education, Dr. Nissen oversees more than 60 sponsored graduate medical education programs and 670 residents and fellows annually. She is a strong advocate for medical education as a top priority at UConn, and on the regional and national stage.

“We are so thankful for Kiki's longstanding service to UConn School of Medicine, and our countless students, residents, fellows, faculty, and staff across UConn Health the last three decades. She is a highly regarded practicing internist with a sustained record of academic leadership and has served the institution effectively well,” said Dr. Bruce T. Liang, dean of UConn School of Medicine. “Testament to Dr. Nissen's leadership is our medical school’s very large and successful residency and fellowship programs.”

“Dr. Nissen is a well-respected clinician and tireless advocate for medical education and faculty development,” said Dr. Cheryl Oncken, chair of the Department of Medicine at UConn School of Medicine. “She has dedicated her career to UConn and academic medicine. As a result we are all the better for it and have excelled as an institution under her leadership.”

Dr. Nissen is board-certified in internal medicine. She previously served as the vice chair of the Department of Medicine and Division Chief for General Internal Medicine. She has received several awards for her excellence in clinical care, teaching and academic leadership, along with outstanding evaluations from the resident physician trainees and the faculty she advises, develops and mentors.

“To be recognized by UConn Health’s Board of Directors is very humbling and I am thankful to UConn for the last nearly 35 years of exciting cutting-edge education and medicine opportunities and the privilege of training generations of physicians.”
COMMENCEMENT
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GRADUATE SCHOOL – Doctoral Ceremony
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Monday, May 13, 2019 – 6:00 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Mirror Lake Brass Quintet

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Jolie Rocke Brown

WELCOMING REMARKS
Kent Holsinger, Vice Provost for Graduate Education
and Dean of the Graduate School

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Sandra M. Chafouleas, Professor of Educational Psychology and
Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor in the Neag School of Education

STUDENT REMARKS
Semin Park

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Kent Holsinger, Vice Provost for Graduate Education
and Dean of the Graduate School

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
John A. Elliott, Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

CLOSING REMARKS
Kent Holsinger, Vice Provost for Graduate Education
and Dean of the Graduate School

RECESSIONAL
Sandra M. Chafouleas is a Professor of Educational Psychology and Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor at the University of Connecticut. Dr. Chafouleas received her doctorate in School Psychology from Syracuse University in 1997 and has served in Associate Dean positions in The Graduate School and the Neag School of Education. Dr. Chafouleas has successfully mentored 6 postdoctoral scholars and 19 doctoral students, many of whom moved on to hold tenure track positions across the country. She is well known in her field as a mentor to graduate students and has actively sought to include them in professional activities that guide their research. Her outreach to graduate students has provided “profound and endurable impacts” on careers and served as “inspiration” when there wasn’t enough time in the day or when things were not going as planned. Advisees speak to her finding their inner academic and introduced them to a life in academia and research they didn’t realize they wanted. Her mentorship of graduate students is purposeful, direct, and provides “scaffolding” to future endeavors. She not only contributes scholarly writing, but to the future of the school psychology profession in her work mentoring graduate students.

Semin Park is a Ph.D. candidate in Management at the University of Connecticut. Her primary area of interest is relational dynamics within and between teams, in which she has conducted applied research on multi-level models of effectiveness at the individual, team, and multi-team system levels. Park is working on her dissertation, a multi-method experimental study of the conflict dynamics in a simulated mass casualty incident emergent medical response, which theoretically and empirically unpacks the emergence and evolution of conflict relations within and between teams, and their effects on critical task outcomes. This dissertation is recognized as the highest ranked dissertation proposal from the society for industrial and organizational psychology (Lee Hakel Award). Her research has been published in leading peer-reviewed academic journals, including the Academy of Management Review, Organizational Research Methods, and American Psychologist. In addition to her excellency in research, Park has also been stellar in the classroom. She has been received an average student rating of 4.97 out of 5 across multiple sections and was awarded the school-wide outstanding Ph.D. student teaching award as well as the Outstanding Graduate Student Life Award. Park holds both a B.A. (Business Administration) and a M.S. in Organizational Behavior & Human Resource management from the Seoul National University. She will be joining the Tippie College of Business at the University of Iowa as an assistant professor in the fall of 2019.
COMMENCEMENT
ORDER OF EXERCISES

SCHOOL OF LAW
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Sunday, May 19, 2019 – 10:30 A.M.

PROCESSIONAL
FLAG BEARERS
Jessica Lynn Murphy ’19, Juris Doctor, Day Division
Emily Adams Gait ’19, Juris Doctor, Evening Division
Fernando-Paulo De-Mello-Barreto-Filho ’19, Doctor of the Science of Law
Robert Lewis Marconi ’19, Master of Laws, Energy and Environmental Law
Muna Abbas ’19, Master of Laws, Human Rights and Social Justice
Sara Schroeder ’19, Master of Laws, Insurance Law
Keyue Luo ’19, Master of Laws, Intellectual Property and Information Governance
Robert Leon Jahns ’19, Master of Laws, U.S. Legal Studies
Kyle Gardner Roseman ’19, Parliamentarian, Student Bar Association

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Emma Jaye Hale ’19

INTRODUCTION
Paul Chill ’85
Associate Dean for Clinical and Experimental Education and Clinical Professor of Law and Chief Marshal

WELCOMING REMARKS
Timothy Fisher
Dean, School of Law

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Donald B. Verrilli, Jr.
Former Solicitor General of the United States
Partner, Munger, Tolles & Olson

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Timothy Fisher
Dean, School of Law

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Jeffrey Shoulson
Vice Provost for Academic Operations

Perry Zirkel ’76 Distinguished Teaching Award Presentation
by Timothy Fisher
Dean, School of Law
to Alexandra D. Lahav
Ellen Ash Peters Professor of Law

STUDENT REMARKS
Charleen Roloff ’19, Master of Laws
Emily Adams Gait ’19, Juris Doctor, Evening Division
Aaron David Frankel ’19, Juris Doctor, Day Division

ALUMNI WELCOME
Richard Twilley ’04
President, The University of Connecticut Law School Alumni Association, Inc.

RECESSIONAL
Donald B. Verrilli

Donald B. Verrilli, Jr. served as Solicitor General of the United States from June 2011 to June 2016. During that time he argued dozens of cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and was responsible for representing the United States government in all appellate matters before the High Court and in the courts of appeals.

Mr. Verrilli’s landmark victories include his successful advocacy in defense of the Affordable Care Act in National Federation of Independent Businesses v. Sebelius and King v. Burwell; his successful advocacy for marriage equality in Obergefell v. Hodges and United States v. Windsor; and his vindication of federal immigration authority in Arizona v. United States. He also achieved important victories in two patent cases, Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank and Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, in a case vindicating the president’s foreign affairs authority in Zivotofsky v. Kerry, and in numerous cases involving civil rights, women’s rights and other matters of national importance.

In addition to these matters, Mr. Verrilli’s U.S. Supreme Court arguments have included cases involving antitrust, copyright, telecommunications, the environment, the First Amendment, the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment, the separation of powers, criminal law and other federal constitutional and statutory matters.

Before serving as Solicitor General, Mr. Verrilli served as Deputy White House Counsel, and previously as Associate Deputy Attorney General in the U.S. Department of Justice. In those positions, he counseled President Obama, Cabinet secretaries and other senior government officials on a wide range of legal issues involving national security, economic regulation, domestic policy and the scope of executive and administrative authority.

Before joining the government, Mr. Verrilli spent two decades in private practice representing companies in their most high stakes matters, particularly in the areas of media and entertainment, telecommunications and First Amendment law, which he has taught at Georgetown Law School.

Mr. Verrilli is now a partner with Munger, Tolles & Olson, and the founder of its Washington, D.C., office. In addition to handling matters before the U.S. Supreme Court and the courts of appeals, Mr. Verrilli’s practice focuses on representing and counseling clients on multi-dimensional problems, where litigation, regulation and public policy intersect to shape markets and industries in our evolving economy.
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Jason Bruce Barnes
Meagan Ann Bourgette
Neasa Brandreth Canaley
Logan Farley
Mackenzie Lynn Fischer
Maxwell Gentino
Lydia Mae Gerber
Carl Alexander Johnson
Katharine Keeley
Morgan Adelaide MacMillan
Tyler Stephen Metsack
Yasmeen Farida Nazeer
Gerald Sebastien Parks
Madison Annice Sheridan
Dalina Tavarez

Drew E. Belair
Brigit Eliane Huwyler [SUM]

Alyssa G. Perry [SUM]

Amy E. Pruner

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Graduates, August 24, 2018
Charles Cody Zabin Abrams, in Individualized: Exercise Physiology & Health
Bijan Aime, in Exercise Science
Alessandra Marie Alling, in Natural Resources
Maria Antony, in Allied Health Sciences
Madeline Beckman, in Allied Health Sciences
Lauren Bellizzi, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences
Alexandra Catherine Cabra, in Animal Science
Emily Li Min Chu, in Allied Health Sciences
David Joseph Csordas, in Pathobiology
Sarah Alice Michelle Cubells, in Animal Science
Gregory Scott Davis, in Nutritional Sciences
Ameelaxmi Munish Desai, in Allied Health Sciences
Leslie Dunn, in Individualized: Health & Wellness
Lauren Nicole Engels, in Animal Science
Erika Gretel Fleming, in Nutritional Sciences
Kayleigh Erin Granville, in Environmental Sciences
Marta M Holovatska, in Allied Health Sciences
Helen Rose Iannitti, in Animal Science
Justine Mary Inzero, in Nutritional Sciences
Sarah Kathryn Jacobson, in Natural Resources
Sung Soo Kim, in Allied Health Sciences
Nicole Kowalski, in Exercise Science
Arlie Grace Koziol, in Pathobiology
Celeste Juanita Kurz, in Nutritional Sciences
Lucia Lian, in Allied Health Sciences
Anna Catherine Mackay, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences
Elena Christine Masiello, in Exercise Science
David Alfonso Massabni, in Allied Health Sciences
Sabreena Mei, in Allied Health Sciences
Micaela Marie Nowacki, in Exercise Science
Justin Joseph Patten, in Pathobiology
Emily Rose O’Heir, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences
Ericka J. Randazzo, in Pathobiology
Gustavo Dos Reis Porto, in Allied Health Sciences
Mary Eileen Roche, in Pathobiology
Jessica Ruth Seltz, in Nutritional Sciences
Mary Jo Thometz, in Animal Science
Kaneha Vali, in Animal Science
Kylie Elisabeth Whalen, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences

Andrew Lovatello Abbagnaro
Hannah Elizabeth Abbot
Charles Cody Zabin Abrams [LAU]
Mohammad M. Abuzaydeh
Kelsey Catherine Adamson
Taarec Abass Ahmed
Eekra Ahsan
Bijan Aime
Ariana Akkaya
Christopher Alicea
Xhoaela Alickolli
Jodie Tamera Allen
Michelle Elizabeth Allen
Alessandra Marie Alling* [SUM]
Alexandra Anagnostopoulos
Rosemarie Andrews
Maria Antony* [MAG]
Hannah Elizabeth Arel
Amanda Arroyo
Miriam Attar
Matthew J. Attolino
Amanda Marie Ausburger
Samantha Rachel Avery
Daisy Karoline Avila-Soto
Vanessa Ayala
Jacqueline Susan Mae Aylward
Melissa Olga Azinheira
Cameron Elyse Badner
Shayla Elizabeth Bailey
Kylie Baker
Jeffrey Allen Baksa
Sabrina Marie Bald
Jenna Marie Balogh
Aaliyah Elisa Barnes
Maja Barnouw [LAU]
Jennifer R. Barrios
Rachael Marie Barta
Babina Basnet
Allison Elizabeth Bates
Riley Ann Baxter
Madeline Beckman [SUM]
Layla Matsuzawa Beebe
Colin Neil Beesley
Hailey Marie Belsito
Anika Ammarie Bennett
Gabriele Brooke Benzilio
Madissen Ilyse Bernstein
Jessica Lynn Berry [MAG]
Jamie L. Bezzini
Alaina Marie Bisson
Katherine Elizabeth Blake [SUM]
Kevin Michael Böt
Michaela Lucia Boucher
Sarah Ashleigh Boucher
Corrinne Haley Boyajian
Jason Christopher Bradley
Hannah Lorraine Bradshaw
Alexander Ferreira Brahm
Hayley Maureen Brant
Luke Brazdzionis
Gabriela Nicole Brito
Carla Kathleen Broughal
Lindsay Leigh Brown
Minahil M. Bukhari [LAU]
Connor John Bunovsky
Kyle Elmer Buss
Tsering Buti
Maria Buzzelli
Alexandra Catherine Cabra [MAG]
Kristin Diane Cabrera
Ashley Elizabeth Cain
Sarah Watts Calnan
Melisa Camdzic
David J. Campanella
Taylor Elizabeth Cardin
Hanna Este Caridad
Tyler Carlson
Christopher Mark Caron [LAU]
Daniel Carson Carrington
Christopher Michael Carroll
Sara Marie Carson
Sarah Linda Carson
Rachel Lynn Caswell
Brian Miguel Cespedes
Dana Marie Ceva
Katherine Julie Chaber
Michaela Kathryn Ahern [LAU]
Johnathan Michael Albert
Kori Reese Barritteau [LAU]
Manshi R. Bhavsar
Ryan Edmund Bogrette [MAG]
Olivia Julia Boucher
Taylor Anne Cady
Andrew Michael Cebry
Amarildo Ceta
Kylie Shane Cherry
Emily Ann Czarnecki
Brittney Marie Dalkowski
Javante Shalise Danvers
Jessica Zixing Decoteau
Hannah Ellis
Anna Frances Esposito
Jenna Marie Ethridge
Nicholas Andrew Everett
David John Foberg [LAU]
Luciana Fucarino
Ana Victoria Fuentes
Linnea Jang Geary
Jocelyn Dana Giordano
Mary Elizabeth Harrell

Jacob Thomas Hauser-Ramsey
Tess L. Hebert
Peter Thomas Hecht
Stephen Edward Hnatuk
Dijon Alicia Holness
Jagger Michael Javenues
Ellis Archer Jennings
Jaspreet Kaur Jutla
Erika Wen Kam
Liane Keegans
Kim Rachael Kirchberg-Sawicki*
Erik Kocur [MAG]
Alexa Raye Kozlowski [MAG]
Elaisa Laureta
Amanda Lavoie
Meredith Anne Leo
Lucia Lian [MAG]
Brendan Thomas Lyga
Nicholas John Mangiamei
Ruyah Mahmoud Mansour
Christopher Adam Mishler
Tyler Nichols
Simia Odedra
Nicolas Page [MAG]

Shannon Marie Papalia
Zachary Edward Paulisin
Nathaniel Pettit [SUM]
Morgan Barbara Reed
Megan Lynn Reiser
Joseph Reynolds
Nicole Gale Ritter
Erin Lauren Rodriguez
John Donovan Seymour
Rosalinda Sibilo
Jaimie Michelle Simmons [LAU]
Rosa Shannon Smith
Lindsey Rose Tenenbaum
Eric Carl Tiedemann
Alyssa Elizabeth Tozzi
Sophia Elizabeth Tramuta
Jessica Miriam Tucker
Olivia Marie Tyler
Markeda Devonashay Verner
Gabriella Nicole Vinci
Anna Elizabeth Walker
Dylan Patrick Williams
McKenna Ann Wilson
Mathis Gwynn Yaeger

Pamela Amy Aderhold
Isabel Agabs
Izzah Meraj Ali
Joshua Marc Becker
Lauren Bellizio [LAU]
Jordan Mathew Bronko
Mary K. Burns
Alyssa Marie Caffrey
Daisy Caporal
Christie Daphrey Carrenard
Jacob A. Cassano
Kelsey R. Catalano
Tiffany Chanla
Megan Margaret Christianson
Melissa Lina Coyne
Sarah Alice Michelle Cubells*
Christopher John Dandeneau
Joseph Tyler Danielson
Tyler Harrison Davis
Jeanelle Unique De Los Santos
Carly Scott Dedominicis
Conor Zee Delaney
Victoria Rose Donroe
Eddy Edwin Escobar
Tyler John Evangelista

Marisa Louise Fahy
Hannah Elise Fields [LAU]
Jordan Travis Gant
Dominique Alexandra Gelineau
Benjamin Giroux
Kayla Beth Higgins
Vincent Thomas Infante
Thomas Gabriel Kassery
Raquel Gabrielle Kopeck
Karina Kujawa
Janice Kwak
Tyler Kenneth Lathrope
Emica Olivia Leveille
Sumin Liu
Krisa Rae Lockyer
Bryan James Lohman
Mariah Nicole Lombard
Brian John Mahon
Monica Eva Marcello
Alexander Briggs McQuillan
Liam Merrill Merritt
Christopher C. Mignano
Nicole Brittany Miller
Alexandra E. Moen
Emily Renee Oatley

Oke Godwin Okifo
Carly Pacekonis
Morgan Kendall Pierce
Svitlana Polova
Kevin Portal [LAU]
Megan Elizabeth Potter
Kelly Roxana Reyes
Stephanie Reyes
Bianca Graziela Roberts
Keegan King Roberts
Sarah Elizabeth Sandefur
Michael William Schumacher
Anup Kumar Sharma
Kaitlyn Elisabeth Sidman
Ashley Morgan Smalls
Whitney Emma Smith
Edward Joseph Story
Jasmine Nhuu Touch
Sean Patrick Welch
Kylie Elisabeth Whalen [LAU]
Ginnele Renea’ O’Shawna Whyte
Katherine Wojenska
Sang W. Yi
Madeline Taylor Ziff

Richard William Garbus
Tristan O’Keefe Jones

Sierra Lynn Goodwin

Marcella Caspian Hube

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Richard William Garbus
Tristan O’Keefe Jones

Sierra Lynn Goodwin

Marcella Caspian Hube

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Pamela Amy Aderhold
Isabel Agabs
Izzah Meraj Ali
Joshua Marc Becker
Lauren Bellizio [LAU]
Jordan Mathew Bronko
Mary K. Burns
Alyssa Marie Caffrey
Daisy Caporal
Christie Daphrey Carrenard
Jacob A. Cassano
Kelsey R. Catalano
Tiffany Chanla
Megan Margaret Christianson
Melissa Lina Coyne
Sarah Alice Michelle Cubells*
Christopher John Dandeneau
Joseph Tyler Danielson
Tyler Harrison Davis
Jeanelle Unique De Los Santos
Carly Scott Dedominicis
Conor Zee Delaney
Victoria Rose Donroe
Eddy Edwin Escobar
Tyler John Evangelista

Marisa Louise Fahy
Hannah Elise Fields [LAU]
Jordan Travis Gant
Dominique Alexandra Gelineau
Benjamin Giroux
Kayla Beth Higgins
Vincent Thomas Infante
Thomas Gabriel Kassery
Raquel Gabrielle Kopeck
Karina Kujawa
Janice Kwak
Tyler Kenneth Lathrope
Emica Olivia Leveille
Sumin Liu
Krisa Rae Lockyer
Bryan James Lohman
Mariah Nicole Lombard
Brian John Mahon
Monica Eva Marcello
Alexander Briggs McQuillan
Liam Merrill Merritt
Christopher C. Mignano
Nicole Brittany Miller
Alexandra E. Moen
Emily Renee Oatley

Oke Godwin Okifo
Carly Pacekonis
Morgan Kendall Pierce
Svitlana Polova
Kevin Portal [LAU]
Megan Elizabeth Potter
Kelly Roxana Reyes
Stephanie Reyes
Bianca Graziela Roberts
Keegan King Roberts
Sarah Elizabeth Sandefur
Michael William Schumacher
Anup Kumar Sharma
Kaitlyn Elisabeth Sidman
Ashley Morgan Smalls
Whitney Emma Smith
Edward Joseph Story
Jasmine Nhuu Touch
Sean Patrick Welch
Kylie Elisabeth Whalen [LAU]
Ginnele Renea’ O’Shawna Whyte
Katherine Wojenska
Sang W. Yi
Madeline Taylor Ziff

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Richard William Garbus
Tristan O’Keefe Jones

Sierra Lynn Goodwin

Marcella Caspian Hube
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

Nabihah Ahmed, in Accounting
Grace Agatha Alexander, in Finance
Melissa Anne Allen, in Accounting
Sarina Bhargava, in Finance
Hannah Katherine Bonitz, in Management Information Systems
Kayla Marie Chalmers, in Management Information Systems
Jackson Martin Collins, in Accounting
Rebecca Michelle Demazio, in Marketing
Jenna Rachel Dickinson, in Finance
Patrycja Drozdz, in Business Administration
Clayton Neil Firmender, in Marketing
Bridget Marie Giles, in Finance
Grace Lily Guertin, in Management
Zaineb Haroon, in Management Information Systems
Radhika Kanaskar, in Management Information Systems
Maximillian Karsanow, in Marketing
Andrew Abraham Katz, in Marketing

Brenna Kelly, in Marketing
Victoria Anne Laird, in Marketing
Austin William Langer, in Finance
Jesper Jinyan Li, in Finance
Conor James O’Donnell, in Accounting
Siobhan Rose O’Loughlin, in Management
Alexander Tyler Ott, in Management
Daztar Pagdiwala, in Finance
Charles Jonathon Price, in Accounting
John Wray Quevreaux, in Finance
Nicholas Ravalese, in Finance
Saifei Xi, in Management

John Adamidis
Samantha Michelle Adamo [MAG]
Damien Rodney Adams [LAU]
Sarah Hope Adams [LAU]
Nabihah Ahmed
Daniel Ryan Albano [LAU]
Erik Noelle Alessandro
Grace Agatha Alexander
Liam Harrison Alfred
Tahreem Akhter Ali [LAU]
Melissa Anne Allen [SUM]
Robert Alonzi
Gianna Vincent Altomare
Alexis Alvarez
Andrea Valentina Alvarez
Muhammed Kamal Aly
Christina Leigh Anastasio
Alexis Apostolidis
Zuanny Araujo
Elizabeth Mary Archino
Ismael Manuel Ariniegas
Jordan Arena
Brendan Robert Armbust Mulcahey
Matthew Neil Arons [LAU]
Ilya Alex Avdeyenkov
Arion Adam Ayala
Przemyslaw Babinski
Stephanos John Baggeas
Andrew Josepsh Bahlber [LAU]
Bryan Balser
Ryan Banigan
Tristen Antonio David Banks
Ying Bao*
Arianna Barbato
Luanon Goncalves Barbuzano
Armando James Barquin
Devin Basdekin*
Molly Anne Belekwicz
Robert Gage Benoit
Grace Marilyn Bentley [MAG]

Victor H. Bernabet* [LAU]
Sarina Bhargava [MAG]
Deep Bhavsar
Brandon John Bisack
Aubrie Bleier
Cella H. Blumenfield [SUM]
Hatrice Nur Bolat
Kevin Angelo Boninsega
Hannah Katherine Bonitz [SUM]
Meghan Elizabeth Bonita
Benjamin Bosco [LAU]
Michaela Bossi [SUM]
Zachary R. Bowles
McKenzie Rae Boyce
Spencer Henry Brandt
William Jacob Brassard
Nicholas James Brennan
Adam S. Brenner
Joshua Thomas Briere
Timothy Chen Brown* [LAU]
Zhaire Brown
Reno Jean Brown II
John Thomas Buckle
Emma Jane Burns
Robert Jeremiah Butler
Husnain Butt
McKenzie Watt Byrne
Michelle Cao
Catherine Grace Carbone
James Anthony Carbone
Christopher John Cardillo [LAU]
Michael Salvatore Cardillo [MAG]
Kevin G. Carnale [SUM]
Scott Paul Caron [LAU]
Nicholas Bailey Carreon
Fernando Fabian Casas
Anna Sophia Catrone
Kayla Marie Chalmers [LAU]
Andrea Giselle Chavez [LAU]
Derek Chen

Huixin Chen
Lejiang Chen
Lisa Chen
Giorgi Chilingarashvili
Nithisha Chittajallu
Kevin Chu
Christopher Andrew Ciocca
Emir Cirikovic
Mirela Cirikovic
Gabriella Eva Civello
Michael Padraig Clarke* [MAG]
Colasia Claxton
Christopher Michael Clement
Lauren Elisabeth Warren Codina
Kelly Patricia Coffey
Christopher Robert Colgan
John Louis Collette
Margaret R. Collias
Shawn Collinge [LAU]
Jackson Martin Collins
Joshua Charles Collins
Bryan Xavier Coloma-Gomez
Hanna Colson
Sergio Martin Company Oliveros
Kayleigh Concepcion [MAG]
Christopher James Connelly
Christopher S. Conner
Kathleen Mary Corrigan
Michael Costa
Tiffany Noel Court
James Richard Courtney
Hayden Joseph Couture
Kailey Anne Cox
Ryan Coyle
David Crawley
Jeffrey Brian Crook
Miranda Elizabeth Cuddy
Meghan Grace Curran
Matthew John Curtis
Gabriela Dabek
Allyn David Sweet [LAU]
Mary Elizabeth Szarkowicz* [SUM]
Christopher Michael Tawref [LAU]
Luke Teixeira [MAG]
Christen Maria Teskey* [SUM]
Gerard Joseph Tessier
Kyle Matthew Testa
Urmn Ketan Thaker [MAG]
Daniel Joseph Theriault [MAG]
Cameron Scott Thomas
Julian Robert Thomas
William Thomson
Morgan Tiroff
Jacob Michael Tisdale
Sidney May Tomko [SUM]
Matthew Joseph Tonn
Andrey Juhas Topolosci
Kacie Barbara Trapp
Richard Deegan Traub [LAU]
Zachary Myron Tsouratakis
Alexander Howard Tulp
Christopher William Tweeddale
Edward Joseph Underwood
Alexandra Lynn Valanzola
Andrew Liam Valentine [MAG]
Matthew Phillip Valentine
Marjorie Caroline Van De Bilt
Christina Kyle Van Deventer [MAG]
Adam Peter Vancisin*

Emily Anne Acquavita [SUM]
Kyle Ajodhi
John Paul Caga Alquisola
Natali Arias Dussan [LAU]
Kwadwo Asare-Owusu
Sara Isabel Atehortua Diaz
Charles Yvan Beke
Hirenkumar Bhalodiya
Shyam Bhimani
Raymond Marcello Biancardi
Brian Jerome Bougoulas
Brian Connor Burke
Max Pavlovich Bykov [LAU]
Daniel Gregory Cahill
Keven Campos
Margaux Nicole Cane [LAU]
Andrew James Cinquegrana
Nathan Vincent Corrado
Tanner Daniel DeBowsky
Jenna Rachel Fitsch
Kristin Ann Errett
Ashley Troy Fisher
John Jacob Fisch
Zachary Edward Galati
Stephen Daniel Galullo
Amanda Lynn Garbinski
Michael Christopher Gaulin
Brian James Goodkin
Hong Il Ha

Jonathan Han
Thomas Jeffrey Hannon [LAU]
Morgan Hannah Hardwick
Giselle Herrera Rondoy [LAU]
Caitlin Anne Hetrick
Steven Thanh Hoang
Helen Yang Hu [MAG]*
Allen Jaswal
Ali Jese
Zhiyuan Jiang
Matthew Caparei Julian [LAU]
Durim Kaba
Adrien Benoit Kaeslin
Vidhiti Viren Kamdar [LAU]
Radhika Kanaskar [MAG]
Connor Joseph Karaffa
Caitlyn Kaufman [MAG]
John Edward James Kelly
Namheyoong Kim
Ryan Koziol [MAG]
Andrew Thomas Kucharski [LAU]
Ian Matthew Landis
Steven W. Lavoie
Cherie Michelle Lepak
Bo Li
Hantong Li [LAU]
Mengxin Li
Yue Li
Jonathan Ignacio Liongson
Megan Rose Lynch [MAG]

Kimberly M. Vasquez
Anirudh Vedere
Emily Luana Vergara
Thomas Daniel Vicenzi
Olivia Villecco [SUM]
Anthony Ismael Villeda
Austen Thomas Vincent [LAU]
Gabrielle Elizabeth Vital
Jake Thomas Walker
Donglei Wang
Sarah Marie Ward
Alexis Victoria Warnick* [SUM]
Emily Nicole Watkins
Caroline Weed [MAG]
Zachery Louis Weinstein
Joshua Charles Weisenberg
Kristen Marie Whalen [MAG]*
Michael Peter White
Jacqueline Ann Whittaker
Danielle Reinaldi Whitten
Janna Joy Wilber
Brandon Ross Wilkoff
Mateusz Wilkowskii [LAU]
Elyse Perren Williams
John Christopher Williams
Nicole Brittany Williams [SUM]
Emily Lauren Willson
Matan Winnick
Jonathan Keith Wintenburg

Natalia Wiszniewski [MAG]
Matthew Wlaz
Derek Jack Wojenski
Eugene Dacon Wong [LAU]
Robert Charles Wyman*
Saipei Xi [MAG]
Youdie Xiong
Runxi Yang [MAG]
Timothy Yang*
Xiao Fen Yang [LAU]
Zachary Morris Yellen* [SUM]
Daining Yu
Mark Donald Zebrowski
Abigail Hope Zembroski
Zhilin Zhai
Jiahu Zhang
Michelle Zhang
Qingwen Zhang
Rachel Zhang
Victor Zhang
Zita Zhang [MAG]
Ziye Zhao
Janet Chen Zheng*
Rui Xin Zheng
Thomas B. Zimmer
Xinyou Zhang
Stephen Zink [LAU]

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Emily Anne Acquavita [SUM]
Kyle Ajodhi
John Paul Caga Alquisola
Natali Arias Dussan [LAU]
Kwadwo Asare-Owusu
Sara Isabel Atehortua Diaz
Charles Yvan Beke
Hirenkumar Bhalodiya
Shyam Bhimani
Raymond Marcello Biancardi
Brian Jerome Bougoulas
Brian Connor Burke
Max Pavlovich Bykov [LAU]
Daniel Gregory Cahill
Keven Campos
Margaux Nicole Cane [LAU]
Andrew James Cinquegrana
Nathan Vincent Corrado
Tanner Daniel DeBowsky
Jenna Rachel Fitsch
Kristin Ann Errett
Ashley Troy Fisher
John Jacob Fisch
Zachary Edward Galati
Stephen Daniel Galullo
Amanda Lynn Garbinski
Michael Christopher Gaulin
Brian James Goodkin
Hong Il Ha

Jonathan Han
Thomas Jeffrey Hannon [LAU]
Morgan Hannah Hardwick
Giselle Herrera Rondoy [LAU]
Caitlin Anne Hetrick
Steven Thanh Hoang
Helen Yang Hu [MAG]*
Allen Jaswal
Ali Jese
Zhiyuan Jiang
Matthew Caparei Julian [LAU]
Durim Kaba
Adrien Benoit Kaeslin
Vidhiti Viren Kamdar [LAU]
Radhika Kanaskar [MAG]
Connor Joseph Karaffa
Caitlyn Kaufman [MAG]
John Edward James Kelly
Namheyoong Kim
Ryan Koziol [MAG]
Andrew Thomas Kucharski [LAU]
Ian Matthew Landis
Steven W. Lavoie
Cherie Michelle Lepak
Bo Li
Hantong Li [LAU]
Mengxin Li
Yue Li
Jonathan Ignacio Liongson
Megan Rose Lynch [MAG]

Kimberly M. Vasquez
Anirudh Vedere
Emily Luana Vergara
Thomas Daniel Vicenzi
Olivia Villecco [SUM]
Anthony Ismael Villeda
Austen Thomas Vincent [LAU]
Gabrielle Elizabeth Vital
Jake Thomas Walker
Donglei Wang
Sarah Marie Ward
Alexis Victoria Warnick* [SUM]
Emily Nicole Watkins
Caroline Weed [MAG]
Zachery Louis Weinstein
Joshua Charles Weisenberg
Kristen Marie Whalen [MAG]*
Michael Peter White
Jacqueline Ann Whittaker
Danielle Reinaldi Whitten
Janna Joy Wilber
Brandon Ross Wilkoff
Mateusz Wilkowskii [LAU]
Elyse Perren Williams
John Christopher Williams
Nicole Brittany Williams [SUM]
Emily Lauren Willson
Matan Winnick
Jonathan Keith Wintenburg

Natalia Wiszniewski [MAG]
Matthew Wlaz
Derek Jack Wojenski
Eugene Dacon Wong [LAU]
Robert Charles Wyman*
Saipei Xi [MAG]
Youdie Xiong
Runxi Yang [MAG]
Timothy Yang*
Xiao Fen Yang [LAU]
Zachary Morris Yellen* [SUM]
Daining Yu
Mark Donald Zebrowski
Abigail Hope Zembroski
Zhilin Zhai
Jiahu Zhang
Michelle Zhang
Qingwen Zhang
Rachel Zhang
Victor Zhang
Zita Zhang [MAG]
Ziye Zhao
Janet Chen Zheng*
Rui Xin Zheng
Thomas B. Zimmer
Xinyou Zhang
Stephen Zink [LAU]
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Scott Daniel Ambruso
Santosh Bhattarai
Jennifer Corinne Bruzik
Andre Sebastian Cardenas
Brendan Sean Conway
Mahiza Dalal
Sarah Patricia Di Benedetto
Shangyu Dong
Wyatt Gallagher
Taylor Ashley Gnazzo
Dean Edward Guevarra
Andersen James Hite

Michael David Hnath [MAG]
Zhiwen Huang
Jami Mamun Khan [LAU]
Taylor Shai King-Craigwell
Philip Ky
Beata Lewandowska
Xu Lin
Kevin Patrick Logue [SUM]
Leonardo B. Macedo
Joseph Henry Mancini III
Rebecca Mazzaferro
Michaela Ann McKeown

Kimberly Anne Mentryka*
Jeremy Antonio Perez
Sebastian Quintero
Michael Anthony Ragusa
Wasif Zia Rai-Khan [LAU]
Jonathan David Reichardt
Emmanuel Jose Silva De Sousa [LAU]
Anthony Abandula Sisson
Melanie Kathleen Stone
Allison Rose Tidd
Fernando Valdovinos
Serge George Virvo
NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

Emily Rose Blanchard, in History/Social Studies Education
Samantha Marie Cronin, in Elementary Education
Nicole Avery Gerardin, in English Education
Kathrine Mary Grant, in English Education

Isabella Victoria Horan, in Elementary Education
Clarey Pass, in Elementary Education
Clarissa Tan, in English Education
Jami Sarah Zolotor, in Special Education

Isaiah William Anthony
Isabella Flor De Maria Bachman
Gabrielle Julia Bachoo*
Alexis Francene Bardos
Matthew Paul Barresi
Kelli Anne Bates
Travis Berry*
Morgan Elizabeth Bikowski
Emily Rose Blanchard*
Christopher David Bohr
Jenny Catherine Boyd
Marissa Jean Brevetti* [MAG]
Austin Michael Brown
Matthew Aaron Calbo
Batouly Fatoumata Camara
Samantha Ellen Card* [SUM]
Justin Cazeau
Yu-Kai Chang
Ceire Maria Clarke
Andrew Bedell Clokey
Ashley Rose Cloonan*
Shelby Ryan Cohen*
Jordan Francisco Cosme
Samantha Marie Cronin [SUM]
Sylvia Morgan Daleb*
Justin Carl Daly*
Kaylee Danaher
Nicole Elizabeth Dannen
David Kswana Dapaah-Afireyie*
Julia Devivo
Nathanael J. Domschne
Matthew Paul Douglass*
Kevin F. Duffy*
Kimberly Brianna Duhart [LAU]
Kaitlyn Rose Ferrara
Danielle Faith Fontaine
Abigail Mary Forsyth [MAG]
Autumn Sarah Foster-Paget
Francesca Ann Lauren Francischelli
Troy David Frey*
Martha Gancarz* [LAU]
Julia C. Gannon*
Nicole Avery Gerardin* [LAU]
D’andre Gregory Gibbs
Sydney Gibbs
Steven James Gil
Jeffrey Jason Glazer

Taylor Gouveia
Kathrine Mary Grant* [LAU]
Bridget Noreen Grenier
Michael F. Griffin [LAU]
Michael Pasqual Guaglione
Amythest R. Hamby*
Finesha Doreen Henry
Claudia Jaelyn Hernandez
Emilie M. Hernandez
Sarah Xian Hoag
Ryan Nicholas Holland
Isabella Victoria Horan
Ciera Nicole Hungerford [MAG]
Thomas Jacobsen
Mary Katherine Jastrzebski
Cassidy Rae Jenkins
Synday Jordan
Christopher Field Judson
Asmaa Mohamed Kamara
Paul Kanburyan
Ivy Kim
Lauren Ashley Knerr*
Arthur John Koba
Lauren Kumnick
Emily Michelle Lattanzi*
Candace Patrice Lavaughn-Green
Zshana Kiyomi Lee
Soo Lin Lim
Rebecca Colwell Lindblad Sr
Cindy Lopez
Shane Tyler Luery* [LAU]
Mackenzie Mace
Marisa Leigh Macke* [SUM]
Catherine Emily Mackay [LAU]
Lauren Alexis Madden*
Spencer Elliott Malley*
Michela Alessandra Mazzarella
Arik McArthur
Jennifer Elizabeth McColl*
Ryan Joseph McEvoy*
Anthony Kyle Melillo
Colin Mackenzie Miller
John Daniel Moore*
Emily Ann Moreau
Marissa Anne Morris
Shayla Elizabeth Morris*
Bridget Michelle Murphy

Arban Nazarko*
David Nelson
Helen Hoang Nguyen
Eamon James O’Connor*
Megan Elizabeth O’Connor* [MAG]
Emma Elizabeth Oellerich
Alyssa Mackenzie O’Toole
Samuel B. Parade [MAG]
Kayla Renee Pardue*
Clarey Pass [MAG]
Maureen Pfleum
Courtney Rose Plantier*
Luke Michael Powers*
Caroline Lee Puma
Anne Pyatt [LAU]
Donald Peter Quinn IV
Konjit Richards-Johnson
Alexis Leigh Noelle Rinaldi* [LAU]
Sadie Patrice Robinson
Rachel Ruiz* [MAG]
Madeleine Signe Rusk
Samantha Anne Salvador
Kaitlyn Marie Samuelsen*
Nicole Victoria Schwartz*
Haley Nicole Shettles*
Kathleen Megan Shultz
Noa Silverstein
Eri Marie Sobolewski*
Susannah Maureen Speed [SUM]
Ryan Alexander Steinman
Gabriella Elizabeth Strain
Connor C. Strickland
Chase Edmund Stumpf
Clarissa Tan* [LAU]
Nicholas David Tedeschi*
Valentina Anh Thao Tran
William Trask [LAU]
Allison Trenkle*
Emily Turin [LAU]
Kim Gina Luisa Urbanek
Ricardo Victor Valentini*
Lesley Gayle Van Deventer
Lindsey Vieweg [LAU]
Andres Christoph Wagner
Dike Wei
Kentaro Michael White
Samantha Rose White* [LAU]
Sixth-year Diploma in Professional Education
candidates are listed on page 104
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

University Scholars

Eric Scott Lepowsky

Honors Scholars

Maryzyrene Adao, in Computer Science & Engineering
Katherine Atamanuk, in Biomedical Engineering
Maigh Singh Attre, in Biomedical Engineering
Sayan Basu, in Biomedical Engineering
Kenneth Edward Berkery, in Biomedical Engineering
Robert William Bickley, in Mechanical Engineering
Param Haresh Bidja, in Computer Science & Engineering
Jenny Claire Blessing, in Computer Science
Adam Jerome Boislard, in Mechanical Engineering
Farrell Rae Brown, in Biomedical Engineering
Kenneth Almond Brown, in Mechanical Engineering
Danielle Marie Cafer, in Biomedical Engineering
Shaylin Ashley Cetegen, in Chemical Engineering
Leena Chacrone, in Mechanical Engineering
Numad Maqsood Cheema, in Mechanical Engineering
Damini Chelladurai, in Biomedical Engineering
Nicole Ann Cosgrove, in Chemical Engineering
Michael Christopher Costello, in Biomedical Engineering
Jeffrey Alan DePinto Jr, in Biomedical Engineering
Tanya Dimitrov, in Biomedical Engineering
Eric D'souza, in Biomedical Engineering
Mitchell Thomas Dubuc, in Biomedical Engineering
Devin Alexander Finnerty, in Biomedical Engineering
Samuel L Ganem, in Biomedical Engineering
Brian Aaron Goldstein, in Chemical Engineering
Katherine Rose Gosselin, in Civil Engineering
Justin Robert Greenwood, in Materials Science & Engineering
Patrick William Guerrette, in Electrical Engineering
Andy Guo, in Computer Science & Engineering
Yannis Kostas Halkiadakis, in Biomedical Engineering
Shreyal Shailsh Hegde, in Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Hellemann, in Computer Engineering
Megan Taylor Heline, in Biomedical Engineering
Nathan Thomas Hock, in Mechanical Engineering
Paige Nicole Holden, in Biomedical Engineering
William Robert Hughes, in Civil Engineering
Daniel Izadi, in Mechanical Engineering
Amanda Catherine Johnson, in Biomedical Engineering
Sricharan Kadimi, in Chemical Engineering
Rahul Rajesh Kantesaria, in Computer Science & Engineering
Alexa Noelle Kiernan, in Biomedical Engineering

Luke R Kinard, in Chemical Engineering
Eric Scott Lepowsky, in Mechanical Engineering
Xingyuan Sam Li, in Computer Science & Engineering
Kyle C Lockwood, in Computer Science & Engineering
Kristjan Paul Maandi, in Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Bert Macesker, in Electrical Engineering
Hunter Christian Malboeuf, in Electrical Engineering
Disha Jayesh Mankodi, in Biomedical Engineering
Alison Georgine March, in Biomedical Engineering
Malik Marseille, in Chemical Engineering
Alex Emilio Masi, in Computer Science
Spencer John Matonis, in Materials Science & Engineering
Sagar Mehta, in Computer Engineering
Nicholas Robert Monaco, in Biomedical Engineering
Cameron Bernard Clyde Morris, in Computer Science & Engineering

Joshua Aaron Moskow, in Biomedical Engineering
Sneha Reddy Nalla, in Biomedical Engineering
Macy Marie Nicol, in Biomedical Engineering
Christopher Oldham, in Computer Science & Engineering
Alexandra Marie Oliveira, in Chemical Engineering
Hetal Dinalkumar Patel, in Materials Science & Engineering
Bennett Elihu Propp, in Biomedical Engineering
Ryanne Noor Ramadan, in Biomedical Engineering
Ashim Mohan Ranjeet, in Computer Science & Engineering
Kenna Rose Ritter, in Materials Science & Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Emil Abraham
Alif Panji Albiruni
Patricia Alfonso
Daniel Nathan Almanzar
Bryan Arnold
Syed Ali Asar
Justin Auger
Kyle Robert Barry
Ryan Matthew Blau [LAU]

Jenny Claire Blessing [LAU]
Jacob Rene Boislard
Daniel Bownoth
Eric Robert Burt*
Mark Christopher Jain Cabanero
Zachary Michael Caise
Peng Chen
Vishal Mathew Cherian
Andrew Curtice

Christopher Paul DiPietro [LAU]
Jay Nitin Gala
Joshua Ryan Garby
Sagar Gohel
Thomas William Gross* [LAU]
Hamad Gul
Scott Cameron Gusciora
Samantha Lynn Gustafson
Yilei Han*

48
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Yousuf Saad Aslam
Thomas Geoffrey Boswell
Daniel Timothy Boyce
Kasey Lynn Butts
Alex Fitzgerald Cannan
Gregg M. Carrara
Sung-Lin Chen
Patrick Ethan Cowperthwaite
Brian Edward Dombrowski
Qi Gu

Christopher Walter Gutierrez
Meagan Elizabeth Hunter
Ryan Kennedy
Cynthia Shannon Laguerre
Ian Alexander Macdonald
Carmi Gil Mandelkern [SUM]
James Alexander Mando
Laura Alicja Mateusiak
Kyle Christopher Mullins
Katharine Erica Neils

Timothy Patrick Nolan Jr.*
Tyler Steven Olsen [MAG]
Michael A. Pappas
Kenneth Ekundayo Richards Jr.
Jordan Serrano
Mark A. Soraluz
Igli Spahiu
Truman Strodel
Christopher Jean Philippe Tricard [SUM]
Robert Arthur White III
Giovanni Alexis
Suzana Amaral
Melissa Amuan [LAU]
Max Edward Aronow [LAU]
Samuel Egan Bartlett
Jonathan Bigos
Courtney Boulay
Eva Rosemary Conte

Michael Nicholas Afeltra [LAU]
John Paul Barrett
Joshua Basil

Nicholas Mark Casparino
Katherine Sarah Larkin

Justin Riley Cooper
Bryce Decker
Nathan Steven Hom
Ryan George Johnson [LAU]
Kenneth Luke Jordan
Lauren Kacmarcik
Kunal Charul Kothari
Michael Anthony Marandino Jr.

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Cooper Benjamin Feltes
Rod Christopher Gonzalez
Jarrett Helmko Gray

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Spring Xinyu Ma

Victoria Jovonne Marino [MAG]
Andrew Luis Martinez [LAU]
Kevin Murillo
Andrew Naumec
Omkar Patil
Kyle William Russell

Cole Mullaney Lusty
Sara Elizabeth Trecker
Jay Curran Verma

Vinay Venkatesh
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

University Scholars

Mei Garnet Buzzell
Katherine Laurie Folker

Honors Scholars

Samantha Ellen Card, in General Program in Music
Olivia Christine Crosby, in General Program in Art
Katherine Laurie Folker, in Puppetry
Christine Guss, in General Program in Music
Max Solomon Helfand, in Theater Studies
Timothy Henning, in Digital Media & Design
Nicole Irene Mason, in Digital Media & Design

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Skylar Reed Agnello
Ayla Marie Albright
Gabriel David Amaya
Amir Danial Bin Amir Hamzah
Priscilla Hyangmog Back*
Ethan Backus
Matthew David Barry
Daniel Richard Bean [LAU]
Victoria Grace Bourikas
Lola Bras-Jorge
James Daniel Brockett [LAU]
Abigail Canova [MAG]
Samantha Ellen Card* [SUM]
Samantha Marie Chace
Benjamin Chason
Jasneet Singh Chawla
Nina Vincent Constable [LAU]
Alana Audrey Conti
Matthew Crowe
Alexandra Cusano
Justin Carl Daly*
Shane Deputa
Nicholas John Donati
Matthew Paul Douglass*
Nina Rose Drozdenko [SUM]
Kevin E Duffy*
Corlis Cristina Fraga [SUM]
Diana Francis
Kristina Frattaroli [LAU]
Troy David Frey* [LAU]
Peter Gil Sias Baez Garcia
Brett Andrew Glynn
Christine Marie Goss
Malik Lee Harris [MAG]
Lucian Alexander Hatfield
Ryan Heilemann* [MAG]
Timothy Henning*
Anna Elizabeth Jannott [SUM]
Ariff Jeff
Ronald Joseph Jones [MAG]
Amy Grace Jorgensen [LAU]
Daniel Milan Kamzik
Andrew Abraham Katz* [LAU]
Blake Allen Kelley
Chelsea M. Kurasz
Casey Erin Lampert* [LAU]
Emily Michelle Lattanzi*
Conor James Leland
Eve Rose Lenson [MAG]
Lucille Littlefield*
Aaron James Lord
Doreen Michele Macellana
Kerrie Nicole Maguire
Spencer Elliott Malley*
Elizabeth Rose Mangan
Jordan Elizabeth Maragnano
Nicole Irene Mason [SUM]
Emma Mathieu
Timothy Scott Morris [LAU]
Richard Pierre Narcisse
Christopher Angelo Nista
Max Peter Nonken [LAU]
Gabriel Alexander Ortiz
Kayla Renee Pardue*
Christian Michael Partenio [MAG]
Gabriela Perez*
Kodylynn Perkins
Melanie Joan Planeuf
Sergio Gerardo Pineda
Courtney Rose Plantier*
Luke Michael Powers*
Ross Tyler Rackin
Javan Dante Reid
Noella Christine Robb-Jump
Michael John Rochfort
Brandon Lawrence Jackson Rochester
Rebecca Lauren Rosen [MAG]
Lian Tai-Zhi Russo
Alvaro Saz-Perez
Tristan Scott Sayah
Katianna C. Semaj [SUM]
Tyler Shuster
Ethan Michael Smith
Molly Christine Sullivan
Helena Sun* [SUM]
Aiyanna Marie Tacco
Nicholas David Tedeschi*
Hillary Therriault [LAU]
Ricardo Victor Valentini*
Sophia Saad Valentini
Renoj Kurien Varghese* [MAG]
Juliana Velez
Madeline Vose
Alexis Victoria Warnick* [SUM]
Tricia Wong* [LAU]
Matthew Zarrella
Graduates, December 16, 2018

Aaron Breon Bantum
Rebekah M. Berger
Allison Frances Betlej
Anna Lucille Brewster
Mitchell Evan Britton
Maylee Angelica Burgoon
Melissa Butler
Mei Garnet Buzzell
Rachel Ann Buzzi
Kiana Cao
Theodore Hiroshi Carraro
Megan Christine Cascella
Kimberly Jeanna Adolfo Catubig
Jiahui Chen
Margaret Ellen Chernovetz
Chance Donavon Clarke
Shaina Rose Cooper
Emma Renee Copeland
Olivia Christine Crosby
Alexander Edward Crosset
Samantha San-san Dennett
Cassidy Rose DePaolo
Rachel Anne Enzie
Cecilia Estanislao Molina
Kyle Faneuff
Katherine Laurie Folker
Kaitlin Mary Ford
Corey Freer
Katayoun Amir-Aslani
Alexa Lily Kapit
Amber Brittany Comeau
Abigail Marie Golec
Yanlin Hu
Grant Matthew Abelson
Marissa Jean Brevetti

Benjamin Greenfield
Sally Morrissey Kurzdziel
Hanna Rae Marchini
Nicole Melody Marinelli
Stephen James McLoughlin

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Esdras Brutus
Sarah Jane Burdick
Thomas Henning Davies

Daniel Scott Duval Jr.
Grant Edward Eagleson
Max Solomon Helfand

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Aaron Breon Bantum
Rebekah M. Berger
Allison Frances Betlej
Anna Lucille Brewster
Mitchell Evan Britton
Maylee Angelica Burgoon
Melissa Butler
Mei Garnet Buzzell
Rachel Ann Buzzi
Kiana Cao
Theodore Hiroshi Carraro
Megan Christine Cascella
Kimberly Jeanna Adolfo Catubig
Jiahui Chen
Margaret Ellen Chernovetz
Chance Donavon Clarke
Shaina Rose Cooper
Emma Renee Copeland
Olivia Christine Crosby
Alexander Edward Crosset
Samantha San-san Dennett
Cassidy Rose DePaolo
Rachel Anne Enzie
Cecilia Estanislao Molina
Kyle Faneuff
Katherine Laurie Folker
Kaitlin Mary Ford
Corey Freer
Katayoun Amir-Aslani
Alexa Lily Kapit
Amber Brittany Comeau
Abigail Marie Golec
Yanlin Hu
Grant Matthew Abelson
Marissa Jean Brevetti

Kenneth James Glazer
Olivia La Belle Goldstein
Noah Donald Gray
Nicholas John Greika
Nicole Marie Harvey
Charles Miller Hildner IV
Jing Huang
Hayley Marie Joyal
Aaron Thaddeus Kane
David Marcus Kerr
James Kim Keth
Casey Erin Lampert
Matthew Joseph Lazarus
Winsland Lee
Allison Christine Loftus
Estelle A. MacDonald
Philip Thomas Madison
Aidan Peter Marchetti
Alisabeth Paige Martindale
Pearl Grace Taiwei Matteson
Daniella Natalia Mossa
Robert Muzsi
Christina Marie O'Neill
Jessica Elena Ortegon
Katherine Ouimet
Kira Alexandra Podgwaite
Mary Charlanne Polistina
Emily Elisabeth Regan

Andreea Rotaru-Barac
Alexandra Bevin Sailer
Isabella M. Saraceni
Katherine Mary Sawosik
Megan E. Scholtz
Erik Schweitzer
Addison Kathryn Silva
Helena Nadine Sirken
Andrew Harley Smith
Bridget Theresa Elenkotter Smith
Meghan Mary Smith
Shanna Justine Surena-Mattson
Logan Indigo Tappe
Tiffany Noelle Taylor
Felipe M. Torres
Lynn Tran
Lamar Travis
Mandy Trinh
Christina Trovato
Steven James Uccello
Isabella Marie Uliaz
Colleen Marie Walker
Blue Eve Wallick
Kristen Kaileen Wolfe
Rachel Wright
Yinzi Xie
Daria Yaseva
Carly Zaleski

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Justin Mitchell LaVigne
Jacob Brian Miller

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Alexander Grant Ness
Elizabeth Clare Nolan
Veronica Sanchez

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Grant Matthew Abelson
Marissa Jean Brevetti

Thomas Bernard Gracy
Teryn Nadia Kytasty Kuzma

Ambrose Piresson
Kirsten Elizabeth Reed
Edens Saint Fleur
Bryan Anthony Santiago
Timothy Van Scoy

Ana Cristina Peruzzi
Julien Lemieux Terry

Darby Newsome
Mitchell Ross Prescott

Sydney Sofia Shugdinis
Heng Zhang

Kareem Mack
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science

University Scholars

Brian Aguilera, in Economics
Eric John Beltrami, in Economics
Suleyman Berker Bozal, in Economics
Lauren Michele Cenci, in Economics
Emerson Taylor Dang, in Economics
Sarah Marie Ferrigno, in Economics
Ming-Yeh Hu, in Psychology & Neurobiology
Craig Allen Mendonca, in Psychology & Neurobiology
Jennifer Messina, in Psychology & Neurobiology
Ayush Mittal, in Psychology & Neurobiology
Monica Nagalla, in Psychology & Neurobiology
Avi Sunil Patel, in Psychology & Neurobiology

Honors Scholars

Mishaal Afteb, in Political Science
Brian Aguilera, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Pierre-Alexandre Aguirre, in Political Science
Fajar Alam, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Sarah Al-Arshani, in Journalism
Maryyam Ali, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kathryn Ann Allen, in Cognitive Science
Rosella Sarah Aluia, in Individualized: Crime, Law & Justice
Caroline Marie Anastasia, in Chemistry
Maria Antony, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Anna Michelle Ardizzioni, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Abishek Arokiadoss, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Sokaina Asar, in Individualized: Neuroscience
Frederick Van Augur, in Political Science
Benjamin Filiere Babbitt, in Physiology & Neurobiology
David Anthony Bachoy, in Psychological Sciences
Gabi Baffoni, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Lydia Bailey, in English
Jessica Barber, in Psychological Sciences
Daniel Robert Barrack, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kevin Allen Bates, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Katherine E Bell, in Environmental Sciences
Eric John Beltrami, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Kerri Lynne Bergeron, in Biological Sciences
Lucas Quinn Bladen, in Political Science
Amanda Lee Blazka, in Human Development & Family Studies
Dae-zhané Damara Boland, in Urban & Community Studies
Sarthak Bothra, in Biological Sciences
Maryanne Bowman, in Human Development & Family Studies
Amanda Jean Boyle, in Biological Sciences
Suleyman Berker Bozal, in Structural Biology/Biophysics
Thomas L Brayton, in English
Asa Robert Brigandi, in Economics
Tarif Willard Brown, in History and Anthropology
Timothy Chen Brown, in Economics
Erin Diana Brownell, in Applied Mathematical Sciences
Margaret Elizabeth Burke, in Psychological Sciences
Christian Peter Burr, in Political Science
Matthew Byanyima, in Political Science
Amanda Victoria Cabral, in Journalism
Celina Marie Lopes Caetano, in Molecular & Cell Biology and Physiology & Neurobiology
Taylor A Caldwell, in English
Haley Callahan, in Economics
Kristen Taylor Cardascia, in Human Development & Family Studies
Lauren Michele Cenci, in English
Jonah Arthur Cerbin, in Physics

Sean Chilson, in Political Science
Akshayaa Kethinni Chittibabu, in Individualized: Health, Policy & Social Medicine
Akhil Satya Choudhary, in Anthropology
Bryce Vincent Ciccaglione, in Individualized: Global Finance & Political Economy
John Thomas Ciurylo, in Political Science
Megan Lynn Civitello, in Biological Sciences
John Michael Cizeski, in Economics
Michael Anthony Cocchiola Iii, in Political Science
Caitlyn Rose Cody, in Psychological Sciences
Kalea Coles, in Human Development & Family Studies
Julia Elizabeth Crowe, in Communication
Sam Edward Cutler, in Physics
Siobhan Elizabeth Dale, in English
Garrett Arthur D’Amato, in Political Science
Victoria Rose Damore, in English
Lisa Darminova, in Applied Mathematical Sciences
Laura David, in Sociology
Thomas Davis, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Mairead Rose Deacy, in Psychological Sciences
Clementina Rose Delucia, in Psychological Sciences
Olivia Dimarco, in Psychological Sciences
Arianna Shifra Dines, in Economics
Brett M Dobinski, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science
Luke Anthony Doris, in Biological Sciences
Jeremy Michael Doucette, in Biological Sciences
Robert Anthony Eagan, in Political Science
Taylor Rose Edgar, in Biological Sciences
Matthew Dillon Edson, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science/Finance
Rik Stephen Emery, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Daniel Epstein, in Psychological Sciences
Gabrielle A Farb, in Biological Sciences
Madeline Catharine Farrell, in Individualized: Genetics & Psychological Development
Sarah Marie Ferrigno, in Psychological Sciences
Luke Alan Fisher, in Marine Sciences
Kaitlin Elizabeth Flint, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
James Cameron Frageau, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Angelina Gadziala, in History
Jason Ronald Gallo, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Nathan Genest, in History
Jamie Katherine Georgelos, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Daniel Gewirtz, in Chemistry
Andrew Joseph Goldfeder, in Economics
Ryan Alexander Gosselin, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science/Finance
Adam Grace, in History
Priscilla Grillakis, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Taylore Elizabeth Grunert, in English
Gazal Gulati, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Harrison Orion Hall, in Physics
Tyler R. Hanna, in Physiology & Neurobiology and Molecular & Cell Biology
Jonathon Jeffrey Hastings, in Individualized: Community Health and Molecular & Cell Biology
Benjamin Hawkins, in History
Weston Henry, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Mathilda Delphine Hill, in Economics
Jessica Anne Hinckley, in Marine Sciences
Haley Alexis Hinton, in Individualized: Law, Science & Technology
Cheyenne R Holliday, in Political Science
Jori Geneve Houck, in Political Science
Ming-Yeah Hu, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jessica Hudson, in Psychological Sciences
Emma Rose Hungaski, in Cognitive Science
Isabella Camelia Husu, in Psychological Sciences
Sahar Iqbal, in Political Science
Adam Anthony Jarvie, in Biological Sciences
Annie Xu Jin, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Mark Elliott Johnson, in Chemistry
Rohit Kandala, in History
Odia Kane, in Cognitive Science
Angela GaKyung Kang, in Psychological Sciences
Emily Marie Karr, in Human Development & Family Studies
Timothy Kaseta, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Miriam Esther Katz, in Physiology & Neurobiology and Molecular & Cell Biology
Henry Duane Kennell, in History
Ashley Elizabeth King, in Marine Sciences
Tristan John Knight, in Mathematics
Diana Lydia Koehm, in English
Lahari Kota, in Biological Sciences
Swathya Vinayaka Koukuntla, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science/Finance
Nimanthi Charika Kumara, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Holly LaBrecre, in Psychological Sciences
Danielle Rose LaMay, in Individualized: Computational Neuroscience
Jessica Janet Larkin-Wells, in Sociology
Sahil Laul, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Aria Zoe Lee, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Grace Lee, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Carolina Lemos, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Stone X Li, in History
Zihan Lin, in Human Development & Family Studies
Kyle C Lockwood, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jessica Margaret Lohret, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Fiona Hart Loschi, in Biological Sciences
Anita Tharshini Luxkaranayagam, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Anika Makol, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Zoe Michaud Mandese, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Denisse Manzueta, in Chemistry
Julia Marrinan, in English
Alyssa Joyce Matz, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Ryan Douglas Mayer, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Hayley Elizabeth McDonald, in Human Development & Family Studies
James McGonnigle, in Biological Sciences
Marie Christine McGourty, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Leann Marie McLaren, in History
Brenna Erin McNamee, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Brianna McNish, in English
Craig Allen Mendonca, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Jennifer Messina, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Evan T.K. Metzner, in History
Amanda Kate Minicucci, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Shashank Shekhar Mishra, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Connor Harrigan Mitchell, in Geoscience
Ayush Mittal, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Aishwarya Lakshmi Mogulothu, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kimberly G Morais, in Psychological Sciences
Nazli Pari Morel, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Shana Rachel Morel, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Colin Gerard Mortimer, in Economics
Taylor Jackson Muncy, in Human Rights
Daniel Andrew Munteanu, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Claire E Murphy, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Trajan Augustus Murphy, in Applied Mathematical Sciences
Monica Nagalla, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Tomor Nallbani, in Political Science
Syed Hassan Raza Naqvi, in Biological Sciences and Individualized: Culture, Environment & Health
Daniel Joseph Netting, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Esther Leah Nof, in Biological Sciences
Timothy Matthew Nolan, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Zachary Carl O’Connor, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Conor James O’Donnell, in Economics
Brandon O’Sullivan, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Timothy Robert O’Toole, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Rebecca Ouellette, in Political Science
Vishruthi Palanivel, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Saket Pandit, in Statistics
Brooke Rose Parmalee, in Philosophy
Michael Cordeiro Pascoal, in History
Avi Sunil Patel, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Avish Paresh Patel, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Natasha Vibhuti Patel, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Justin Joseph Patten, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Katie Lynn Pelkey, in Italian Literary & Cultural Studies
Alden Piper, in History
Nikki Pirtel, in Environmental Sciences
Haley Hitsch Pohari, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science/Finance
Usra Qureshi, in Human Rights
Benjamin Perreault Radcliffe, in English
Vinaya Rajahraman, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Ericka J. Randazzo, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Zachariah David Rankin, in Physics
Tanya Rao, in Biological Sciences
Jillian Chin Rastinejad, in Human Rights and Physics
Adam Reinhold, in Chemistry
Kharl Morizette Reynado, in Economics
Kelsey Elizabeth Richard, in Individualized: Global Health & Immigration
Benjamin Perreault Radcliffe, in English
Brian Glenn Roach, in English
Emily Molloy Robertson, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Rachel M Rogerson, in Political Science
Sara Elizabeth Rohde, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Veronica Rollins, in Political Science and Individualized: Law & Immigration
Allison Joyce Rosaci, in English
Samuel Rostow, in Political Science
Sarah Ellen Rumsey, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Amy Mary Saji, in Political Science and Individualized: Inequality, Law and Society
Kalliope Sky Sanderson, in Psychological Sciences
David Alan Scales, in History
Nicholas C. Semenza, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Dhruv Manish Shah, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kritika Shankar, in Anthropology
Lilia Shen, in Biological Sciences
Taylor Marie Simao, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Mareyna Arin Simon, in Psychological Sciences
Anthony J Sisti, in Mathematics/Statistics
Toni Marie Smith, in Cognitive Science
Sarah Anne Srivichitrnanond, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Anna Katherine Stachura, in English
Samantha Catherine Staffin, in Urban & Community Studies
Pramika Maretta Stephen, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Jania Alexis Stewart-James, in Psychological Sciences
Sam Dylan Strizver, in Psychological Sciences
Jennifer Lorraine Sturgeon, in History
Alyssa Kathryn Sullivan, in Human Development & Family Studies
Helena Sun, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Meagan Anne Sundstrom, in Mathematics/Physics
Luke Edward Swanson, in Economics
Mary Elizabeth Szarkowicz, in Political Science
Julie Taing, in Chemistry
Clarissa Tan, in English
Omar Taweh, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Joshua M Tellier, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Madison Thompson, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Peter Douglas Tiley, in Cognitive Science
Olivia Shea Tracy, in Biological Sciences
Tonya Marie Tucker, in Biological Sciences
Emelyn Reid Tuomala, in Political Science
Anna Mary Vaeth, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Krishna Vali, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Justin Roger Vampatella, in Economics
Paige Elizabeth Vidal, in Psychological Sciences
Sai Sanjana Vietla, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Eric A Viklund, in Physics
Addison Kate Vitols, in Biological Sciences
Kristin Paige Von Ohlsen, in Psychological Sciences
Caira Roselin Ward, in Human Development & Family Studies
Jessica Weaver, in Political Science
Sara Wegher, in Economics
Melinda Amber Wei, in Molecular & Cell Biology
William J Weishaupt, in Political Science
Eilis Clare Welsh, in Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Natalie Elise Wickenheisser, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jeanette Wu, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science/Finance
Jessica Frances Young, in Physiology & Neurobiology and English
Sabrina Yum Yum-Chan, in Psychological Sciences
Evin Yunfeng Zhao, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Ibeth Acosta
Avery Veronica Adams
Jalen Adams
Katelyn Elizabeth Adams
Ireti Aderayo Adegbesan
Jeffrey Phillip Adelglass
Mishaal Afteb [MAG]
Leila Marie Agoora
Pierre-Alexandre Aguirre [LAU]
Sameer Tariq Ahmad
Hanna Ahmaripour
Courtney Elizabeth Akerley
Nayab S. Akhtar
Jude Francis Santillan Alaba
Jesica Morelia Alarcón Cortez
Sarah Al-Arshani [MAG]
Ninoshka Esther Alba
Benjamin Peter Albano*
Devon Austin Aldave [LAU]
Sarah Ann Alegi
Valery Alegre
Patrick Alexander
Ishhua Alicia
Anne Allen
Taylor Sydni Allen [LAU]
Tristan Allen
Alessandra Marie Alling* [MAG]
Amar A. Almidani*
Rosella Sarah Aluia [LAU]
Alexis Sophia Alvarez
Brett Daniel Alvarez
Nicole Amato [SUM]
Alexander Christopher Ambrose
Adrianna Anderson [MAG]
Bonnie Gailyn Anderson
Carolyn Elaine Anderson [LAU]
Erika Marie Anderson [LAU]
Natalie Anne Anderson
Everson Andre
Dominique Lauren Angulo
Ewurabena Dansoa Aniagyei-Cobbold
Alexys D. Antonelli
Anthony Michael Anzellotti
Stephanie Arango Uribe
Donna Alithu Aranabar
Pedro Alexander Argueta
Brandon Thomas Arnold
Jack Arnold
Julia Lauren Aroh
Xavier L. Arriaga
Maria A. Arroyo
Frances Ashun
Paula Atallah
Alexandra Kaitlyn Atherton
Frederick Van Augur [SUM]
Emmanuel Augustin
Kyungmi Nadia Ayad
Brianny Aybar
Nurcan Aykit
Bryant Michael Aylward
Nora Lynn Ayoubi
David Nelson Azineheira
Mohammad Nehal Azmat
Sophia Aliyah Bacchus
Gabrielle Julia Bachoo*
Priscilla Hyangmog Back*
Madison Badeau
Samantha Lauren Bader [LAU]
Yanqi Bai [LAU]
Amber Jhanara Baig
Laurel Bailey
Sarah Aliya Baksh
Kylie Balis
Amy Lynn Balk
Amy Nicole Balla [LAU]
Jacob Paul Ballachino
Danielle Marie Balzano
Elizabeth Bamford [MAG]
Kelli Melissa Banks
Ying Bao*
Baruch Luth Barauce
Kyle Jeffrey Barber
Nicholas Francesco Barbieri
Dominque Barbosa
John J. Barker
Ramah Barno
Kyle Barnes
Shelby Siana Barnes
Brian Lee Barnett
Jacey Irene Barona
Camilla Baronas [SUM]
Fernando Daniel Barragan
Cassandra Rose Barrow
Thomas Michael Bartoes
Thomas Jeffrey Bartol
Devin Basdekian*
Taylor Rayne Bassett
Charston Bath
Lisa Mercedes Batista
Alyssa Elaine Bavasso
Alexander Pawel Bawol
Patrick J. Bazan
Austin M. Beaudoin [MAG]
Tyler W. Beaulieu
Erin Elizabeth Beckham [SUM]
Tucker Matthew Bedard
Wahhaj Bakht Beg
Vivien Beil
Shaina Lynn Belanger [LAU]
Jessica Maria Belardo
Julia N. Bell
Briana Marie Bellamy
Caroline FuRen Bemis
Liam Noel Bennett
Tova Benson-Tilsen
Andria Benvenuto
Spencer Drew Berger
Ian Christopher Bergere
Briann Bergin
Tasha Ashley Berit
Orly Anna Berkoff [LAU]
Victor H. Bernabei* [MAG]
Fiona Edmee Bernardin
Joshua Robert Bernier
Travis Berry*
Angel Betancourt
Emily Marie Betterton [MAG]
Appoorv Bhataitagar
Kashvi Bhatt
Rebecca Sara Bierstein [MAG]
Charlotte Regina Black
Lucas Quinn Bladen [MAG]
Sadejah B. Blake
Emily Rose Blanchard* [MAG]
Amanda Lee Blazka [SUM]
Kaitlyn Ryan Bloomquist [MAG]
John Bochichio [LAU]
Preston James Bogan
Justin Bohner [MAG]
Dae-zhane Damara Boland
Juliana Bonet Arango
Michael Rocco Boni
Jake Francis Bontempo
Imani Booker-Youngs [SUM]
Brandon Maxwell Boone
Megan Mary Boos [SUM]
Matthew John Booth
Kyle Thomas Borbas
Ivan Boronin
Kendrick Micheal Boss
Krystiana E. Bouchard
Kylie Haggerty Bouley [SUM]
Alexis Veronica Bourassa
Maryanne Bowman [LAU]
Abigail Boyd
Shannon Sims Boyd
Nyasia Capri Boyette- Langley
Sean Patrick Boyle
Danielle Kumari Brace
Tyvonna Marie Bradley
Sarah Elisabeth Bramson
Gabriela Perez Brandao [MAG]
Thomas L. Brayton [LAU]
Gabrielle Alexis Brehne
Drew Benjamin Brennan
Carly Elizabeth Bria
Olson Enrique Briceno
Asa Robert Brigandi [MAG]
Richard Brito
Connor Henri Disney Broderick
Abigail Kristine Brone [LAU]
Tedisha A. Brooks
Courtney Susan Brown [SUM]
Nolan Kyle Brown
Tarif Willard Brown*
Timothy Chen Brown* [MAG]
Toni Nijayyah Brown
Jessica Michelle Brunner
Mercedes Bryant
Joshua Daniel Buckley
Daniel Cayer Budarz
Evelyn Bujnowski
Benjamin Eric Bundesmann

............
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Ashleigh Morgan Buono
Lauren Marie Buonomo
Yanashley Marie Bures-Ortiz
Claire Marie Burfeind [LAU]
Seth William Burger
Nkosi Burgess
Desiree Michelle Burhans
Jacob Sydney Burns [SUM]
Christian Peter Burg [SUM]
Kaitlin Nicole Butler
Seth William Burger
Nkosi Burgess
Desiree Michelle Burhans
Jacob Sydney Burns [SUM]
Christian Peter Burr [SUM]
Kaitlin Nicole Butler
Matthew Byanyima [LAU]
Christine Marie Byrne [LAU]
Sophia Byrne
Isabella L. Caban
Amanda Victoria Cabral [LAU]
Brenna Elizabeth Cabral
Maria Joanna Cabrera
Nicole Leigh Cadro
Antonio Lee Cajigas
Hannah Lillian Caldwell
Taylor A. Caldwell [MAG]
Haley Callahan [MAG]
Thomas Callahan
Shefany Beatriz Calle
Paula-Dee Linneth Cameron
Stephanie Marie Camp
Brooklyn Welling Campagna
Margaret Rose Campagna [MAG]
Ian Campbell
Jeffrey Glenn Campbell
Tuschoria Campbell
Jenny Justin Canada
Andrew J. Cantito
Christina Diana Cantone
Hannah Rileigh Capizzano
Thomas Holden Caporale
Tessa Ann Cappiello
Gianna Capriotti
Brendan Amenta Carbray
Kristen Taylor Cardascia [MAG]
Samantha Rose Carfi
Stephanie Victoria Carhuayano
Craig Paul Sullivan Carlson [LAU]
Michael Brown Carrano
Kayla A. Carrelo
Lorianny Carrió
Terence Patrick Carroll
Annissa Carter
Marieleaandra Casanova
Kailey Joy Casassa
Laura Elizabeth Caserta
Thomas Casey
Alexandra Patricia Casiano
John Thomas Cassidy [LAU]
Joel Castle
Alexander Castro
Jennifer Isabel Castro
Carleigh Marie Caulfield
Santina Gabrielle Cavagnaro
Sajma Cecunjanin [LAU]
Justin Alexander Cedeno
Lauren Michele Cenci [MAG]
Nina Centino
Blanely Cepeda
Shawn Cerreta Jr.
Casey Donahue Cerruto
Priya Jasmine Chadha
Thomas Redfield Chadwick
Nicole Louise Chaloux
Jason Wren Hanlder
Chen Chen
Johnny Chen
Mengying Chen
Raymond Chen
Xue Chen
Ye Chen
Yu-Feng Chen
Zhao Chen
Joshua David Cherny
Elaine Waskesha Chevalier
Siny Chi
Madeleine Chill [SUM]
Sean Child [LAU]
Ana Sofia Chong
Akhil Satya Choudhary [LAU]
Nessad Choudhury
Rimon Chowdhury
Abigail Chudwick
Gregory John Churchill [MAG]
Gina Kiriaki Cianti [LAU]*
Allasandra Rose Cicci [MAG]
Bryce Vincent Cicciagione [MAG]
Michael John Cid
Daniel Joseph Cioffi
Molly Anne Citrin
John Michael Cizneski [SUM]
Jon Clark [SUM]
Madison Leigh Clark
Kelly-Ann Samie-Joe Clarke
Kiah Cienna Clarke
Michael Padrug Clarke [MAG]
Nathan Clarke
Rylee Marie Clarkin
Emily Marie Clayton
Julie Anne Clink
Jailene Mariah Clinton-Ortiz
Ashley Rose Cloonan [LAU]
Thomas Clyne
Michael Anthony Coccia III [SUM]
Emily Rose Cody [LAU]
Jordan Blaire Cohen
Shelby Ryann Cohen*
Tyler G. Cole
Kalea Coles [LAU]
Emily L. Coletta [MAG]
Napheesa Sarah Collier
Lauren Elizabeth Collins [MAG]
Riley Ann Colms
Yalismarie Colon
Christopher Patrick Colp*
MaryClaire Comey
Kendall Leigh Comstock
Michael Connely
Anna Maria Connolly
Matthew Connors
MacKenzie Lee Considine
Brandon Joseph Cook
Nicole Cooper
Janine M. Coppola
Ashley Corbo
Andy Raul Cordova
Livingston Cortez
Emily Jeanne Costanzo
Anna Marie Costello
Kaila Elizabeth Cote [SUM]
Aidan Cotter-Garfik
Henry David Courchaine* [LAU]
Jeffrey Alexander Covaleski [MAG]
Victoria Ann Covino
Colleen Coyle
Molly Claire Crafis
Nicole Lisa Craig
Michaela Rose Craig
Edward J. Craven Jr.
Michael Patrick Crocoo
Melissa Cross
Julia Elizabeth Crowe [LAU]
Jovana Cruz
Michael A. Cruz
James Luke Andrew Cryan
Andrea Cuadrado [MAG]
Zsasha Cubero
Lukas John Cullen
Matthew Thomas Cunningham
Aida Curevec
Kendra Elizabeth Curran
Dylan James Curtin
Spencer Patrick Curtin
Taylor Cusa
Bruna Da Cunha
Jhodi Deanna Dacres
Drew Dahlberg
Qingyan Dai [LAU]
Kurt Joseph Daigle [MAG]
Brendan Murphy Dakin
Siobhan Elizabeth Dale [MAG]
Vanessa Marie Dale [MAG]
Sylvia Morgan Daleb*
Alexandra R. D’Alessio
Katie Vanessa Daley
Colleen Marie Daly
Dana Frances Daly
Taylor Nicole Daly [MAG]
Garrett Arthur D’Amato
Victoria Rose Damore [LAU]
Christopher Cole Dangman
Julie Meyer Daniels*
David Kwame Dapaah-Afriyie* [LAU]
Laura David [LAU]
Asia Davis
Gillian Alissa Davis [MAG]
Jordan Tavvia Davis
Michael Paul Davis
Robert Colby Davis
Kirsten Danielle Dawkins
Lauren Marie De Acutis
Daylene Theresa De Crisanti
Joseph Patrick De Muyt
Mairead Rose Deacy [MAG]
Ron Deb
Veronica Lynn DeFelice
Michelle Betzabe Rivera
Nathan James Rivera
Tirzah Jasmine Rivera
Tristan Rix
Michael Roberts
Jericha Elaine Robinson
Treyvon Robinson
Sidney Pierce Rochlin
Dominique Asha Rock
Christopher Rodriguez
Karla Van Ness Rodriguez
Rosauro Rodriguez
Shariel Rodriguez-Echevarria
Elizabeth Aviv Roffe
Rachel M. Rogerson [MAG]
Alexander Rojas [LAU]
Veronica Rollins
Shakrya Michelle Roman
Tianna Nicole Román
Allie Romanowski
Vanessa Leigh Rosa
Allison Joyce Rosaci [LAU]
Lucas Manuel Rosales
Jake Richard Rothstein
Hayley Taylor Rowe
Jenna Marie Rubin
Olivia Rudd
Kiara Vanessa Ruesta
Ashley Christine Ruggieri
Xiangyun Rui [MAG]
Gabriela Alejandra Ruiz
Michael Ruiz
Rachel Ruiz* [MAG]
Devin Allan Ruot
Nicole Elizabeth Rusch
Brooke Ryan
Emma Victoria Ryan
Rebecca Diane Ryan
Jennifer Sagastume
Ankita Sahu
Amy Mary Saji [LAU]
Milcah Delores Sajous [LAU]
Dania Salazar
Amanda Leigh Salem [MAG]
Julianne Salerno
Jonathan Michael Salta
Avery Walter Salveson
Michael Charles Sampson
Kaitlyn Marie Samuelsen* [LAU]
Katie Lou Samuelson
Jacob Joseph San Juan
Luz Sanabria [LAU]
Jeffrey Jirawat Sanawong
Jennifer Sanchez
Nicole Sanclemente
Katherine Miller Sanders
Kalliope Sky Sanderson [MAG]
Aziz Kaur Sandhu
Christian David Santamaria
Juan Alfredo Santiago [MAG]
Karina Santiago
Elena Gracinda Santos
Julia Santos
Michael Santos
Haley A. Saracin
Michaela Cooney Sargent
Christian David Sarmiento [LAU]
Alexandria Ayshell Sauls
Brian Oliver Saunders
Riley James Sausa
Cassandra Elizabeth Saxton
David Alan Scales [LAU]
Steven Michael Scarpetta
Nathan Schachter
Emily Brette Schaerf [MAG]
Catherine Taylor Schilling
Megan Schloff
Daniel Arthur Schmedlin*
Kayla Ann Schoerner [MAG]
Veronica Schorr
Madison Nicole Schrijn
Megan Melissa Schwab
Tate Schwab
Joseph Gregory Schwabenbauer
Alexandra Schwartz [LAU]
Leah Elsa Schwartz
Nicole Victoria Schwartz*
Katherine Conway Scibilia
Robert Christopher Scillieri
Noah Scott
Allison Maria Sedler
Ryan Daniel Seery [MAG]
Sydney Marie Segar
Jordan Kenneth Sells
Dominick L. Serio
Maryam A. Seyal
Kelsey Lynn Sgarlata
Neal Dharmesh Shah [LAU]
Saakshi Shah
Saavni Shah
Min Shan
Kritika Shankar [LAU]
Bridget Sharos
Jordan Shauck [MAG]
Anthony Warwick Shaw
Adam Michael Shea
Bailey Korynn Scales [LAU]
Stephanie Noel Sheehan
Brooke Esther Sheldon [LAU]
Daniel G. Sheldon
Haley Nicole Shettles*
Jian Shi [LAU]
Solomon Kyumin Shim
Devynn J. Shook
Volodymyr V. Shvydkyy* [LAU]
Bryne-Marie Sidney
Francesca Silliman [LAU]
Neil Simmons
Keith Charles Simmons Jr.
Arianna Simon
Oliver Richard Simon
Samantha R. Simoni
Marissa Antoinette Simpson
Trevor Steven Simpson
Yudhvir Singh
Nash Timothy Singleton
Rohit K. Sinha
Kayla Sinko [MAG]
Kathryn Jean Sisco
Steve Southisack Sisounthone
Kate L. Skalkos
Kayla Skrzyniarz
Savannah Ashleigh Slowik
Allison Nicole Smith
Brian L. Smith
Caitlin Smith
Henley Isabelle Smith
Logan Geoffrey Smith
Miranda Danielle Smith
Reven Marie Smith
Simone Elizabeth Smith
Victoria Smith
Zoe Johanna Smith
Autumn Grace Smoot
Kayla Tavares Soares
Eri Marie Sobolewski*
Gianna Socci
Regina Socci
Joshua Martin Soiro
Lexie Jane Soja
Mattie Jaye Sokoloski
Noel Sosnoski
Alma Alexandra Soto
Ralph Sebastien Soufrant
Matthew Benjamin Souvigney
Jessica Marie Souza [MAG]
Hayley Renee Spector
John Francis Spencer
Gerard Stephen Spiegel III
Michael Eric Spindell
Nicholas Alexander St. Sauveur
Anna Katherine Stachura [LAU]
Samantha Catherine Staffin [SUM]
Summer-Lyn Stallworth
David M. Stanco
Jacob Matthew Stanisci
Melissa Kelly Stanton
Malcolm Louis Starr
Dimitri Aris Stavropoulos
Ace Bais Steblea
Alexander Steer
Hannah Symone Steinke
Kiahna Stephens
Alexandra Catherine Sterck
Reilly Rose Stevens
Zhenna Michele Stewart
Jania Alexis Stewart-James [MAG]
Joseph Mark Stickles [LAU]
Jillian Shea Stockley [MAG]
Julia Kathryn Stone [LAU]
Jennifer Lorraine Sturgeon [SUM]
Morgan Lynn Styren
Claudia Donna Stuber
Reid Mark Stuhlman
Amani Elisa Strickland
Sam Dylan Strizver [MAG]
Nathan Bradley Strom
Emma Victoria Strumpf
Claudia Donna Stuber
Reid Mark Stuhlman
Jennifer Lorraine Sturgeon [SUM]
Gabrielle Ziyi Su
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Nadia Ahrens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olalekan Alatise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew William Alderman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppe Amenta [SUM]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendon Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Melissa Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deion Darnell Artis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Atkins Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavio Rene Avila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin William Aviza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Bailey [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lynn Bailey [SUM]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Y. Barrett [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Paul Beardsley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Noelle Beaudoin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erlis Bebri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lejla Becirovic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Esther Bennett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisdan Olayo Binan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Victor Bonanno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor James Bouchard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelina Briones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz Walter Brodesser II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janaya Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quentin Montgomery Brunetti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalen Cinque Bryant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Merton Buell [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Rose Burns [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Robert Burt*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David T. Busel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Elizabeth Cabel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilmar Donerik Cabrera Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lu Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sida Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Yang*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaodian Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xichen Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zixiao Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Yantosh [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui Yao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liwei Ye*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengqian Ye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zixiao Ye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Morris Yellen* [SUM]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison M. Yost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robert Young</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salma Yousif</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hena Zakir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lianne Zana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza Zarka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megha Zaveri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Marie Zazzaro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli C. Zempsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guowei Zeng [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang Zeng [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne Makeba Zephyr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinghao Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Paul Cameron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingkai Cao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur James Carone Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Helen Carretero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maura Elizabeth Carroll</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Casper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Donna Cassarino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Nicole Castle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katianna Castor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Marie Celentano [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Jumery Cerezo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiyana Jude Charles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Pamela Chavez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yueping Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao Cheng [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gonzalo Chion Yi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemima Sahina Choudhury [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fikreta Cirkovic [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron D. Cooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darnell Adbul Cordova</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Corrado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camila Martins Lima Do Coutu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Crosby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Lee Crozier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javanica Lian Dai [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Ann D'Alusio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Stanwood Davenport Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anika Damali Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Marie Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukasz Dawidziuk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antress Delgado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Lee Demers [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haotian Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaoran Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimin Zhang [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shunyi Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinqiao Zhang [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuanfei Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yumeng Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yurou Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yutong Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhaoyu Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhenhao Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songqing Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyu Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiangqing Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Chen Zheng*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Zheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming Zhong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyang Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengying Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuyuan Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyu Zhou [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Zhokvly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingze Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ningning Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jami Sarah Zolotor* [SUM]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison James Zraly [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michela Zunino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Wong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalbert Thris Wongwiwat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Woodcock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Earl Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Robert Woods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Stewart Woodworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Benjamin Woolston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Lee Worthington*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhanya Wrentz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Rymond Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengfei Wu [MAG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanette Wu [SUM]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jia Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangyi Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingxian Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupeng Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuquan Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Charles Wyman* [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Shanisha Wynter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitan Xia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhonghao Xia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xueqi Xion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng Xu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Li Xu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng Xu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wangze Xu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenli Xu [LAU]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixiang Yan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graduates, December 16, 2018**

Terry D’Haiti
Arianna Diaz
Sara Mary Dietzmann [LAU]
Gretel Weis Diglio
Nick Jon-Michael Dimartino
Caroline Diorio [LAU]
Maurice Dejean Dixon
Robert Dobrouch III
Nataly D’Oleo [LAU]
Colleen Grace Dollard [MAG]
Yuri Dominguez
Samuel Jaibert Dowd
Caroline Hayes Dwyer
Caitlyn Eaton [LAU]
Cameron Eiseman
Madeline Kay Eller [LAU]
Megan Elizabeth Ennis
Lesly Nathalia Fajardo
Meghan Leigh Farrell [LAU]
Kiran Fatima
Garrett James Fernstrom
Mitchell Fida
Lyzaida Figueuoa
Rebecca Celine Figueuoa
Jonathan Jair Figueuoa Mercado
Kevin John Finnemore
Alyssa Nicole Finuloi
Rylie Noelle Forte
Jonathan Alfred Frank
Mackenzie LaCava Freeman [MAG]
Suyuan Fu [LAU]
Madeleine Fullkerson [SUM]
Graduates, August 24, 2018
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jonathan Ryan Aanensen
Madeleine Mary Abbott
Lydia Aba Abini-Agbomson
Rachel Marie Abraham
Alexa Daria Abul
Miranda Lynn Abyazi [SUM]
Jean Carlo Acosta
Claudia Serebour Adomah
Brian Aguiler [MAG]
Aqsa Ahmad
Aasiya Ahmed
Mohammad Ahmed
Olivia So Yung Aker
Benjamin Efunoluw Aker
Alan M. Al Jajeh
Aqsa Ahmad
Aasiya Ahmed
Mohammad Ahmed
Olivia So Yung Aker
Benjamin Efunoluw Aker
Anusha Basnet
Kevin Allen Bates
Julia Rose Beaulieu
Dzenana Becirovic
Casey E. Bednarz [LAU]
Tanzin Begam
Katherine E. Bell [LAU]
Eric John Beltrami [SUM]
Lauren Virginia Benson
Selena Lorraine Berard
Kerri Lynne Bergeron
Roodline Bertrand
Mitchell Blaise Berube
Aaliyah Bhura
Kevin Lucas Bieger
Emily Andrea Black
Adam Robert Blaisdell
Danica Samantha Blas
Valerie J. Boczar
Sarthak Bothra [MAG]
Emoity Faith Bowen
Amanda Jean Boyle [SUM]
Suleyman Berker Bozal [LAU]
Brittney Nichole Brault
Jeremy Brewer [MAG]
Michael Carl Broccoli
Erin Diana Brownell
Stephanie Bruzas
Thomas M. Buhl
Rebecca Morgan Bullers [LAU]
Leila Susan Burbar
Margaret Elizabeth Burke
Kyle Hunter Burleigh
Riley Stevenson Burns
Savannah Rachel Burton
Natan Alexander Buse
David Caamano
Danielle Marie Cafer* [MAG]
Celina Marie Lopes Caetano [SUM]
Alexandra Taylor Cain
Carlos Enrique Calderón Valero
Donita Feren Canieso
Nicholas Salvatore Canino
Lu Ca [LAU]
Christopher Thomas Carew [MAG]
Lindsay Nicole Carr [LAU]
Timothy Andrew Carrier
Ariana Francesca Caruso
Griffin Richard Cassata
Gareyng Elliot Castro Del Rio
Caylin Rose Catarina
Jonah Arthur Cerbin [MAG]
Emily Chen
Akhshayaa Kethinni Chittibabu [MAG]
Eun Young Chg [MAG]
Gina Kiriaki Ciambriello [MAG]
Kori-Anne Citrin [MAG]
John Thomas Ciurylo
Jared Talcott Clarke
Nikko Cli
Sarah Beckett Cleveland
Griffin Coate
Kalea Coles* [LAU]
Amanda Marie Collins [MAG]
Alba Lucia Correa* [MAG]
Devan Ann Corsini
Jacob Cortigiano [MAG]
James Thomas Costanzo [SUM]
Joni Marie Cotter
Jacob Cody Cotzin [LAU]
Alexander Stephen Cruz
David Joseph Csordas*
Alisson Cuervo Mayor
Sam Edward Cutler [SUM]
Bismark Dery Dakurah
Emerson Taylor Dang [MAG]
Vinh Dang
Stephanie M. Daniels
Lisa Darminova [LAU]
Thomas Davis [SUM]
Sidahay Monet Dawson
Deborah Delianne
Zachariah Stephen Demarais [SUM]
Patrick J. Dempsey
Jennifer Dente [MAG]
Kristen Nicole Der
Nicole Aleksandra DeRosa
Manil Desai
Molee Desai
Krutika Dhingani
Sara Jean Dichkewich
Hope Dieffenbach [LAU]
Olivia Dimarco
Jerry Dinan
Keslyn Anna Dinowitz [MAG]
Willie Dong [LAU]
Gabrielle Donofrio [MAG]
Andrew Marc Doucette
Jeremy Michael Doucette [MAG]
Mairéad Elisabeth Dougherty
Alexander Benjamin Drucker
Lacie Christine Dube
Jacob Patrick Dubrosky
Tristan Alexander Duffey
Mia Rose Sarault Dupuis [SUM]
Emma Anne Dzialo
Taylor Rose Edgar
Osama Khalil Elsankary [MAG]
Ferris El-Tayeb [MAG]
Rik Stephen Emery
Christopher Erikson
Andrew Travis Erni
David Karl Ernst
Nejat Ahmed Eshetu
Elyse Tamara Estr [LAU]
Samantha Gail M. Evia
Peter Joseph Fahey Jr.
Gabrielle A. Farb [MAG]
Pyrhrna Farnsworth-Guzman [LAU]
Cullen Durkin Farragher* [SUM]
Madeleine Catharine Farrell [LAU]
Amanda Kathryn Faxon [SUM]
Samantha Marie Morales
Nazli Pari Morel [MAG]
Shana Rachel Morel [MAG]
Mallory Phyllis Mourmouras
Nicole Elizabeth Mullin
Josiane Aline Mumukunde
Trajan Augustus Murphy [LAU]
Dustin Patrick Murray-Simmons
Monica Nagalla [SUM]
Zachary Louis Nagy
Fatima S. Najmi
Yasmine Namane
Liam Raymond Nangle [MAG]
Syed Hassan Raza Naqvi
Laura Nelson
Daniel Joseph Netting
Son Tran Cong Nguyen
Giovanni Ninivaggi [LAU]
Timothy Matthew Nolan [MAG]
Patrick John Norris
Matthew Novoa
Lorna O. Nyarko
Zachary Carl O’Connor
Carlissa Renee Ogilvie
Tyler Robert O’Keefe
Christopher Oldham* [MAG]
Eric Roland O’Loughlin
Nicholas Brett Olson
Abigail Oppe
cara Oraee
Jean Carlos Torremoro Orbista [LAU]
Jessica Elena Ortegon* [LAU]
Brandon O’Sullivan [LAU]
Myagmarsuren Otgonbayar
Timothy Robert O’Toole
Paige Margaret Ouimette
Andrew Michael Pace
Omar Padua
Vishruthi Palani
ing [LAU]
Riley Kate Paloej
Saket Pandit
Joshua Paolillo [MAG]
Ciara Rose Paolini
Rohan Rajesh Parekh
Olivia Parmeele
Avi Sunil Patel* [SUM]
Avish Preash Patel [LAU]
Harsh Patel
Kush Patel
Natasha Vibhuti Patel [MAG]
Ranu Dashrat Patel
Riya Patel
Sejal Patel
Sonia Patel
Siddharth Sanjay Patil
Justin Joseph Patten* [MAG]
Abigail Monica Paulisin
Daniel Jacob Pereira
Justin Wade Perkins-Ollila
Kristina Perona
George Petrides
Linph Pham
 Pamela Pham
Victoria Elizabeth Picard
Hayley N. Piepho
Samantha Lynn Pierce
Marisa Rose Pietrandrea [MAG]
Nikki Pirtel [MAG]
Emma Frances Poryanda
Jaxon Hall Powers
Jacques Paul Prevost
Fatima Pulatova
Zukhra Pulatova
Kyle Pyshna
Sahill Jober Quaisar
Marrium Zaahid Qureshi*
Usra Qureshi [LAU]
Robyn Theresa Raadmae
Giannicarlo Raffucci
Ajeetej Singh Rai
Vinaya Rajahraman* [MAG]
Vigyaan Ramadhin
Dylan Scott Ramirez
Ryan Alexander Ramos
Kyle Peter Ramsey [LAU]
Khushboo Hemant Rana
Ericka J. Randazzo* [SUM]
Benjamin Tyler Ranelli
Ashim Mohan Ranjeet* [MAG]
Zachariah David Rankin [LAU]
Tanya Rao
Benjamin Salvatore Reale
Sathya Pandilla Reddy
Allison Rachel Reeves
Adam Reinhold [MAG]
Reuben Bernard Resnick
Kelsey Elizabeth Richard [SUM]
Jazmine Dionne Riley
Annie Morgan Robbins
Emily Roberts
Emily Molloy Robertson [SUM]
Tian Robinson
Sara Elizabeth Rohde [MAG]
Amelia Elizabeth Rosenthal-Baxter
John Michael Rothen
Scott Peter Rowan
Sarah Ellen Rumsey [LAU]
Gregory Francis Ryan*
Kaitlyn Majella Ryan
Nolan James Ryan
Richard Anthony Sadlon
Sania Saeed
Alper Sahin
Basant Yasser Sallam [MAG]
Shanna Brooke Samels [MAG]
Ricardo Santos
Nowshin Sanaiza
Vikas Sarathy
Davia Amanda Schioppo
Holly Jensen Schipper
Byron Jacob Schwartz
Eben Schwimm
Aminta Zenobia Scott
Zachary Thomas Scott
Nicholas C. Semenza [LAU]
Arsal Haider Shah [LAU]
Dhruv Manish Shah [SUM]
Manush Shah [LAU]
Maryam Fatima Shahabadi
Muhammad Talha Shahzad [LAU]
Amira Mohmadmunaf Shaikh
Gulam Fareed Shaikh
Sameeha S. Shaikh
Allen Christopher Shavers
Priyank R. Shelat
Lilia Shen [SUM]
Tian Ying Shen
Jawon Shin
Rebecca Lynne Shpak
Zichen Shu [SUM]
Rebecca Esther Lisot Shvartsman
Shiza K. Siddiqui
Sebastian Sieminski
Gregory Thomas Silva
Eve Silverman
Taylor Marie Simao [SUM]
Maryna Arin Simon [MAG]
Pushpinder Singh
Anthony J. Sisti [SUM]
Daniel Sitkovetskiy
Emma Elizabeth Skinner
Bailey Elizabeth Skrutch
Gregory Patrick Slutz
Molly Jeannette Smith
Daniel Thomas Snyder
Nina Ayorkor Sowah
Avery Rose Brockway Spear
Sarah Anne Srvichitrnanond* [LAU]
Talia Stai
g
Victoria Ann Stanko
William Joseph Stansfield
Emily Stapleton [MAG]
Jade Nykesha Steinback
Courtney Lauren Stepanksi
Pramika Maretta Stephen [MAG]
Sarah Ann Marie Stevenson
Khaled Suede
Meagan Anne Sundstrom [SUM]
Julie Taing
Jenna Lynn Tancred
Omar Taweh* [MAG]
Aberdeen X. Taylor [MAG]
Alison Britton Taylor
Michael Joseph Taylor [MAG]
Renee C. Taylor
Vimratha Teepireddy
Joshua M. Tellier [SUM]
Nicole Marie Terrizzi
Taylor Roberta Theroux
Vanessa Thornberg
Juliette Villanueva Thuillier
Russel Preston Tomlinson
Cassandra Rae Tortal
Kenneth Tran
ThuyDuong Thi Tran* [MAG]
Tiffany Tran
Connor Patrick Troy
Kevin Truong
Tanya Marie Tucker [SUM]
Zachariah G. Tzepos
Anna Mary Vaeth
Krishna Vali [SUM]
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Francesco Robert Addario
Yulio A. Araya
Audrey Rae Aucoin
Acelya Babali
Margaret Mason Balogh*
Michael Edward Barnett
Elisabeth Mary Barthelemy
Richard Marc Bibeault
Charles A. Brown Jr.
Megan Alyssa Burke
Aiden Mackenzie Busby-Mott
Lovely Danielle E. Caliboso
Mingji Chen [MAG]
Emma Catherine Slim Coll
Andrea Suzette Cordero
Josh Cotto

Kayla Allison Waring [LAU]
Melinda Amber Wei [LAU]
Meredith Weigert
Regina Mary Weissenberg
Sachini Vihara Perera Welikannage [LAU]
Natalie Elise Wickenheisser [MAG]
Colin Andrew Wilkinson
Jasmine Samia Williams
Taryn Briana Wisniewski* [SUM]
William Paul Wisti Jr.
Richard Wong
Tianna Betsy Woolfolk
Jennifer Anne Wozniak
Tadeusz Marcin Wusik
Chen Xiao

Christopher Herman Yacavone
Ashley Yang
Yue Yang
Caroline Anna Yasenchak
Ravali Venduri
Yexuan Yin
Jessica Frances Young [MAG]
Ryan Edward Young
Sabrina Yum Yum-Chan [LAU]
Itaza H. Zaidi
Sibte Raza Zaidi
Semra Zekiri
Blesing Zenick
Zichen Zhao
Lorraine Zhong [LAU]

Maria Daniela Aguillon
Lauren Albert
Christopher James Annuzzi
Eidan Avner [SUM]
Sarah Rachel Baseler
Kiana Jocelyn Beach
Daniel Boba
Matthew Christopher Brandt
Corey Buchas
Brenda Cao
Thomas Michael Caravetta Jr. [SUM]
William Carrión
Huifeng Chen
Yinqi Chen [MAG]
Quinlan Rodgers Chiu
Chrystina Eleni Christodoulou [LAU]
Merisa Cirikovic [LAU]
Megan Lynn Civitello [SUM]
Noah Samuel Connor
Brandon Michael Cucka
Maria Farooqui
Eni Feto
Jocelyn Nicole Foraker
Casey Lynn Foster
Nicholas Gaston
Mitchell Joseph Godin [LAU]
Dana Brieane Guccione
Gazal Gulati [LAU]

Fatoumata Haidara
Eric Arthur Jackson [MAG]
Benjamin Coltrane Johnson
Shivani Sanjaya Kaneria
Jenna-Lynn Jean Kelley [LAU]
Annette Kim
Byung Jun Kim
Anna Adams Kimberly
Gabriela Georgina Koc
Lahari Kota [LAU]
Shan Rustem Kurku
Tyler Denis Lachance
Alice Lam
Gabriella Eileen Lanouette
Grace Lee* [MAG]
Jun Seung Lee
Minying Liu
Eleanor Patricia Loconte [LAU]
Yaraixa Ivette Lopez [MAG]
Natalie Rouse Lowe
Yin Lu
Jacob Robert Macro [LAU]
Denisse Manzueta
Andrew Taylor Maxwell*
Matthew Theodore McGoldrick
Craig Allen Mendonca [SUM]
Samantha Moriarty
Cayla Elana Murphy

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Tucker James Murphy
Shilpa Narayanan
Elle Miranda Parks [LAU]
Jillian Leigh Pfeiffer
Patric Pisa
Abigail Grace Plungis [MAG]
Jennifer Rattray [MAG]
Darshana Rajendra Rawal
Danielle Sara Regan
Paul Allen Rodgers
Emma Jane Rohre [LAU]
Maria Gabriela Ruiz
Alison Azar Salamatian [SUM]
Gabriel Silva Salles
Toni Marie Smith [SUM]
Sabina Mary Spoflord
Laura Jean Szczepanek [LAU]
Patrick Tai [LAU]
Jody Marie Theriault
Ryan Matthew Tomastik
Olivia Shea Tracy
Dimitri Wallace
Meng Wang
Mackenzie Joy Watkins
Jason Derek Watson
Daniel Lee Winter
Kolu E. Wynne [LAU]

Maria Daniela Aguillon
Lauren Albert
Christopher James Annuzzi
Eidan Avner [SUM]
Sarah Rachel Baseler
Kiana Jocelyn Beach
Daniel Boba
Matthew Christopher Brandt
Corey Buchas
Brenda Cao
Thomas Michael Caravetta Jr. [SUM]
William Carrión
Huifeng Chen
Yinqi Chen [MAG]
Quinlan Rodgers Chiu
Chrystina Eleni Christodoulou [LAU]
Merisa Cirikovic [LAU]
Megan Lynn Civitello [SUM]
Noah Samuel Connor
Brandon Michael Cucka
Maria Farooqui
Eni Feto
Jocelyn Nicole Foraker
Casey Lynn Foster
Nicholas Gaston
Mitchell Joseph Godin [LAU]
Dana Brieane Guccione
Gazal Gulati [LAU]

Fatoumata Haidara
Eric Arthur Jackson [MAG]
Benjamin Coltrane Johnson
Shivani Sanjaya Kaneria
Jenna-Lynn Jean Kelley [LAU]
Annette Kim
Byung Jun Kim
Anna Adams Kimberly
Gabriela Georgina Koc
Lahari Kota [LAU]
Shan Rustem Kurku
Tyler Denis Lachance
Alice Lam
Gabriella Eileen Lanouette
Grace Lee* [MAG]
Jun Seung Lee
Minying Liu
Eleanor Patricia Loconte [LAU]
Yaraixa Ivette Lopez [MAG]
Natalie Rouse Lowe
Yin Lu
Jacob Robert Macro [LAU]
Denisse Manzueta
Andrew Taylor Maxwell*
Matthew Theodore McGoldrick
Craig Allen Mendonca [SUM]
Samantha Moriarty
Cayla Elana Murphy

Francesco Robert Addario
Yulio A. Araya
Audrey Rae Aucoin
Acelya Babali
Margaret Mason Balogh*
Michael Edward Barnett
Elisabeth Mary Barthelemy
Richard Marc Bibeault
Charles A. Brown Jr.
Megan Alyssa Burke
Aiden Mackenzie Busby-Mott
Lovely Danielle E. Caliboso
Mingji Chen [MAG]
Emma Catherine Slim Coll
Andrea Suzette Cordero
Josh Cotto

Sarah Alice Michelle Cubells*
Morgan Victoria Curtis
Alexsai Daevis
Timothy Anderson Day
Gabriella N. Dombek [LAU]
Luke Anthony Doris
Shannon Marjorie Doyle
Simon Junqian Du
Charles Joseph Dyke
Kiera Elizabeth Elkow
David Lee Estep
Joshua Fedorko [MAG]
Daria Camera Fisher
Courtney Joyce Flach
Shahk Foizia
Emily Claire Forauer

Courtney Ann Fox
Morgan Elizabeth Fraser
Syndie Marie Geter [MAG]
Lauren Ruth Goldstein
Janna Amessa Hackshaw
Claire Elizabeth Hagen
Mae McAllister Hanson
Ray Anthony Zakeer George Harris
Shane Patrick Hussey
Truman Younghan Isaacs
Debby-Ann Melissa Jackson
Tara Linh Jarman
Taylor Bree Jean-Guillaume
Noah Daniel Jenkins
Erica Constance Jingozian
Jeslin Jose
SCHOOL OF NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

Anna Helena Baxter, in Nursing
Bright Eze, in Nursing
Amberly Adiaz Lao, in Nursing
Joeanna Lynn Novak, in Nursing
Sarah Joy Squillace, in Nursing

Carleen Joyce P. Tan, in Nursing
Sarah Kristine Todd, in Nursing
Tessa Rose Eileen Weidig, in Nursing
Selena Mae Williamson, in Nursing
Maria Zinter, in Nursing

Kaylin Rose Amado
Kathryn Leigh Anderson
Audrey Rose Apanovitch
Mary Louise Ball [SUM]
Anna Helena Baxter [SUM]
Alexa Rae Ben-Yishay
Shea Katherine Berry
Caitlin Marie Bisaillon [MAG]
Turner Bouley [MAG]
Meagan Michele Brenner
Alicia Marie Brocki
Rachel Calabro [MAG]
Kristin Catterson
Katherine Cluxton
Kara Lee Collazo [MAG]
Megan Elizabeth Collins
Meghan Elizabeth Connolly
Calla Zoe Contos
Alba Lucia Correa*
Bridget Grace Corsi
Skyler Lee Della Fave
Kamna Divyesh Desai
Nicole Marie Diloreto
Riley Devin Dimmock
Tyler Joseph Ditunno
Lhano Dolma
Margo Rose Doyle
Madeleine Lourdes Espino
Bright Eze [LAU]
Lauren Brooks Fisher
Sarah Anna Fishman
Carly Ann Flannery
Robin Theresa Ford [MAG]
Alyssa Marie Gambardella [LAU]
Marissa Ellen Gelfand
Samantha L. Grabbe [LAU]
Lexi Marita Grabon
Erin Janelle Grant
Cassie Marie Graves
Julia Jessica Haliuk
Emmalee Hall
Megan Kathleen Hannon [SUM]
Liana Marie Hemingway

Kristin Nicole Henry
Ashley Marie Hess
Jennifer Eileen Hester
Anna Hollyer
Skylar Alicia Holmes
Madeline Mcinerney Honeyford
Mia Mei Hrabcsak
Alison Laurel laiennaro [MAG]
Sarah Jane Kilian
Amy Marie Kuleszka
Catherine Lagosz
Devin Elizabeth Lancaster
Amberly Adiaz Lao
Joanne Marie Lofgren
Aubrey Louise Longo
Amy M. Lynch
Sabrina Mahanta
Kerstan Astrid Mahland
Lindsay Helen Malster
Talia Rose Mancini [LAU]
Kailyn Lubelia Marcotte [LAU]
Samantha Taylor Marquardt
Emma Melissa McAndrew [MAG]
Samantha Paige McKeith
Stephanie Anne Meany
Geoffrey Mei
Kylie Elizabeth Meiggs
Olivia Mertz [LAU]
Alyssa Rose Miano
Jensena Elisabeth Moner
Michelle Lee Morris
Steven Edward Nalewajk
Kerry Monica Napoleon
Marcela Lynn Nelson [MAG]
Joanna Lynn Novak [LAU]
Frances Mary O'Neill
Brianna Iraida Ortiz
Gabrielle Anne Pakech [MAG]
Justin Matthew Pedneault
Wyatt William Pendleton
Alexis Kathleen Perry [LAU]
Lydia Pfisterer
Nikole Angelica Prescott

Shelbey Rose Prucker
Samantha Marie Pruden
Hannah Alexandra Quin
Anthony Resca
Christian Mel Dimla Reyes
Ashley Rich [SUM]
Briana Leigh Richardson
Erin Mary Ruggiero
Gabrielle Nicole Rusczyk [MAG]
Magdalena Salamon
Meaghan Marie Schneider [SUM]
Katherine Semyanko [MAG]
Samson J. Sidiropoulos
Melanie Elizabeth Sobota
Sarah Joy Billion Squillace [LAU]
Jessica Taylor Staffieri [SUM]
Katie Elizabeth Stevens [MAG]
Carly Stewart
Sarah Marie Stoloff
Casey Elizabeth Stotler [SUM]
Jessica Leigh Styole
Peyton Mary Suggs
Katherine Quinn Sullivan
Lauren Alexandra Sullivan
Carleen Joyce P. Tan [MAG]
Sarah Kristine Todd [LAU]
Sarah Elizabeth Turner [MAG]
Sidney Yasmeen Turnier
Julianna Noel Vinciguerra
Brianna Danielle Vittoria
Blake Walden
Tessa Rose Eileen Weidig [LAU]
Selena Mae Williamson [LAU]
Johanna Hopkins Wolfe [SUM]
Meghan Cavan Wood
Jordan Sarah Young [LAU]
Sandy Zhang
Anna Zhuang [MAG]
Maria Zinter [MAG]
Amelia Mae Zucco [MAG]
Jenna Aldieri
Ashley Nicole Allard-Raucci
Michelle Daniela Altamura
Lisa Marie Antalik [MAG]
Meghan Autencio
Olga Alexandrovna Bartov
Kathryn Elizabeth Bauer
Abigail Florence Bechert
Mamta Bhandari
Colleen E. Bonessi
Darryl Simon Bordeleau
Megan Boucher
Laura Brunetto
Arianna Burkard
Kevin Cabana
Cassidy Lynne Cannavo
Cynthia Melanie Castrillon
Kiernan Marie Castro
Tracy Cella-Tyler
Ashley Nicole Cichy
Amy Nicole Cook [LAU]
Joanna Lynn Coords
Bailey Flynn Corlies
Sarah Rose Coughlin [SUM]
Rebecca Hite Craig
Caillin E. Cunningham
Khuri K. Dalal
Stephanie J. DeGaetano
Peter Joseph Delbuono
Ronnell DeNegre
Sarah Elizabeth Denisco [MAG]
Isabella Marie D’Onofrio
Kayla Suzanne Doty
Jessica Drew
Stephanie Shaye Dutton
Amanda Faith Eakin
Melanie Paige Emerson
William Raymond Ernst
Michelle Federico
Von Ferguson
Arielle Lindsay Filchak
Bryan Anthony Frankovitch
Lauren Michele Frazzetta [MAG]
Emily Ann Frigeri
Kelsey Taylor Gardiner
Kayla Garibay-Presa
Rumana N. Gazi
Maretta Mary Geeverghese
Katiana Ruiz Gelineau [LAU]

Dorota Gorczynska
Jonathan Scott Gorton
Emma Green
Ariel Greene
Eleanor Hadden
Fahim Hasan
Spencer Hastings
Ashley Hessler
Elin Hickey
Teotima Panugalinog Hollis
Maria Magdalena Hoppe
Theresa Sheridan Hueglin
Brooke Ann Hutchinson
Zoe Jacobs
Isabelle Marie Jacobson
Mary Santya Joseph
Seena Suzan Joseph
Maria Julian
Katherine Deborah Kasper [LAU]
Meghan Ann Kayan
Madeline King
Samantha Rose Kolios
Christina Elizabeth Kovacs
Kierra Irene Laramie
Pamela Childs LaVelle
Elizabeth Marie Lazo-Wasem
Lily Dung Le
Jessica Lee
Andrew Harrison Lewis
Alexus Ann Mack
Betsy E. Macmillan
Robert Benjamin Madeux
Melissa Mahoney
Kayla Noelle Makara
Karen Malecki
Paige Beth Maloney
Jayme Mandile
Derek Marinaro
Tracey Masterson
Anna Leigh Mathews
Jillian Mauriello
Cynthia Morgan McNerney
Lauren Elizabeth McLean
Marilyn McNaughton
David Wesley McPherson
Erica Meister
Sarah Menta
Suzanthea Lace Michel
Joseph Thomas Mobilia

Sarah Monroe
Alyson Montgomery
Chelsea Myers
Egle Noel
Sumitha Nagaraja Nuchina
Mary Elizabeth O’Brien
Jordan O’Meara
Diana K. Orellana Bolanos
Abby Catherine Orzell
Lisa Panyanouvong
Ashley Nicole Pelletti
Julia Rosanna Perillo
Nolan Michael Perron
Joseph Kazmier Perucki
Victoria Porter
Nancy L. Pratt
James Prokop
Lindsey Marie Repoli
Shannon S. Rios
Marianne Rizio
Melissa Leigh Rose
Olivia Kate Saffo
Adam Joseph Sandve
Jamie Sanzone
Erica Scarpa
Jennifer Schoenfeld
Logan Sedig
Hayley Siegel
Holly Wise Sloss
Melissa Smudin
Alexandra Soule
Nicole M. Sowin
Tauri Rae Spencer
Jacqueline Stratoudakis
Alexandra Lynn Summers
Molly Kate Suydam
Amanda Marie Swingle
Catherine Maria Thiel
Christopher Charles Tyan
Emma Vasquez
Rebecca Warren
Hannah Williams
Halie Elizabeth Wikins
Heather Wolfe-Taylor
Jessica Azucena Yupangui
Aleksandra Malgorzata Zabielska
Pei Zhang

Megan Leigh Claffey

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Graduate, August 24, 2018
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates, August 24, 2018
Tyler William Ackley, in Doctor of Pharmacy
Matthew Carl Deneff, in Doctor of Pharmacy

Hannah Lauren Gardocki, in Doctor of Pharmacy
Kaitlyn Rose McCarthy, in Doctor of Pharmacy

Tyler William Ackley [SUM]
Amro Y. Ali [SUM]
Jordan Christine Anderson
Alexa Bae Angerami
Brenda Amelia Puteri Asmara [MAG]
John Ramzi Awad [MAG]
Kristina Barakov [MAG]
Haley Annette Barnum [SUM]
Elizabeth Bezyk
Thomas Michael Bittel
Wiktoria Bogdanska [MAG]
George Frederick Bradley
Curtland Chester Brown [MAG]
Douglas James Buckheit Jr. [MAG]
Kamil Budnik
Shannon Brady Carboni
Bethany Winona Carrington [MAG]
Matthew James Carter
Bhavana Chalupadi
Brendan Cronin Clark [SUM]
Thomas Linwood Crouse
Matthew Carl Deneff [MAG]
Alexis Descoteaux [LAU]
Aydin Destan [LAU]
Pratibha Dhakshinamurthy
Joseph Patrick Dinan
Tereza Nicole Foscolos
Melinda Kate Fragomeli [MAG]
Andrew James Fratoni [SUM]
Hannah Lauren Gardocki [SUM]
Anna Margaux Gasparini [LAU]
Alison Marie Geary [SUM]
Michael Gnoinski [MAG]
James Thomas Griskauskas
Lyubo Hadzhiev
Brady McMillen Hecht
Jacqueline P. Hesse
Jessica Ngoc Hong [LAU]
Seong Joo Hong
Sabrina Ilham
Anne Sanders Jeon [LAU]
Samara Jean Katini [MAG]
Mohammad Usman Khan [LAU]
Nicole Stephanie Kowalczyk*
Sonya Kremenchugsky [MAG]
David Kuczyński
Veronica Oddny Lee
Kevin James Leigh [LAU]
Yangzhou Li [MAG]
Yi Lin
Melissa Liu
Christine Marie Long [LAU]
Brian Ly
Katherine Elinor Macdonald
Lisa Mahabir [LAU]
Umbreen Tehsin Majid
Kailley Michelle Mandigo
Nicholas Lorenzo Mangiafico
Kyle Michael Margison
Kaitlyn Rose McCarthy [LAU]
Danielle Lee McPherson [SUM]
Zachary Michael McPherson
Christopher Ryan Merrick [MAG]
Morgan Laura Miller
Sara Elizabeth Miller
Vinita Mahesh Mistry
Mary Mulrooney
Brandon P. Murphy
Mina Nguyen [MAG]
Barry James Nicholson
Ruth Anita Bella Pangaribuan [LAU]
Ryan Daniel Pennington*
Andrew James Perrotti
Sydney Elizabeth Perry
Tyler Powers
Kristian Pretashi [LAU]
Nicholas Mark Pugliese [LAU]
Daniel Pusztai
Jennifer Lynn Reinhard [MAG]
Allison Elliott Rodrigue [LAU]
Belinda Sam [LAU]
Mohammed Yasin Sarpas
Emma Jean Saunders [SUM]
Oindri Sen [MAG]
Kayla Anne Sgarlata
Sonali Himanshu Shah
Chih-Yu Shyu [LAU]
Allison Paige Smith
Andrew James Stevens [MAG]
Sasha Tokic [MAG]
Brandon Tonthat
Mohammad Waleed
Megan Elizabeth Wein [MAG]
Jordan Larlee Wisniewski [SUM]
Brigitta Margrit Zeender [MAG]
CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Drevaun Ontonio Bailey
Gabrielle Lee Barrea-Fontan
Matthew Robert Bernobich
Brittany Luz Besaw
Lidong Bi
Rafal Nicholas Bierzowice
Jakob Edward Boyd Rico
Akeem Brown
James A. Burnett
Harold Trent Butler
Anthony S. Calabrese [LAU]
Mark Campbell
Anna Choiniska
Eric Christopher Cobb
Wayne Donald Corica
Kyle Stephen Craig
Ari Dabush
Jason W. Deciccio
Michelle Lee Deering
Nicholas Thomas Delibero
Alvi Dinga
Adam Mohammed Elhammamy
Paulina Grubka
Kelly Ha
Kara A. Harlow
Augustus Eli Hart
Kimberly Phuong Hoang
Oliver Hoyos Dominguez
Wesley Iskra
Valerie Yvonne Johnson
Michelle Stephanie Kaiser [MAG]
Joseph Kaplan
Trisha Pokua Kyerematen
Geralda Laguerre
Damian Slawomir Litwa
Gregory Lenard Lloyd II
Klaudio Luaras
Ekta Mahtani
Nancy E. March [MAG]
Kayla Deanne Pee
Erika A. Minan
Tsholofetso A. Mokubung
Michelle E. Morales
Kathryn A. Naughton
Pedro Luis Nunez
Sadie David Onel
Graduates, December 16, 2018

Jaqueline Karol Alonzo Ruano
Angelica Maria Ardila [LAU]
John Philip Bender
Erin Blanchette
Cathy M. Busque
Dileep V. Chandran [LAU]
Andy Chery
Stacey Leigh Clay
Madeline Paige Conway
Robert Joseph Cubilla [MAG]
Amy R. Dann [LAU]
Anupa Devkota
Carol Diaz
Christian Joseph Donnelly
Zachary Scott Fornaciari
Joseph Raymond Futtner
Shaun Peter Grakowsky
Christopher Adam Grant
Betsy Ann Hebert
Donna J. Herbert
Philip Makoto Ira
Jared Jaquez
Ali Jed Lahihi
Tashi Lhatso
Jessica A. Lyman
Kenia Marquez
Linda J. Marsh
Kenneth E. Mason [LAU]
Matthew Donald Merrow
Erica Lynn Messina
Maurison Midy
Jessie Renee Ostrander
Elizabeth Pitassi
Shirley Rilett
Tasha Ann Schaedler
James Paul Scherer
Timothy Michael Schmidt
Laura C. Skinner
Brandon Joseph Tuccinardi [LAU]
Stephanie A. Yuan
Ashley Ann Zarrella

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Brooke Marie Aiello [LAU]
Arianna Rose Alvarez
Jessica Lee Armour
Zainab Aslam
Martha Katherine Blakeslee
Hui Cao
Jaime Lynn Chance [LAU]
Chyanne Sercie Maxine Collazo
Brittaney A. Connelly-Pidge
Francisco Antonio Davila
Anthony Dennis [LAU]
Joseph Deroche-Duffin
Lauren Kimberly Diaz
Farzaneh Doaei
Aldina Dugalic [LAU]
Mara Kate Baltazar Dutertre
Summer Hope Edeen
Olga L. Feliciano
Holly M. Fontana
Richard Edward Goldstein
Martin Nicholas Herbst
Shiva S. Jeyapalan
Anum Aftab Khan
Courtney Kuczo
Sheriban Kulla
Christina Marie Kydd
Krystal Marie Marquis
Amit Jitendra Kumar Patel
Blanca Romero-Escobar
Samantha Hopkins Rowley
Elizabeth Rose Santos
Teresa Jade Servidone
Azara Stevens
Andrea Cristina Swix
Austin Tarzia
Samuel William Wright
Cindy Zheng
Samuel Dasho Zhu
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

MASTER OF ARTS

Khaled Jassim Abouddahham, in Political Science
Jodeci Lashaun Acosta-Gorman, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Katherine Elizabeth Adamo, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Tala Adawiya, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Lauren Allison, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Nora Sophia Alpers-Leon, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Alyssa Camara Amici, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Julia Anagnostopoulos, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Matthew Jacob Baca, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Claudia Marisa Bachmann-Bouchard, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Aubrey Grace Baker, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
McKenzie Anne Baker, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
David Kyle Balling, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Melanie Banks, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Jarica Banning, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Makenna Siana Barnes, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Nina Barrett, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Jonathan Bassett, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Karen Bassilakis, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Lauren Bayersdorfer, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Marianna Bedoya, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Andrew Roos Bell, in Medieval Studies
Youssouf Bellamy, in Political Science
Abigail Benner, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
David James Berger, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Sarah Rose Bertekap, in English
Agata Bielez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Colin Billings, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Jeanne Marie Bonner, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Italian Literary and Cultural Studies
Jenna Louise Bordieri, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Brian Arvid Bostrom, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Agricultural Education
Craig John Botteon, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Hunter Lawson Brochu, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Kayla Brown, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Lauren Elizabeth Brown, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Sophia Mae Wallis Buckner, in English
Molly Barbara Bugos, in Digital Media and Design
Tyler Burley, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Katrina Ann Camerato, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Kate Audra Campbell, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Samuel Flynn Caramante, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Sandra Isabel Carlosviza, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Spanish Studies
Christopher Louis Carnale, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Sa-Queen Carter, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Daniell Carvalheiro, in Human Development and Family Studies
Grace Breton Carver, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Annie Elizabeth Casarella, in Adult Learning
Barbara Casey, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Devon Theresa Castiello, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Renee Cayer, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Lorenzo Raul Chavez, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Isabel Mareike Choinowski, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: German Studies
Jennifer Alicia Cipriano, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Morgan Donovan Coleman, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Gisely Colon Lopez, in International Studies: Latino and Latin American Studies
Lauren Gloria Como, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Bridget Susan Conaway, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Stephanie Bernice Consoli, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Julia Anna Contardo, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Sarahann Cooper, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Castella Elizabeth Copeland, in Educational Psychology: Cognition, Instruction and Learning Technology
Gabriella Corado, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Vanessa Corrao, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Jesús Cortés-Sanchez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Katherine Mae Crawford, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Trevor Curran, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Sean Curvelo, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Stephanie Pauline D’Angelo, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Chelsea Briana Dauphinais, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Alexander Christopher DeBrizzi, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Anne Denerville, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Steven Michael Donahue, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Xiaorui Dou, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bilingual Bicultural Education
Gianna Marguerite Duncan, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Ashleigh Marie Eaton, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Eli J. Egan-Anderson, in Geography
Connor Ramsay Elliott, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Shorouk Elserafy, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Elizabeth Esposito, in Geography
Margaret Fagan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Mindy Fan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Joseph Frank Fazzino, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Melissa V. Ferrin, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Rebecca Jill Feuerberg, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Kathryn Elaine Filer, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Joseph R. Fisher, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Stephen Fitzgerald, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Derek Flynn, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Samantha Marie Formica, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Caroline Elizabeth Galeota, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Gabrielle Gambardella, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Marissa Gannon, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Xueying Gao, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation
Kayla Ward Gervino, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Mareike Geyer, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Applied Linguistics and Discourse Studies
Gabrielle Marie Giangreco, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Aaron Michael Gilberto, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Rebekah Kari Goldberg, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Taylor Mackenzie Gordon, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Jessica Liliana Gramajo Vivas, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Alyssa Marie Gunther, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Volodymyr Gupan, in Political Science
Katherine Mary Gurski, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Adam James Hammershoy, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Rachel Lynn Haze, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Qian He, in Economics
Enid D. Hernandez, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Amy Margaret Hetherington-Coy, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Margaret Catherine Hislop, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Samantha Ashley Holder, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Ashlee Kathleen Honiker, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Nicole Keely Howard, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Taylor Nicole Hudak, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Shanza M. Hussain, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Bree Mary-Appel Hussong, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Jennifer Anne Jablonski, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Dionna Denee Jackson, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Qianxia Jiang, in Human Development and Family Studies
Nathaniel Kenneth Johnson, in Philosophy
Rebecca Rachel Joseph, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Lauren So Kang, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Krista Kapitan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Nathan Kellen, in Philosophy
Nicholas John Kelly, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Courtney Kendig, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Jacqueline Rose Kervorkian, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Jennifer Niemi King, in Adult Learning
Bryan Michael Kirby, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Elnara Klicheva, in International Studies
Paulina Klimek, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Cristina Marie Knowles, in Human Development and Family Studies
Jessica Lynn Komorowski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Danielle Koury, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Mary Kozan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Kim Marie Krane, in English
Kaete Louise Kuhn, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Rebekah Labak, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Ellyn Davida Lambeck, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Christopher Nicholas Lapointe, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Samantha Emily Lawrence, in Human Development and Family Studies
Kristy Lynn Ledwith, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Francis Lee, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Elizabeth Lemos, in Dramatic Arts: Performance/Production
Zara Lenihan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Alexandra Claire Leonelli, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Christopher Scott Leslie, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Joseph Arthur Leslie, Jr., in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Kaleigh Ann Ligus, in Human Development and Family Studies
Miranda Litke, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Timothy Brien Lucas, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Sara Dorismarie Luiz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
McCarthy Lynn Macdaniel, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Annie Lucile Maclachlan, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Eva-Maria Maher, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Bailey Melissa Mahler, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Joseph Mario Martini, in Survey Research
Rebecca Masayda, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Gino Masi, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Agricultural Education
Clara Marie Matet, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: French and Francophone Studies
Alissa Joy Mattern, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Madison Bray Maynard, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Anna Haley McCormick, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Sarah Lynn McKee, in Human Development and Family Studies
Kylie Ann McKercher, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Samantha McQueenie, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Karalyn Meineke, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Olivia Constance Merchen, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: French and Francophone Studies
Jordyn Rose Meyenberg, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Language Education
Hannah Ruth Mikesell, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Jacob Charles Mikulitz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Brianna Elise Miloz, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Samantha Elizabeth Minieri, in Economics
Kathryn Mary Mjos, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Stephanie Ann Monaco, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Katherine Mary Moody, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Jasmine Morel, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Janine Elizabeth Mouland, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Jane Alexandra Munson, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Benjamin Murray, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Abigail Nagy, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Emily Patricia Napear, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Samantha Rae Nelson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Michael Nevis, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Heather Noryk, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Danielle Lynn Nowak, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Elizabeth O’Brien, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Charles A. O’Donnell, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Tessa O’Leary, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Sabrina Marie Ortiz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Jacqueline Ose, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Emily Otten, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Felix Samuel Padilla Carbonell, in International Studies: Latino and Latin American Studies
Sean Michael Palzere, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Timothy James Paproksi, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Andrea Cara Pascariello, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Jasmine Nicole Patel, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Amanda Jeanne Perreault, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Monica Kay Phongsia, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Hana Picorelli, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Julia Nadine Pilarski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Joshua Pilch, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Molly Jessica Pines, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Emily Pintavalle, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Abigail Christine Plouffe, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Amanda Nicole Poniatowski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Mercedeh Pourmoghadam, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Aaron Proudfoot, in English
Cayla Jean Puglisi, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Bricherland Quinones, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Asfia Syeda Qutub, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Baiiie Sue Catherine Raber, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Alfredo Brandon Ramirez, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Meghan Elizabeth Ramsay, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Victoria Paula Randazzo, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Daniel Richard Ray, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Emily Anne Renski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Alexandra Retter, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Sierra Rice, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Megan Remy Richardson, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
KellyAnn Rini, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Patrick John Rogers, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Katherine Michel Roque, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Brian Schlemmer, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Samantha Rachel Schwartz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Emily Elizabeth Sears, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Emily Jane Sebesky, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Olivia Rae Sheldon, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Taylor Ann Simpson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Olivia Ann Singer, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Sarah Elizabeth Slowik, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Kevin Smaglis, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Tarin Smith, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Marissa Lynn Smoller, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Shannon Rebecca Sodergren, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Konatsu Sonokawa, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Matthew Brian Sorensen, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry
Joseph Anthony Sosa, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Cory Sprinkel, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Ashley Kristine St. Pierre, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Richard F. Stainton, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Molly Marie Stanavage, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Agricultural Education
Olivia Claire Stickles, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Hayley Stilson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Jenna Destiny Stone, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Alesa Elizabeth Shiloh Strellecki, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Andrew Connor Strelcky, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Mathematics Education
Micaela Sumner, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Brian Taylor Susca, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Elizabeth Caitlin Swan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Taylor Katherine Tarka, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Anna Marie Thomas, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Loren Britney Thompson, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Kaylee Maria Thurlow, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Julie Anne Toich, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Mary Thurston Traub, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Rachel Trotman, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Brenna Morgan Turer, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Onuwa Daniel Uguwanyi, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: German Studies
Jillian Mckenna Vazquez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Brooke Vincenti, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Amanda Lauren Violone, in Curriculum and Instruction: Music Education
Corie Alexandra Wakai, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Shanley Kitt Walker, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Robert John Weber, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: History and Social Studies
Shih-Chieh Weng, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: World Language Education
Matthew Wenz, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Rachel Janet Wiberg, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Joyce Noel Williams, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry
Meizi Lai Wolven, in Survey Research
Kayla Marie Wong, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Rebekah Michal Woodworth, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Agricultural Education
Laura Marie Yahn, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation
Krista Ann Young, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Kimberly Crystal Yrayta, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Emily Yu, in Educational Psychology: Special Education
Katrina Zaicek, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Alexandra Zapatka, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Michael Patrick Zappala, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: Science Education
Daniel Michael Zoto, in Anthropology
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Natasha Kay Allred, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Manuel Arjonilla-Rodriguez, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Spanish Studies
Elizabeth Mary Asal, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Maria Awwa, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Christal Carol Banville, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Jonathan Manuel Basset, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: French and Francophone Studies
Laura Elizabeth Beplat, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
David Edward Blanchfield, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
Teresa Abby Boyles, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Daniel Bruno, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Shawna Bush, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Kursten Mariah Butler, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Gina Elizabeth Carchidi, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Alexandra Ann Casic, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Candace Jordan Chanelli, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Sarah Katherine Charbonneau, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Jayna Regina Concannon, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Katherine Connolly, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Daniel Stephen Couture, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Cassandra Dagata, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Arina Eyimina, in Economics
Jessica Raquel Fort, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Sarah Foster, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Haley Fratus, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Elizabeth Fraulino, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
David J. Garvey, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Leslie Ann Gorzkowski, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Tammy Lee Gowash, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Karli Grazman, in Medieval Studies
Molly Harmon, in Human Development and Family Studies
Thomas Gerald Hicks, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Matthew Ryan Hoey, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Jill Louise Imse, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Lauren Alice Jefferson, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Katherine Blair Konishesky, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Samantha Marie Kurban, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Heather A. Kwolek, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Sabine Elisabeth Laszakovits, in Linguistics
Amy Lawton, in Sociology
Ryan Leahy, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Danielle Nicole Levasseur, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Alexandra Lewis, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Michael Li, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Gregory Scott Little, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Daniel Marolda, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Thomas Meagher, in Philosophy
Alexis Melendez, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Dana Merise, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Shanelle Makeda Morris, in International Studies: Latino and Latin American Studies
Maggie Mule, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Jessica Nicole Naples, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Katherine Richey Nelson, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Timothy John Neville, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Sarah Dawn Newton, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation
Allyson Rose Oatley, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Raleigh B. Orszulak, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Graham David Sean O’Tolle, in Medieval Studies
Theresa Helen Palacios-Baughman, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Alexandra Marie Pierce, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Francisca Quainoo, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Maeghann Patricia Marie Revis, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Kelly Renee Robinson, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Sophie Rodenbush, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Deborah Jean Rose, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Joelle Ruggiero, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Kayla Jane Ryan, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Merve Sarac, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation
Kelly Lynn Shea, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Utako Shimizu, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Melissa Karen Smith, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Tashua Sotil, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Danielle Stern, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Jaclyn Sullivan, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology

Lucy Sweetman, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Seyyedeh Sedigheh Taebi, in International Studies
Jennifer Ann Travers, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Blair E. Williams, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Melly Elizabeth Woods, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Michael Zacchera III, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Kevin Zevallos, in Sociology
Xinran Zhu, in Educational Psychology: Cognition, Instruction and Learning Technology

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Dominic Kerner Albino, in Economics
Andrew Alexi Almazan Anaya, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Natasha Arzumanian, in Survey Research
Mary Buchanan, in Geography
Mary Hannah Bugbee, in Anthropology
Andrew Cain, in Political Science
Paul Holden Conant, in Economics
Jahdriel Cruz, in International Studies: European Studies
Maureen Patricia Danovský, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity, and Talent Development
Marcus William Garcia, in Sociology
Francis Guerrera, in History
Rhys Martin Hall, in Sociology
Jared Henderson, in Philosophy
Caroline Jaeger, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: German Studies
Katherine Jean Kelly, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education
Junyeol Kim, in Philosophy

Kristen Kirksey, in Sociology
Benedict Minche Lai, in Educational Psychology: Educational Technology
Yu Li, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bilingual Bicultural Education
Kaitlyn Renee Marcoux, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology
Luke Richard Miller, in Dramatic Arts
Dana Francisco Miranda, in Philosophy
Jennifer K. Morenus, in Adult Learning
Jesus Semedo Rodriguez, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Spanish Studies
Roy Skinner, in Digital Media and Design
Rebecca Dorothy Strott, in Survey Research
Kathryn Warrender, in English
Taylor Alyn White, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Cleveland Alexander Williams, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Italian Literary and Cultural Studies
Jiyu Zhang, in Economics

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Sayantan Acharjee (Business Analytics)
Lucy Adjeley Adeji (Financial Analysis and Investments)
Abirxix A. Alichea (Business Analytics and Digital Marketing Strategy)
Sharix A. Alichea (General Business)
Archana Annamaneni (Management of Technology)
Mercedez Louise Austin (Financial Analysis and Investments)
Mark Andrew Ayen (Finance and Management of Technology)
Rainer Bangi (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Julie Anne Bartuca (Management)
Ryan Bell (Management and Marketing)
Jonathan Lee Bellamy (Finance and Management)
Ankit Bhardwaj (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Luis F. Biazotto (Finance and Management)
Lavanya Bobba (International Business and Management of Technology)
Thomas Bold (Finance and Management of Technology)
Junau S. Boucard (Finance and Operations and Information Management)
Karl August Brautigam III (Management and Marketing)

Thomas Hurley Brewer (Finance)
Alex Chatfield Brilla (Finance)
Cody W. Broderick (General Business)
Joshua Philip Cantor (Management)
Christina Caprice (Management and Marketing)
Michael Raymond Carbonetta (Management)
Robert Michael Caruso (Management)
Dewight Cassells (Real Estate)
Michael Lee Castillo (Management)
David Cefaloni (Finance and International Business)
David Keun Cha (Management and Management of Technology)
John Chellgren (Finance and Operations and Information Management)
Yongjuin Chen (Financial Analysis and Investments and Real Estate)
Gianmario Civitillo (Finance and Management)
Jason Todd Cohen
Mark Edward Cole (Digital Marketing Strategy)
Michael Albert Coones (Business Analytics and Finance)
Michael Corley (Finance)
Michelle Coster (Finance and International Business)
Neftali Andre Cruz (Finance)
Lauren Ashley Cwikla (International Business and Marketing)
Paul Anthony Darby (Finance and Management of Technology)
James Dellasala (Finance)
Matthew Walter Dermody (General Business)
Matt Despres (Management)
James Ahrens Dowers (Finance)
Jin Du (Business Analytics)
Kartik Dubey (Business Analytics)
Matthew Wilson Dufour (International Business and Marketing)
Tania Eicoff (International Business and Management)
Olubunmi Fatunmbi (Digital Marketing Strategy)
Eric Fernald (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Blagoje Filipovic (Management of Technology)
Yanyan Zong Freitag (Finance and Management)
Jacquelyn Friia (Management)
Michelle Elizabeth Frohman (Management and Marketing)
Junjie Fu (Business Analytics)
Elvira Maria Funıcicello (Finance)
William J. Fuscaldø (Operations and Information Management)
Neetika Gahlot (Business Analytics)
Robert Anthony Gamačhe (Management)
Alisher Ganiev (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Nicole Leslie Gay (Management and Marketing)
Joshua Allan Gemmell (Finance)
Sarah Lauren Goldstein (General Business)
Myroslava Gorbatyiuk (International Business and Marketing)
Shanika Gordon (Management and Real Estate)
Anna Kathryn Goski (Management)
Brian M. Goulet (Management)
Jordan Scott Greenlee (Business Analytics and Digital Marketing Strategy)
Francis Michael Guerrera III (Management and Marketing)
Saket Sudhir Guntoorkar (Business Analytics)
Stephen F. Hackeling (Finance)
Carmen Cotillo Harmon (Finance)
Mingyu Hu (Financial Analysis and Investments)
Brian S. Jackson (International Business and Management)
Amanda Janusz (Finance)
Reginald Joazil (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Nicholas Kaltzas (Business Analytics)
Kirill Karpenko (Business Analytics and Digital Marketing Strategy)
Daniel Kilcoyne (Health Care Management)
Amanda Marie Klar (Management)
Urvi Kohli (Business Analytics and Digital Marketing Strategy)
Lauryn Steelman Kothavale (Management of Technology and Marketing)
Madusree Krishnan (Finance and Management of Technology)
Ashish Kumar (Business Analytics)
Shankar Kumar (Business Analytics)
Mariam Kurian (Business Analytics and Financial Analysis and Investments)
Andrew Ræbeck Lamb (Financial Analysis and Investments)
Stephanie Joy Letkowski (Finance and Management)
Jennifer Ann Liedke (Management and Marketing)
Sharlene Abigail Sehleng Yu Lim (Business Analytics and Digital Marketing Strategy)
Kara Brooke LodOR (Management and Marketing)
Devon Lombardo (Management and Marketing)
David Mariano (Finance)
Sara Elizabeth Balettsa (Health Care Management)
Irina Beker (International Business and Management)
Lindsay Denise Bianco (Finance and International Business)
Ethan Bortniker (Health Care Management)
Jennifer Capozziello (Management)
Marlene Colozzi (Management)
Brian D’Alessandro (Finance and Management of Technology)
Karli Victoria Deakin (Management and Marketing)
Stephen Dennis (Finance and International Business)
Arlene Diaz (International Business)
Joshua Diaz (General Business)
Jessica Divenere (Health Care Management)
Travis Pagano Dreher (International Business)
James Garvin (International Business and Management of Technology)
Shantanu S. Godbole (Management and Marketing)
Justin Green (International Business and Management)
Lioul Mesfin Haile (International Business and Management)
James Mitchell Homa (Management)
Randall Mark Insero (Finance and Management)
Michael Ionescu (Finance and Marketing)
Marcus Anthony Jones (Finance and Real Estate)
Chirag Kamani (Marketing)

Sahdev Nagajun Keshwala (General Business)
Justin Kopcik (Management and Marketing)
Ina Fritzler Marshall (International Business)
Jonathan George Mastrianni (Finance and Management)
Andrew Mendelbaum (Marketing and Operations and Information Management)
Tracy Kathy Miranda (Finance)
Derek Keith Niziankiewicz (Real Estate)
Michael Patrick O’Shaughnessy (Finance)
Nihir Patel (Marketing)
Gopinath Rajadinakaran (Health Care Management)
Gopalakrishnan Ramanathapuram Vancheeswaran (Finance and Management)
Emma Elisabeth Romell (Management)
Carlos Alberto Salas, Jr. (Management)
Benjamin Michael Schiano (Management)
Brian M. Schiller (Management and Marketing)
Fiona Monica Mary Stewart (Finance and Management)
Remigiusz Pawel Szupryczynski (Management)
John Taylor (Management)
Ajitkumar Meitei Thokchom (Management of Technology)
Kelli VanDeusen (Finance and International Business)
Alycia Adele Wrabel (Management and Marketing)

Rakesh Anne (International Business and Management of Technology)
Isai Ernesto Badaraco (Finance and Marketing)
Mathews Campan (Management and Operations and Information Management)
Cadidra Shantelle Carr (Finance and International Business)
William Joseph Cavagnaro (Finance)
Kathy Kirsten Clark (Management)
Alex Cohen (Management and Marketing)
Gian Carlo Dell’Oso (Finance)
Manikandan Dharmarajan (Business Analytics)
Anthony Dimauro (Finance)
Lei Dong (Business Analytics)
Chukwuma Godfrey Edomobi (Finance and Management)
Raymond Rustam Fendi (Finance and International Business)
Katie A. Fernandez (Management and Marketing)
Jay Ferraro (Finance and Management)
Alan Joseph Fiano (Finance and Management)
Edward John Fitzgerald (Finance and Management)
Michael Fitzgerald (Finance and Management)
Brian Freeman (International Business and Management)
Zachary Glazer (Finance)
Jishnu Gupta (International Business)
Dillon Thomas Heckmann (International Business and Management)
Louis Hillyard, Jr. (Finance and Management)
Pia Corinna Holtmeier (Business Analytics)
Brad Huff (Management)
Roxanne Huff (Management)
Pamela Joshua (Health Care Management)
Nicholas Andrew Keenan (Real Estate)

Robert William Kemple III (Management)
Matthew Thomas Leonard (Finance and International Business)
Michael Emmett Malloy (Finance)
Kyle Richard Manjuck (Finance and Management)
Michael Mesiya (International Business)
Brandon Jordan Naples (Finance)
Ketrim Nashi (Management and Marketing)
Sumit Nath (Business Analytics)
John Njoroge (Finance and Management)
Jakub Andrzej Oleksak (Finance and Operations and Information Management)
Nonye F. Onyia (International Business and Management)
Christopher Joseph Perugini (Finance)
William Pratt (Management)
Andrew Pryde (Finance and International Business)
Kara Ann Quaresma (Management of Technology)
Veena Raghunandan (Business Analytics)
Angela Ricci (Management and Marketing)
Cindy Christina Rodriguez (Finance and International Business)
Javaid Ali Siddiqui (Finance)
Ryan James Siever (Finance and International Business)
Nicole Lavoie Smith (Marketing)
Jordan Robert Smith (Marketing)
Joseph Matthew Sousa (Finance and International Business)
Domonique Ashontua Stallings (Management and Marketing)
Robert M. Sullivan (Finance and Management)
Chiragkumar Tala (Finance and Marketing)
Brian Thompson (Management of Technology and Marketing)
Claudia Estela Valencia (International Business and Management)  
Salvatore Vassallo (International Business and Management)  
Kathleen Dolores Vercellio-Elvir (International Business and Marketing)  

Sophia White (Management)  
Megan Lynn Wollsclager (Management of Technology)  
Cory Wusterbarth (Finance)  
Jeffrey Zakrzewski (General Business)  

MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Suha Ahmed Alghamdi  
Abdulrahman Saleh Alshehri  
Saleh Ashkanani  
Pierluigi Balice  
Jonathan Blacher  
Anibal Gustavo Cardenas Sornoza  
Joy Huiling Chang  
Himank Gupta  
Homan H. Javahegi

Melissa Landin  
Ritu Mohan  
Mitchell Persenaire  
Chaitanya P. Puranik  
Stacey M. Reiss  
Anthony Schiro  
Akanksha Srivastava  
Nidhi Taneja

Graduate, December 16, 2018

Alexandro Glucus De Araujo Lima

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Christopher Hart Anderson (Mechanical Engineering)  
Justin Bourne Calderara (Mechanical Engineering)  
Matthew John Cote (Mechanical Engineering)  
Joseph Daniel Evetts (Fine Arts)  
Lutz Gerd Hentschel (Advanced Systems Engineering)  
Brandon Howard (Mechanical Engineering)  

Taylor James Landry (Civil and Environmental Engineering)  
William Taylor Martin IV (Mechanical Engineering)  
Justin John Phillips (Mechanical Engineering)  
Brian Michael Sheehan (Advanced Systems Engineering)  
Eric Smooke (Mechanical Engineering)  
Samuel Woodrow Wiggins (Mechanical Engineering)

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Lauren Anderson Anderson Heaven (Materials Science and Engineering)  

Delbert McKenzie (Mechanical Engineering)

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Anna Brosler (Materials Science and Engineering)  
Connor Cantelmo (Mechanical Engineering)  
Drew Capolupo (Materials Science and Engineering)  
Daniel Scott Carlson (Mechanical Engineering)  
Felipe Alejandro Guajardo (Mechanical Engineering)  
Matthew Scott Hartzsch (Mechanical Engineering)  
Matthew Michael Kilgannon (Mechanical Engineering)  
Joshua Burton Kolman (Mechanical Engineering)  
Lance Marsteller (Mechanical Engineering)  

Brendan Thomas McAuliffe (Mechanical Engineering)  
Benjamin Joseph Nollet (Mechanical Engineering)  
Edwin Augusto Olivos (Advanced Systems Engineering)  
Julian David Prada (General Engineering)  
Douglas Read (Materials Science and Engineering)  
George Jerome Shaw (Materials Science and Engineering)  
Brian Song (Mechanical Engineering)  
John Joseph Volpe (Mechanical Engineering)  
Noah Wadsworth (Materials Science and Engineering)

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Margaux Marie Léa Ancel, in Arts Administration  
Catherine Boyce, in Digital Media and Design  
Corey Jacob Brittain, in Dramatic Arts: Design  
Jeanne Ciravolo, in Art  
Jacqueline Prager Devine, in Digital Media and Design  
Katrina Foy, in Arts Administration  
Robyn Genzano, in Arts Administration  
Fatemeh Ghaderi, in Digital Media and Design

Caitlin Healy, in Arts Administration  
Melanie Evelyn Klimjack, in Art  
Joey Morissette, in Dramatic Arts: Design  
Sylvia Nashipae Mosiany in Digital Media and Design  
Margaret June Peebles, in Dramatic Arts: Design  
Luke Jordan Seward, in Art  
River Soma, in Art  
Emily Jeanne Werner, in Arts Administration
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Pedro L. Guevara, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Danielle LeAnne Verkennes, in Dramatic Arts: Design

Mary Ellen Gragen, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry

Graduate, December 16, 2018

MASTER OF MUSIC

Jessica Arielle Bloch, in Performance
Olga Radovic, in Performance

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Akua Konadu Aboagye
Lynne Marie Alexander
Alecia Renee Alleyne
Fabiola Bachinelo
Mariah Lynn Brennan
Zane Carey
Steven Gaige Criss II
Franklin Graham Edrich
Yahaira Escribano
Thomas Spencer Fitzgerald
Carl Goldblatt
Ari Goldman
Abraham Porter Hilding Salorio
Daniel Steven Innes
Allison Dempsey Kazlauskas

Graduates, December 16, 2018

David H. Barkin
Stephanie Lee Beron
Lauren Brooke Karanovich
Mariam Poonnose

Evan Siebert
Samuel Surowitz
Stephen Daniel Yenke

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Madison Elizabeth Adams
Andrews Agyekum
Christian D. Andresen
Ramon Whitney Bieri
Emily Marie Bludnicki
Lauren Michal Branche-James
Alexis Catherine Cordone
Mara Fernanda Cuberos Guevara
Nina Leslie Franzen
Melinda Gomez
Leann Adella Hennessey
Woodlyn Joachim
Michal Beth Klau-Stevens
Yumi Kovic
Sara Maria Pauline Leslie
Daniel Joseph Madden

Richika Makol
Jessica A. Malcolm
Andria Danielle Matthews
Natalie Jeanne Moore
Brianna Muñoz
Iwona Dorota Pawlakiewicz
Mariam Poonnose
Muhammad Khalid Razzaq
Nikita Roy
Mark Robert Shettle
Adekemi Olaide Suleiman
Ye Sun
Nita Thapa-Chhetri
Ashley Wiggins
Leila Jean Youssef

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Judith Ann Bennett
Cassandra Line Therriault
MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY

Colleen Bogucki
Hannah Elise Casey
Shubham Dhakal
Emily Patricia Garfinkel
Sneha Jayaraj
Smriti Kattel

Kelly McElwain
Bailey Mulqueen
Anthony Patelunas
Miranda Margaret Richard
Joshua Schreier
Alex Joshua Tomczuk

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Diego Andres Briones

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Brittney Alyssa Accavallo, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Jenny Acosta, in Human Resource Management
hannmugha Priya Akhileshswar, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Patience Oghomwenwem Akugue, in Nursing
Anurag Harishchandra Amin, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Liqi An, in Animal Science
Amirul Anuar, in Biostatistics
Shania Nicole Aponte Paris, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology
Sree Vilasihni Arjunan, in Health Care Genetics
Manish Arora, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Rishav Aryal, in Environmental Engineering
Diane Lynn Avila, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Guleid Musa Awale, in Chemical Engineering
Arvind Balachandran Sankaranarayanan, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Suchithra Balasubramanian, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Thomas John Balzano, in Materials Science and Engineering
Rahul Bansal, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Robin Jean Bansal, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Raymond Inanc Basar, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
John Joseph Bator, Jr., in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Zachary Bauman, in Polymer Science
Mary Elizabeth Baumgartner, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology
Shayna Claire Beckwith, in Accounting
Caitlin Marie Betelak, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Yuhan Bi, in Statistics
Francesco Nicholas Biancardi, in Applied and Resource Economics
Laura Anne Bishop, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
David Bonilla, in Applied Genomics
Chanon Daniel Boonyavairoje, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Cosmin Borsa, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Virag Borsai, in Biomedical Engineering
Ashley Elizabeth Bourassa, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer Davis Bourque, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air
Ross Jared Brancati, in Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Christopher Brandt, in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Katherine Brennan, in Accounting
Carrie-Ellen Briere, in Clinical and Translational Research
Benjamin Louis Briskin, in Sport Management
Isabelle Bristol, in Geological Sciences: Geology
Julie A. Brodnitzki, in Accounting
Paige Brooks, in Accounting
Benjamin Peter Bruciati, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Errolee Javoughane Bryan Miller, in Nursing: Clinical Nurse Leader
Vikram Singh Bundela, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kimberly Buonomo, in Human Resource Management
Daniela Burga, in Human Resource Management
Patricia Kelly Burns, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Kevin Michael Burrell, in Mechanical Engineering: Systems and Mechanics
Cassidy Joan Burt, in Psychological Sciences: Social Psychology
Allison Louise Byrd, in Oceanography
Bowen Cai, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Khalia Cain, in Applied Genomics
Alyssa Anne Cantisani, in Sport Management
Carolyn C. Carey, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Francesca Caruso, in Accounting
Julian Castaneda, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Tianjiao Chai, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Jahnavi Challakonda, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Mengru Chang, in Biostatistics
Jou-Ying Chen, in Sport Management
Xinyan Chen, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xuefeng Chen, in Computer Science and Engineering
Yanting Chen, in Computer Science and Engineering
Ying Chen, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yiyu Chen, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Xi Cheng, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Jae Seong Cho, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Colin Cleary, in Physiology and Neurobiology
Christina Clout, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Nicole Marie Cloutier, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Cameron Mark Collinge, in Biomedical Engineering
Shannon Elizabeth Connors, in Accounting
Zane Roman Cooke, in Biomedical Engineering
Elizabeth Cooper, in Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Cortopassi, in Psychological Sciences: Social Psychology
Caitlyn Ann Courtmanche, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Grant Anthony Covey, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Norah Julie Cowley, in Biomedical Engineering
Zoe Cramer, in Mathematics
Giovanna Craneiro-Setaro, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Brendan John Crowley, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics and Biophotonics
Eric Jon Jaro Cruz, in Sport Management
Xiao Cui, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Yaqi Dai, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Hitsh Danturty, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Debasmita Das, in Statistics
Rachel Mary Daugherty, in Accounting
Debra Lee Davis, in Human Resource Management
Megan Dawley, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Jessica Deary, in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner
Foram Dinesh Dedhia, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Lee Michael Deininger, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology
Kaisheng Deng, in Financial Risk Management
Goldston Preetham Dias, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Lisa Dias, in Human Resource Management
Gina Kim Digiocomo, in Biomedical Engineering
Borui Ding, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xiran Ding, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Xueer Ding, in Financial Risk Management
Zhengxuan Ding, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Weiyang Dong, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Uma Venkata Santosh Kumar Donkada, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Natalie Ruela Douglass, in Human Resource Management
Nicole Douglin, in Human Resource Management
Yuchun Du, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Julia Karen Dumaine, in Applied and Resource Economics
Fiona N. Dunkley, in Human Resource Management
Vinod Durairaj, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Rohitasva Dutta, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Pamela Michelle Dyer, in Materials Science and Engineering
Surya Teja Eada, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Jessica Edwards, in Accounting
Megan Blanchfield-Eiser-Nolan, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Rebeca M. Eller, in Biomedical Engineering
Meaghan Anne Erlewein, in Biomedical Engineering
Zheng Fang, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Kimberly LaBelle Fearney, in Human Resource Management
Megan Feehan, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Yinqiong Feng, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Blagoe Filipovic, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Khadine Ellesia Flynn, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Rishitha Gajjala, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Amit Gangrade, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yuan Gao, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Ian-Regee Garcia, in Biomedical Engineering
Madeline Kate Gessner, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Chirag Ghelani, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Benjamin Levi Gluck, in Plant Science: Horticulture
Jennifer Gobin, in Sport Management
Julia Nicole Goldstein, in Biomedical Engineering
Vinitha Gopalakrishnan, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Alison Rose Grabarz, in Applied and Resource Economics
Aschleigh Elizabeth Graham, in Chemistry
Abiola Grant, in Nursing
Corey Grantham, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Leandra Marie Grasso, in Accounting
Nayre Greene, in Nursing
Khalil Griffith, in Sport Management
Weixing Gu, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Yue Gu, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Joseph Salvatore Gucciardi, in Biomedical Engineering
Prerit Gupta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Saumya Gupta, in Computer Science and Engineering
Vinayak Gupta, in Computer Science and Engineering
Karthik Gurusamy, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Arek Hairabedian, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Daniel Connor Hale, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air
Abdelhamed Elhag M. Hamed, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Soyoung Han, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kayla Marie Hanish, in Accounting
Jennifer Michelle Hanscomb, in Human Resource Management
Nicholas Hansen, in Accounting
John Harrington, in Human Resource Management
Heman Harshit, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Shaoyan He, in Computer Science and Engineering
Kevin Hebroe, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Elizabeth Anne Herder, in Molecular and Cell Biology
Angelia Marie Heuer, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Seokjin Hong, in Statistics
Trena Lynn Horn, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Mingming Hu, in Accounting
Sijie Hu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yangchen Hu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Mikayla Kathleen Hudson, in Sport Management
James John Hudyna, in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner
Sara E. Hughes, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Tyler Hughes, in Human Resource Management
Brendan Samuel Hunscher, in Human Resource Management
Katery Campbell Hyatt, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neuroscience
Sanchit Jain, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Hannah Cole Jenkins, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Yu Ji, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Ruoyu Jia, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Zhao Li, in Biostatistics
Yinhe Jiao, in Applied and Resource Economics
Joseph Rhodes Johanson, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Elizabeth Joy Johnson, in Animal Science
Srikruthi Jonnavithula, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sriraman Kandhadai, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Eric Kaufmann, in Accounting
William Kelsey, in Health Promotion Sciences
Jordan Kentzler, in Human Resource Management
Unica Khadka, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Hanjun Kim, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Max A. Klein, in Sport Management
You-Tze Ko, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Amy Diana Kolaczenko, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Neha Koshi, in Human Resource Management
Steven James Kowolenko, in Biomedical Engineering
Fnu Kritika, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kuldeep Kumar, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Nand Kumar, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Bethany Kwarta, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Sree Vaishnav Lagadapati, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yen-Hsiang Lai, in Computer Science and Engineering
Nic' Cole Ashley Lambert-Talhaoui, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jeremy Lao, in Accounting
Brittany Allison Larsen, in Health Promotion Sciences
Benjamin Daniel Laurent, in Accounting
Matthew Alan Leclair, in Biomedical Engineering
Francisca Leonce-Badio, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Anthony Leone, in Accounting
Brittney Jenna Leu, in Biomedical Engineering
Jialian Li, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Jiantong Li, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Jinnan Li, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Nayun Li, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Tongtong Li, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xueying Li, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Yaran Li, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Huqiong Liao, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Jack Lichtman, in Physics
Connor Heffernan Ligeikis, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Jibing Lin, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Lyuyun Lin, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yong Lin, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Prasanthi Lingamallu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Laura Kathryn Lissner, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
Lu Liu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Manshu Liu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sihan Liu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Xiuyuan Liu, in Biostatistics
Xudong Liu, in Sport Management
Zihao Liu, in Biomedical Engineering
Gary Lorden, in Biomedical Engineering
Victoria Loukakes, in Accounting
Hongxia Lu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Jin Lu, in Computer Science and Engineering
Rosalie Victoria Luciano, in Human Resource Management
Alexis Ludwig, in Health Promotion Sciences
Sahil Luthra, in Psychological Sciences: Language and Cognition
Bowen Ma, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Ding Ma, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Gopala Krishna Maddipati, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Alissa Marie Maffiul, in Human Resource Management
Juhi Maheshwari, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Huda Ghazi Mahjoob, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Tara Mahon, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Arum Lee Malla, in Mechanical Engineering: Systems and Mechanics
Anshul Manglani, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Greg Manteghan, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Lauren Marshall, in Mechanical Engineering: Systems and Mechanics
Justin Thomas Martinek, in Business Analytics and Project Management
David Joseph Martone, in Accounting
Joseph Mascolo, in Nursing
Kerry Mattson, in Sport Management
Garrett Lee Maxey, in Plant Science: Agronomy
Alison Rene Maxwell, in Health Care Genetics
Caitlyn May, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Eric McKeen, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sarah Meachen, in Human Resource Management
Laila Mehar, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Swapnil Mehra, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Rajan Subodhbhai Mehta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Claudia Mejia, in Health Promotion Sciences
Paulos Yohannes Mengsteab, in Biomedical Engineering
Alexandra Merkouriou, in Materials Science and Engineering
Alexandra Rhiannon Meyrick-Macina, in Human Resource Management
Taren Annette Miller, Jr., in Human Resource Management
Arshiahs Yusuf Mirza, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics and Biophotonics
Ashish Rajendra Mistry, in Biomedical Engineering
in Biostatistics
Yixin Xiang,
Ruying Xia,
in Business Analytics and Project Management
Zandra Sutter, in Accounting
Shruthi Tadamiri, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Manal Tahhan, in Mechanical Engineering: Design
Jenna Lynn Taormina, in Biomedical Engineering
William Taylor, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Christine Tetreault, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice
Jeffrey Thorne, in Clinical and Translational Research
Charanjith Thotthathil Ramachandran, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Diana Jane Trammel, in Accounting
Richard Bryan Treatch, in Accounting
Cara Tully, in Human Resource Management
Tina K. Tung, in Human Resource Management
Kyle Evan Twarog, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Bharathi Umarani, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Alekhya Uppugundla, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kaustubh Ursekar, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Dimpleben Jay Vaishnani, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics and Biophotonics
Lauren Elizabeth Varanelli, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Venkata Sai Kiran Varre, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Shobana Vedachandur Ravichandran, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yashwanth Venmula, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sanjay Kumar Vishwakarma, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Kristen Volz, in Health Promotion Sciences
Heqiang Wang, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems
Honglin Wang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Yuxin Wang, in Statistics
Jennifer Lee Ward, in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner
Suzanne Mayo Watson, in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner
Kathryn Elizabeth Weeks, in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology

Cory Weinfeld, in Mathematics
Lindsay Ann West, in Nursing: Neonatal Nurse Practitioner
David Monroe Wiegand, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Nayo Shepard Williams, in Clinical and Translational Research
Dan Wu, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Jiangjing Wu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Mengjiao Wu, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Shuitian Wu, in Computer Science and Engineering
Tingting Wu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yuchen Wu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Ruying Xia, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yixin Xiang, in Biostatistics

Sheng Xiong, in Computer Science and Engineering
Haohao Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Jin Xu, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Tianshu Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Xiaowei Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management

Yue Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yunqiu Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Gargi Yadav, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Di Yang, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Sen Yang, in Biostatistics
Siwen Yang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xiao Yang, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology
Yuhao Yao, in Biostatistics
Ruolin Ye, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management

Sunil Yernagula, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Haoyu Yin, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Wenjun Yin, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Qi You, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Chenyi Yu, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Kun Yu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Zhenqi Yu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Chenyu Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Huibei Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Lei Zhang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Peiyao Zhang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Qi Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Shiqi Zhang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Tianjiao Zhang, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management

Xuan Zhang, in Biostatistics
Yanyan Zhang, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Yufan Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Zhanyan Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Qian Zhao, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Tianshu Zhao, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Xuan Zhao, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Mengdi Zheng, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Ruixin Zheng, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Wenjun Yin, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Xiaowei Xu, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management
Xueying Zhou, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Boyang Zhou, in Financial Risk Management: Quantitative Risk Management

Yanxin Zhou, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Ming Zhu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Emma Zuk, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Graduates, August 24, 2018

Nicholas Agnelli, in Accounting
Archibald Agyekum-Yamoah, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Rowena Kapuananiokalani Ahia, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology
Sazid Irfan Ahmed, in Mechanical Engineering: Manufacturing
Mostafa Ahmed Hazem Ahmed Hassan, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Badar Almarri, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Gabriela Sarai Aquino, in Applied Genomics
Ashley Elizabeth Arre, in Accounting
Maraquia Atwood, in Biomedical Engineering
Yifan Bao, in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Taylor Barr, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Bolte, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology
Robert Stuart Botwinick, in Accounting
Shanial Tanique Bowen, in Biomedical Engineering
Stephanie Renee Barnes Brown, in Animal Science
Todd Helbing Burnett, in Accounting
Jennifer Capozziello, in Human Resource Management
Jacques Robert Caspi, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kirk Chamenko, in Accounting
Shubing Chen, in Pathobiology: Virology
Jesse David Chiero, in Nutritional Science
Amanda Marie Coletti, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neuroscience
William Martin Collins, in Accounting
Sharon Cordi, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Michael Damone, in Accounting
Krista Leeann Daniel, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Cell and Developmental Biology
Cory Michael Derohanian, in Accounting
Joshua Diaz, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Lacey Domingue, in Accounting
Thomas Dow, in Accounting
Ladectric M. Driver, in Psychological Sciences: Social Psychology
Zachary Ryan Duda, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Michael James Fitzgerald, in Accounting
Skylar Florian, in Accounting
Lauren Gannon, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Wang Ge, in Chemical Engineering
Raymond John Gerte, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Chen Gong, in Computer Science and Engineering
Laura Kristen Gottfried, in Health Promotion Sciences
Akshay Gupta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Prachi Gupta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Theophanis Hadjistasi, in Computer Science and Engineering
Randy Hamchand, in Chemistry
Deshauna Shanice Hammond, in Accounting
Liza Henowitz, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Cell and Developmental Biology
Samantha Marie Holmes, in Applied Genomics
Wenjie Huang, in Electrical Engineering
John Imgrund, in Accounting
Austin Ives, in Accounting
Vishal Jacob, in Accounting
Ryan Jenkins, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control
Casey Elizabeth Johnson, in Accounting
Olivia Johnson, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air
Sravanthi Kappuram, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Dorothyta Ida Kelemen, in Environmental Engineering
Nina Allison Klein, in Sport Management
Johannes Kneppers, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Katherine Krakowski, in Accounting
Soumya Kundu, in Computer Science and Engineering
Matthew Lacerra, in Oceanography
Hsin Ju Lai, in Accounting
Jacob Leeser, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Zhenqian Li, in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Shuyi Liang, in Biostatistics
Alexandra Jeanette Longacre, in Materials Science and Engineering
Julie Lorig, in Accounting
Tracy Elaine Lotko, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Senthoor Raja Mahendhirun, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Megan Marilyn Mahoney, in Health Promotion Sciences
Dominique Elizabeth Martin, in Animal Science
Tanner A. Matson, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Faith Celeste McCarthy, in Sport Management
Philip Scott McIntosh, in Accounting
Noelle Ann McKearney, in Geological Sciences: Geology
Courtney Elizabeth Miller, in Accounting
Meredith Mistretta, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology
Anna-Rae LeClaire Montano, in Nursing
Nicholas Joseph Mosca, in Health Care Genetics
Marmar Moussa, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Saiviveka Murali, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Kathrina Neises, in Accounting
Francis Obst, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics and Biophotonics
Olusegun Olaosebikan, in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Samantha Oldman, in Health Promotion Sciences
David William Ndukasi Onuorah, in Sport Management
Anthony K. Oudorn, in Accounting
Almariet Palm, in Oceanography
Barath Ram Parthasarathy, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics and Biophotonics
Jillian Rose Pastick, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air
Kush Patel, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Ryan William Patrick, in Accounting
Chloe Pavlech, in Sport Management
Jackson Davis Perry, in Accounting
Stephanie Nicole Phillips, in Geological Sciences: Geology
Anthony Picinich, in Accounting
Jaleigh Quai Pier, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Jasmin Portelinha, in Chemistry
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree and Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Clyde Rishell</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Robinson</td>
<td>in Geological Sciences: Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Rubega</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apratim Sanyal</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Schafenacker</td>
<td>in Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Schenck</td>
<td>in Geological Sciences: Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Shaw</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinesh Shriram</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepak Singh</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Skibba</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Anastasia Stavropoulos</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Conor Sullivan</td>
<td>in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Francis Sundberg</td>
<td>in Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Leslie Thomson</td>
<td>in Health Promotion Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Troha</td>
<td>in Psychological Sciences: Behavioral Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graduates, December 16, 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree and Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aditi Aditi</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaur Aghanammadov</td>
<td>in Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuershunjiang Ahemaitijiang</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affrin Amena Ahmed</td>
<td>in Applied Genomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishal Ahuja</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rui Ai</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akanksa Akanksa</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Fowad Alsenan</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana Mohammed ALYouset</td>
<td>in Nutritional Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumari Amrita</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teena Maria Andrade</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehak Arora</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Arora</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adedeji Dolapo Ayinde</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisha Elysee Badio</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varun Bagga</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulcic Baidoo-Cudjoe</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niranjana Balakrishnan</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvesh Shivprasad Bangad</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Baranski</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandana Basani</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Henry Beauregard</td>
<td>in Applied Microbial Systems Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagar Sudhir Behere</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Bender</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Berger</td>
<td>in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Louise Berghoff</td>
<td>in Nursing: Clinical Nurse Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Edmund Betterini</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketki Sharad Bhalerao</td>
<td>in Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukti Bhambhani</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naresh Mafatbhai Bharasadiya</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avinash Bhardwaj</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tira Bittle</td>
<td>in Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Page Blease</td>
<td>in Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Francis Bollard III</td>
<td>in Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pei-Chun Tu-Chen</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Catherine Uliaasz</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao Wang</td>
<td>in Nursing: Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Samuel Wasserman</td>
<td>in Psychological Sciences: Behavioral Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Edward Weglarz</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Wysmuller</td>
<td>in Nutritional Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jian Xing</td>
<td>in Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Danielle Yeh</td>
<td>in Oceanography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumaira Zaman</td>
<td>in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qianyu Zhang</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianqi Zhang</td>
<td>in Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyuan Zhang</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin Zhao</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis James Booth</td>
<td>in Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Ana Marie Brooks</td>
<td>in Nursing: Clinical Nurse Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles A. Brown, Jr.</td>
<td>in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven T. Brown, Jr.</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Carlo Builes</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura S. Burban</td>
<td>in Animal Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Burger</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alee Jorge Calvo</td>
<td>in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting Cao</td>
<td>in Applied Financial Mathematics: Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyi Cao</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique Marian Amon Carrillo</td>
<td>in Applied Microbial Systems Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying-Chia Chang</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongjie Chen</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huajinyan Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui-Jun Chen</td>
<td>in Mathematics: Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayi Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinhua Chen</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keren Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songyuan Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinglun Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiting Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiyun Chen</td>
<td>in Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuxuan Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zixu Chen</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhe Cheng</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonu Chhabra</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Paul Chiappini</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhumika Rajiv Chitnis</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunal Rajiv Chitnis</td>
<td>in Financial Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animesh Choudhary</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prateek Choukse</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanli Chu</td>
<td>in Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Danielle Conway</td>
<td>in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard C. Coore</td>
<td>in Business Analytics and Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Cui</td>
<td>in Materials Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Corsi-Cusson</td>
<td>in Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Daddio</td>
<td>in Computer Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Christopher Jude Daigle</td>
<td>in Quantitative Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peter Joseph Churey Damian, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Bidisha Datta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Corey Julian Davis, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yvonne Nicole Davis, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Krishna Uday Desai, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Dissanayake Mudiyanselage Deepamali Dissanayake, in Chemistry
Brinal Michael D'Silva, in Financial Risk Management
Yiping Du, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Ran Duan, in Financial Risk Management
Sabrina Mariana Fagundez, in Plant Science: Horticulture
Chengcheng Fan, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xinyu Fan, in Financial Risk Management
Isaac Rosengard Feldstein, in Financial Risk Management
John Fiorillo, in Human Resource Management
Lori Fomenko, in Environmental Engineering
Kaylee Lynne Fontanella, in Human Resource Management
William Sawyer Franz, in Sport Management
Zilong Fu, in Financial Risk Management
Meet Kishore Gangar, in Financial Risk Management
Changpeng Gao, in Financial Risk Management
Dier Gao, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xuan Gao, in Financial Risk Management
Kapil Garg, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Bilin Geng, in Financial Risk Management
Andrew Hayden Geres, in Accounting
Haitham Atef Ghalwash, in Accounting
Sukanya Ghosh, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Ratika Goel, in Financial Risk Management
Yafei Gong, in Financial Risk Management
Jack Goodman, in Mathematics
Pranjali Naresh Gorantyal, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Johannah Gorgone, in Human Resource Management
Chythra Gowrikanth, in Financial Risk Management
Jason Marcus Greenberg, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Haqjie Guo, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xicheng Guo, in Financial Risk Management
Ravi Teja Gurram, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Jeffrey Robert Jude Hanrahan, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Wei Hao, in Financial Risk Management
Ahmad Falah Hassan, in Applied Genomics
Yuxiang He, in Financial Risk Management
Anna Elizabeth Heinrich, in Physiology and Neurobiology
Richard Hintz, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Trevor Holmes, in Financial Risk Management
Jasleen Kaur Hora, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Paul Hornung, in Physics
Xiaofan Hou, in Financial Risk Management
Yufeng Hua, in Financial Risk Management
Huaxuan Huang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Junyuan Huang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Shweta Ikhe, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Michiharu Iwata, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Prakriti Jha, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Huayi Ji, in Computer Science and Engineering
Mengkun Jia, in Financial Risk Management
Christina Jiang, in Nutritional Science
Chenyang Jiao, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Purvesh Kale, in Financial Risk Management
Pridhi Raj Kandula, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Amrita Kanjani, in Financial Risk Management
Abolfazl Karimi, in Mathematics
Kamila Lena Karolak, in Mechanical Engineering: Manufacturing
Sreream Reddy Kasarla, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sai Pranathi Kattige, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Jingwei Ke, in Financial Risk Management
Vannesha Kello, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Prachi Ramjibhai Khambhalia, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Mohsen Kheirabadi, in Environmental Engineering
Riddhi Latish Kotian, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sree Venkat Virinchi Kowluru, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Arkaprava Kundu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Elizabeth Kurowski, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology
Kaixian Lai, in Financial Risk Management
Akash Lakshminarasimhan, in Financial Risk Management
John Robert Langton, in Accounting
Luke Taylor Reed LaRosa, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Srilekha Lava, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Daniel Leszczynski, in Human Resource Management
Eva Yujia Li, in Statistics
Fangyuan Li, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Hao Li, in Financial Risk Management
Mengfan Li, in Financial Risk Management
Zeyang Li, in Financial Risk Management
Junchao Liao, in Financial Risk Management
Dun-Yang Lin, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yin Lin, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Zheng Lin, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Dongqi Liu, in Financial Risk Management
Hongtuo Liu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Jingxuan Liu, in Financial Risk Management
Xiaoru Liu, in Financial Risk Management
Zhiyi Liu, in Statistics
Wei Luo, in Financial Risk Management
Yuntian Ma, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yunxiao Ma, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Zhanming Ma, in Financial Risk Management
Swaraj Teja Machiraju, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sarah Chandra Mandava, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Stephanie Marks, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sandeep Matta, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Sean McGee, in Mechanical Engineering: Systems and Mechanics
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Arianna Teresa Abbott
Cassondra E. Acampora
Yasmin Hersi Ahmed
Lauren Aquino
Nita Asani
Jennifer Kristen Bailey
Emily Shyanne Lee Baker
Jeremiah Peter Baker
Kathryn Baller
Samantha Marie Bell
João Beltrán
Lauren Nicole Berko
Nicole Berozsky
Elicia Maria Blodgett
Taylor Lynne Blodgett
Elisabeth Ann Bosco
Meredith Brennan
Chevonne Campbell
Jasmine Cardona
Nashka Paola Carrion
Damara Elizabeth Casillas
Colin Joseph Christman
Yanira Linnette Claudio
Samod Cooley
Maria Fernanda Cosgrove
Maura Patricia Curry
Gabrielle Cyr
Rachel Daniels
Sarah Eileen Dececco
Victoria Dedrick
Stephanie Delconte
Sarah Irene Delisle
Raymond Michael Demers, Jr.
Kristen Ellen Desrosiers
Carly DeVito
Daniel Paul DiFiore
Kara Marie Dotolo

Shuhua Wu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Xinxin Wu, in Financial Risk Management
Junjie Xia, in Financial Risk Management
Yulei Xia, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Tian Xiang, in Financial Risk Management
Jingwen Xiao, in Financial Risk Management
Peng Xiao, in Computer Science and Engineering
Baoluo Xie, in Sport Management
Yi Xiong, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Aofan Xu, in Accounting
Peng Yan, in Financial Risk Management
Mengzhuo Yang, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems
Wenhao Yang, in Financial Risk Management
Xuechun Yang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Ajay Kumar Yedama, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yue Yin, in Applied and Resource Economics
Will Yolen, in Business Analytics and Project Management
I-Ying Yu, in Financial Risk Management
Jiajun Yu, in Financial Risk Management

Shaoyan Yu, in Computer Science and Engineering
Tianyong Yu, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Wai Yuan, in Financial Risk Management
Li Zeng, in Financial Risk Management
Mengmeng Zhai, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Binrong Zhang, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Guangyu Zhang, in Financial Risk Management
Han Zhang, in Financial Risk Management
Jiaming Zhang, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Kailin Zhang, in Financial Risk Management
Zhonghua Zhang, in Business Analytics and Project Management

Evin Yunfeng Zhao, in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Xiaobo Zhao, in Business Analytics and Project Management
Yiyue Zhao, in Quantitative Economics
Yue Zhao, in Computer Science and Engineering
Mingyong Zhou, in Nutritional Science
Wangchi Zhou, in Environmental Engineering
Yaojie Zhou, in Financial Risk Management

Kayla Doucette
Amanda Elizabeth Duenas
Ivie Leslie Efianayi
Renee Eisenberg
Patricia Kathleen Elliott
Emily Emilio
Chedene Ewart
Barbara J. Fasulo
Giana Fazzino
Alyssa Taylor Feldman
Brienne Ferrara
Samantha Nicole Forst
Courtney Elizabeth Fyler
Sevasti C. Galanis
Carlos A. Galarza
Brianna Monaghan Gavigan
Noah Solomon Goldblatt
Rachel Marie Greenholt
Courtney Ann Hall
Elizabeth Marie Halla-Mattingly
Stephanie Lynn Harris
Nora Elizabeth Hawley
Aliyah Henry
Douglas Norman Alexia Henry
Terrell Blaine Hudson
Tara Carey Hughes
Laurens Michele Katz
Karly Regina Keating
Sheelagh Rose Kelly
Marianne Catherine Knoegel
Theresa Emily Kosch
Kristen Leigh Kozey
Jennifer Elana Lassman
Kathryn Elizabeth Laviero
Danielle Leblanc
Kristal Alexis Lewis
Tyler James Longolucco
Shyler Marie Losty
Elizabeth Magnavita
Brianna Elizabeth Quinn Mangano
Michael M. Mauriello
Valencia W. McKoy
Megan Elizabeth McLaughlin
Belkis Mejia
Justine Marie Micalizzi
Samantha Morgan Miller
Sylvia Mroczko
Shannon Marie Murphy
Amber Nonnamaker-Bohn
Hannah Grace Ogrisek
Elisabeth Anne Olrik
Tricia Leanna Orozco
Rosannie M. Ortega
Victoria L. Palmer
Amanda Nicole Papa
Thomas Raymond Parkes
Lauren Macey Pease
Julie Perez
Rebecca Clare Perry
Catherine Anne Ponziani
Michelle Anne Post
Dimitra Psaras
Jadin Nicole Rahal
Isabella Rose Randazzo
Nary Rath
Chad Reddick
Tessa Sinclair Ridel
Briana Rivera
Emily Paige Rodewald
Katie Ann Russo
Laura Salerni
Kelby Sandoval
Timothy Jean Schlehofer
Johanna S. Schubert
Samantha Paige Shultz
Joelle Elizabeth Smorada
Amanda Solleck
Alisha Marie Soto
Sylvia Stevens
Alexis Jane Stewart
Marc Tardiff
Katrell Taylor
Thomas Austin Tedesco
Madeline Hayden Teixeira
Moriah Israel Thibodeau
Michelle M. Thomas
Dominique Marie Torok
Kelci Trunk
Sabryne Vidal
Amanda J. Waine
Patrici Cyre Wallen
Theresa Watkins
Eliza Anne Way
Aron Charles Weitzman
Thomas Jordan Willingham III
Liana Christine Wilson
Elena Katherine Woodard
Amy Henrietta Woodruff
Nicholas Peter Yorio

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Nancy Ruth Albert
Courtenay Leigh Allyn
Kayla Del Bidmead
Christopher Prabhash Bidorini
Chelsea Jane Breux
Stephanie Brown
Shanai Stephanie Chambers
Mayra Alejandra Cruz
Ketsia Destra
Abigail Louise D’Onofrio
Nicole Marie Flynn
Stephanie Marie Foss
Jeffrey Peter Granata
Leon Green
Kayla Marie Gugliotti
Jenevieve Elizabeth Johnson
Michal Beth Klau-Stevens
Arianna Marino
Amelia Jane Moffat
Lauren Maureen Murphy
Jenna Mae Myers
Cecily Ann Pacheco
Naomi Reid
Jillian Richmond
Nellie Magaly Rivera
Michael Gregory Soneson
Carol Ann Tate
Paige Jacqueline Topazio
Sherise Vanessa Truman
Michelle Samantha Victory
Anna Louise Zahner

Graduates, December 16, 2018

Jacqueline Susanne Jaskiewicz
Erica Laguierre
Emily Melissa Recalde
The Professional Diploma in education is awarded for the completion of an approved program of study beyond the master’s degree directed toward specialization in an area of professional education.

Rebecca Whitney Aldred
Shayne E. Anderson
Nelle Jennings Andrews
Carly Arpin
Kevin Mark Buno, Jr.
Nicole Campbell
Daniel Clark
Kristen Lee Cleasby
Nicole Cloutier Collins
William James Conroy
Amy Elizabeth D’anna
Carole Hamblin Dibble
Nicholas Federici

Lauren Elizabeth Gammie
Sheryl Lyn Garcia
Emily Ann Gay
Pauline Anne Graef
Emily Hope Guariglia
Timothy Stephen Houlton
Amanda Marie Howard
Robert Kippen Janes III
Lisa Lamenzo
Kathryn Rose Lenehan
Brian Thomas Martin
James M. Messina
Naomi Beth Niemann

Heather Lynn O’Brien
Alden Paye
Rebecca Ward Podzikowski
Bethany Rataic
Meagan Ann Sears
Jessica Slater
Rebecca Oslund Sullivan
Alexandra Turner
Merzili Villanueva
Leszek Ward
Halley Rose Welz
Shannon Ruth White
Andrea Lauren Winiarski

Sarah Ann Ward Alvarez
Jessica Lynn Bromberg-Alvarado
Rachel Marie Carrion
Caley Moira Eagan

Lola Elizabeth Gordon
Felicia Renee Mann
Leigh Kristin Melia
Lindsay Raquel Morales

Lisa Pietrosimone
Francisca Quainoo
Kush Shukla
Nicholas Vecchiarelli

Graduates, August 24, 2018

Jacqueline Dundorf-Kremer
Erin Mary Grasso

Juan C. Pazmino
Annaliese Mariel Sehulster

Tierney Zuba
Omar Abdulrazzag Al Harbi
Sharix A. Alicea *
Elaf Eyad Al-Wohaibi
Alexander George Andrews
Austin James Apanovitch
Kouassi Vioto Assiobo
Matthew William Austin
Sherriff Balogun Jr.
Pegah Banankhah
Catalina Baron
Samuel Fletcher Blatt
Katherine Anne Blouin
Kimberly Ashe Bosse
Onya Carae-Chante Brown
Jennifer Megan Bush
Amanda L. Carpenter
Tarek Maher Chatila
Aderson Chui
Sunny E. Chung
Eric James Ciardiello
Anastasiya Collins
Julienne Nicole Cutaiia
Matthew N. Diamond
Brendan Michael Donahue
Rebecca N. DuBack
Mary-Jane Eisen
Molly Patricia Finn
Erin Kathleen Flaharty
Adam Christopher Fountaine
Aaron David Frankel
Junjie Fu *
Zachary Thomas Gain
Emily Adams Gait
Caroline Ann Gallucci
Katherine Ella Graichen
Megan Katherine Grant
Patrick Barry Greenhalgh
Larry Emmanuel Grijalva
Jonathan C. Hague
Emma Jaye Hale
Daniel Andrew Hanley
Shehrezad Haroon
Ryan D Hoyler
Charles Zachary Hyde
Christopher Charles Isleib
Andres Douglas Jimenez-Franck
Michael Joseph Keating
Christopher Patrick Kelly
Kadeejah Jade Kelly
Jesse Michael King
Kyle Robert Kistinger
Michael J. Kochol
Katherine Helen Kokias
Nathan E. Kraner
Trevor James Larrubia
Sage Larue Zitzkat
Edouard Guillaume Lebel
Uriel Junior Lloyd
Ellen Marie Lynch
Meghan M Lyon
Geraldine Blas Macaisa
Jose Alberto Maldonado
Abby Louise Marchinkoski
Luke C. Mario
Luke Thomas Martin
Jason Thayer Martinez
Tatyana K. Marugg
Ashley D. McWilliams
Paul James Milliken
Tiffany Natalie Montouth
Julie Ann Moscato
David William Mullany
Jessica Lynn Murphy
Richard W Murray
Paulina Nadine Nastyn
Nathaniel Thomas Nichols-Fleming
Jason Michael Nickerson
Erin Elizabeth Norton
Gregory Charles Norton
Kevin John O’Leary
Julia Marie Olienyk
Paige Lynne Owens
Steven M. Palmer
Elizabeth R. Panico
Sean Edward Paquette
Daniel Park
Ainsley Quinn Parrish
Anastasia Vladimirovna Petukhova
Victoria Reed Redding
Maegan Piper Reed
Michael Allen Reveliotty
Colin F. Robertson
Stephani Ann Roman
Kyle Gardner Roseman
Kristy Y. Sanandres
Zeynep Sasmael
Jessica Rachel Seidman
Dylan Bruce Shaw
Patricia G. Shields
Raneil Antony Smith
Julia Kristin Steere
Maureen Elizabeth Sweeney
Henry Paul Pasquale Zaccardi
Hao Zhang
James B. Zimmer
Anthony Ross Zucaro
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
MASTER OF LAWS

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Lila N. Hrekul
Steven Richard Sean Jenkins *
Robert Louis Marconi
Timothy John Mutambuki
Haider Naeem
William Ross Rath
Ismael Ssemakula
Samuel Rudolph Volet
Pierre Walcker

HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
Muna Abbas
Zelda Bamberger
Robert Wendell Berriault
Katharina Sarah Braun
Abdiel Echevarria Caban
Jamie Lee Lawler
Patricia Kapambwe Nachilima Mwilwa
Clara Amelie Nicola
Robert K. Yass

INSURANCE LAW
Thomas Julio Arosemena Callan
Pablo Andres Davila-Cruz
Kathleen Margaret DeFever
Joshua David Dobiac
Jing Dong
Yixuan Du
Jake Connor Gibbs
David Read Harada-Stone
Lydia Emily Harper
Adel Jose Katib
Gwendolyn Larkin
Nana Serwah Ofori-Akuamoah
Sara Schroeder
David Edward Seubert
Curtis Ivor Stubbs
Ethan J. Ung
Linette Melissa Vega-Ortiz
Celia B. Waters

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
Steven Richard Sean Jenkins *
Keyue Luo
Shang-Min Tsai

U.S. LEGAL STUDIES
Arian Aghashahi
Yeseul Ahn
Dietrich Bade
Torrent Matteo Paolo Balsamo
Raphael Barache
Olivia Boinski
Paul Breitbarth
Ying-Fan Chen
Hanjin Cho
Daniel James Cook
Zoya Arvind Dhingra
Katharina Erschov
Cecile Flahault
Atefe Ghasemi
Jose Manuel Gonzalez Rico
Theresa Larissa Grell
Bok Hee Im
Robert Leon Jahns
Oliver Edward Jones
Gyungbong Kang
Catherine Jihyun Kim
Jin Kim
Joonsik Kim
Jung Ryun Kim
SangUng Kim
Young Eun Kim
Sarah Kwon
Jinju Lee
Joo Won Lee
Kangyong Lee
Yuree Lee
Delicia Mary Leenus
Quiming Li
Thaw Thaw Lilian Myint Lwin
Maryam Ariel M. Entezarian
Aviv Maoz
Alyssa Gabrielle Ablaaza Medalla
Shaun Joseph Moloney
Jihong Nam
Agi Oley Njie
Ferdinand Dit Dady Nlate
Wookjin Oh
Udodirim Chioma Okorocha
Hong Chan Park
Hyojin Park
Sung Yong Park
Charleen Roloff
Young Ho Ryu
Khaled Saad
Burcu Savaskurt
Lei Shi
Amrit Kaur Tamana
Davy Wang
Laurin Paul Witz
Kwang Yong Yoo
Xiaowan Zeng
Yukun Zhang

U.S. LAW AT HALLYM UNIVERSITY OF GRADUATE STUDIES, SEOUL, KOREA
Hanjin Cho
Bok Hee Im
Catherine Jihyun Kim
Jin Kim
Joonsik Kim
Jung Ryun Kim
SangUng Kim
Young Eun Kim
Sarah Kwon
Jinju Lee
Joo Won Lee
Kangyong Lee
Yuree Lee
Jihong Nam
Wookjin Oh
Hong Chan Park
Hyojin Park
Sung Yong Park
Young Ho Ryu
Kwang Yong Yoo

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

Fernando-Paulo De-Mello-Barreto-Filho

Doctoral Dissertation: Brazilian Anti-Corruption Law at a Crossroads: a Comparative and International Perspective
**THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE**

**DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Ann Abate</td>
<td>Triny Gutierrez</td>
<td>Matthew John Prezioso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidera Sharon Amilo</td>
<td>Daniel Steven Haley</td>
<td>Bailey Zaun Prof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren R. Anderson</td>
<td>Willan F. Jumbo</td>
<td>Robert John Ruby III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara J. Babushkin</td>
<td>Maria Jun</td>
<td>Ravi Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Edward Bandeff</td>
<td>Akbar Khan</td>
<td>Sara Leigh Skrabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity Keonna Bouyer</td>
<td>Wanjin Kim</td>
<td>Matthew Adam Sparks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Christian Burke</td>
<td>Candice Elizabeth Logan</td>
<td>Sharon M. Vincenty-Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Karen Carroll</td>
<td>Boyu Ma</td>
<td>Rachel Ellen Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bekim Artan Cela</td>
<td>Lora Kristen Manley</td>
<td>Drew M. Weyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Yiroa Chen</td>
<td>Melissa Volpe Merwin</td>
<td>David Robert Wiegard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundine Mai Chizzonite</td>
<td>Andrew Joseph Migani</td>
<td>Gabrielle A. Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Dubuisson</td>
<td>Basem Samir Nashed</td>
<td>Evan North Woodford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Ona Fredrickson</td>
<td>Victoria Phu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomu Guan</td>
<td>John Anthony Power III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**

**DOCTOR OF MEDICINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leah Marian Aakjar</td>
<td>Christopher Kennedy Hampton</td>
<td>Andrew James Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olajide Gomes Abiola</td>
<td>Laura Elizabeth Hatchman</td>
<td>Daniel Ming Prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayan H. Abunar</td>
<td>Johanna Marie Hauer</td>
<td>Kimberly Romana Rebello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Tuabea Apenteng</td>
<td>Gabriel Matthew Hayek</td>
<td>Kevin Joseph Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Cole Beck</td>
<td>Hudyin Njalay Jackson</td>
<td>Hannah Sophie Reuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max James Biondi</td>
<td>Joshua Michael Jones</td>
<td>Casandra Roldan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michal Branche-James</td>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Kadrow</td>
<td>Julia Ryan MD/PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austen David Katz</td>
<td>Paul Elias Sackstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD/MPH</td>
<td>Shilpa Reddy Kolli</td>
<td>William Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Marie Brewer</td>
<td>Yumi Kovic MD/MPH</td>
<td>Chirag D. Sheth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Stephen Caminiti</td>
<td>Robert Matthew La Perla</td>
<td>Kyle Ue-Sub Shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kousanne F Chheda</td>
<td>Ardian Latifi</td>
<td>Brian Mark Solinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerlon Chiu</td>
<td>Julianna Janet Lau</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Soyster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evins Clauther</td>
<td>Edward Wahn Lee</td>
<td>Carsen Noel Sulzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Catherine Cordone</td>
<td>Ling Lei</td>
<td>Ye Sun MD/MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD/MPH</td>
<td>Yue Jay Lin</td>
<td>Patrick Tomas Svrcek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Ann Coulter</td>
<td>Robin Hans Lo</td>
<td>Ishan Jayant Tatake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert James Cox</td>
<td>Manon Laurane Loonis</td>
<td>Hunter Louise Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marie D’Agostino</td>
<td>Daniel Madden MD/MPH</td>
<td>Katherine Tian Tian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Phillip de Gruchy</td>
<td>Rebecca Lynn Maher</td>
<td>Kristin Marie Torre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Lorenzo DeChalus</td>
<td>Richika Makol MD/MPH</td>
<td>Carolyn Marie Tusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Haden Diamond</td>
<td>Jessica A. Malcolm MD/MPH</td>
<td>Adanna Elizabeth Udeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Christine Doelger</td>
<td>Christopher Michael Mashiak</td>
<td>Edward S. Vigneau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Ifouma Emmanuel</td>
<td>Adam Spooner Mastrocola</td>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Falsey</td>
<td>Sarah Phyllis Mattessich</td>
<td>Emily Louise Wilkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Daniel Farias</td>
<td>Andria Danielle Matthews MD/MPH</td>
<td>Elizabeth Lynne Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Panzini Farrell</td>
<td>Samuel Milbin</td>
<td>Katelyn Hoyan Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Colelia Flemming</td>
<td>James Patrick Nolan</td>
<td>Lyubina Christianova Yankova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ann Flugrad</td>
<td>Lisa Kristin O'Donovan</td>
<td>Philip Zakko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Emilio Foster, III</td>
<td>Pooja Patel</td>
<td>Rebecca Susan Zweifler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Lucas Glick</td>
<td>Roshti Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan Greenwood</td>
<td>Alexandra Anna Pietraszkiewicz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Michael Grenier MD/PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Graduate School

The parenthetical indication of a conferral date following a degree recipient's name signifies confirmed completion of degree requirements. If no conferral date is indicated, completion of degree requirements could not be confirmed at press time. Conferral of a degree is contingent upon verification by the Graduate School that a student has completed all requirements.

### DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lauren J. Benoit</th>
<th>Jesslyn E. Orciuch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Frances Brady</td>
<td>Amanda Rhodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Gale DeWald</td>
<td>Renata Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Maria Massucci</td>
<td>Alexander J. Zorn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Michael Cascone</th>
<th>Marissa Elizabeth St. Louis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Kalanta</td>
<td>Alyssa Sue Vallee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynne Mosher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

#### Scott Andrew Hurwitz, in Educational Leadership

**Major Advisor:** Casey D. Cobb  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Direct Message? Examining How Principals Frame Connecticut’s Anti-Bullying Policy

#### Michael Litke, in Educational Leadership

**Major Advisor:** Casey D. Cobb  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Retaining Principals Where They’re Needed the Most: A Narrative Study of Turnover and Retention in the Field

#### Anthony Mangiafico, in Educational Leadership (August 24, 2018)

**Major Advisor:** Erica Fernandez  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** "One of my teachers told me that I wasn’t gonna get anywhere in life": A Narrative Study of Two GED Students of Color

#### Dana M. Ziter, in Educational Leadership (December 16, 2018)

**Major Advisor:** Casey D. Cobb  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Examining the Effects of the Revision of an Academic Probation Protocol
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Tiffany Renee Jackson, in Music: Performance (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisors: Alain Frogley, Constance J. Rock

Anthony William Leatham, in Music: Performance (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Constance J. Rock
Doctoral Dissertation: The Utilization of Perceptual Motor-Learning Principles for the Acquisition of Head Voice in the Post-Adolescent Bass Voice

Spencer Matthew Reese, in Music: Performance
Major Advisor: Constance J. Rock
Doctoral Dissertation: Music in Motion: Interpreting Musical Structure through Choreography in Gershwin’s An American in Paris

Jolie Anne Marie Rocke, in Music: Performance
Major Advisors: Eric Rice, Constance J. Rock
Doctoral Dissertation: Contralto Marian Anderson as Goodwill Ambassador

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Denise M. Bourassa, in Nursing

Chidinma Anosike-Byron, in Nursing (December 16, 2018)

Anna Camacho, in Nursing (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Annette Jacubisin Konicki
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of NaProTECHNOLOGY on Marital Interaction in Couples with Infertility

Kendra Marie Damon-Smith, in Nursing

Michelle Lyn DeLayo, in Nursing

Loren Fields, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Ivy M. Alexander
Doctoral Dissertation: Implementing Screening and Treatment of Depression in a Sample of Gynecologic Health Clinics

Jamie Kate Gooch, in Nursing

Valerie Kiefer, in Nursing

Paulina Ingrid Lacossade, in Nursing

Brittania Anne Georgette Liebla, in Nursing

Payal Mankad Humbles, in Nursing

Brian Matthew Stevens, in Music: Conducting
Major Advisor: James D. Spillane
Doctoral Dissertation: Chiaroscuro: A study of diversity and contrast in the large-scale choral works of Fredrik Sixten set in historical forms

Mo Tian, in Music: Performance
Major Advisor: Alain Frogley
Doctoral Dissertation: Piano Writing in Franz Liszt’s Four Versions of Petrarch Sonnet No.104: Performance and Poetic Expression

David Andrew Wharton, in Music: Performance
Major Advisor: Louis R. Hanzlik
Doctoral Dissertation: The Trumpet Music of Eric Nathan

Janet Nicole Zimmerman, in Music: Performance
Major Advisor: Constance J. Rock
Doctoral Dissertation: Isabelle Aboulker and "Les femmes en fable"

Janet Njuguna, in Nursing (December 16, 2018)

Kathryn Mercado, in Nursing (December 16, 2018)

Janet Njuguna, in Nursing

Christine Raymond, in Nursing

Vanessa Reid, in Nursing

Christine Rodriguez, in Nursing

Deborah Catherine Schreck, in Nursing

Faith M. Selchick, in Nursing

Stephanie Welsh, in Nursing

Brenda Carolina White, in Nursing

Matthew Witkovic, in Nursing

Robin Mary Zingales-Browne, in Nursing
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Sharief Nasr Abdel-Razeq, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisors: Rajeev Bansal, Shengli Zhou  
Doctoral Dissertation: Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access in Cooperative Relay Networks Based on Statistical Channel State Information

Mitali Adlakha, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry  
Major Advisor: Sandra K. Weller  
Doctoral Dissertation: HSV-1 Immediate Early Protein ICP22 is a J-like Protein

Lhacene Adnane, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Helena Silva  
Doctoral Dissertation: High Temperature Characterization of Ge2Sb2Te5 Thin Films for Phase Change Memory Applications

Sherry Su Agabiti, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Andrew Wiener  
Doctoral Dissertation: Elucidating the Mechanisms of Apoptosis Induced by a Novel Geranylgeranyl Diphasphate Synthase Inhibitor in T-cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia

Garvit Agarwal, in Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Avinash Dongare  
Doctoral Dissertation: Mesoscale Modeling of Defect and Damage Evolution in Lightweight Metallic Materials under Shock Loading Conditions

Anees Ahmed, in Physics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Gerald V. Dunne  
Doctoral Dissertation: Resurgence and Large N: the Gross-Witten-Wadia and Gross-Neveu Models

Mostafa Ahmed Hazem Ahmed Hassan, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Kay Wille  

David Matthew Alexandro, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Christopher H. Rhoads  
Doctoral Dissertation: Aiming for Success: Evaluating Statistical and Machine Learning Methods to Predict High School Student Performance and Improve Early Warning Systems

Abdou Yaseen Alzubaidi, in Mathematics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisors: Yung S. Choi, Jeffrey Connors  
Doctoral Dissertation: Numerical Computation of Traveling Wave and Standing Pulse Solutions to FitzHugh-Nagumo Equations in 2D

Reza Amin, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control  
Major Advisor: Savas Tasoglu  
Doctoral Dissertation: Multi-Layered Paper-Based Microfluidic Platform for Point-of-Care Male Fertility Test

Jankiben Vinodkumar Andhariya, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Pharmaceutics  
Major Advisor: Diane J. Burgess  
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of In Vitro - In Vivo Correlation of Q1/Q2 Equivalent Parenteral Microsphere Drug Products

Murali Anuganti, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Yao Lin  
Doctoral Dissertation: Developing Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Based Methods for Quantitative Analysis of Enzymatic Surface Reactions and Biological Interactions

Aidali Aponte-Aviles, in Spanish (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisors: Jacqueline Loss, Osvaldo F. Pardo  
Doctoral Dissertation: Imágenes distorsionadas: El olvido en la producción cultural chilena del siglo XXI

Hoda Atef Yekta, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Robert W. Day  

Sara Mariel Austin, in English (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Victoria Ford Smith  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Evolution of Monsters in Contemporary American Children’s and Young Adult Culture

Mohammed Baihan, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Steven A. Demurjian  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Framework for Secure and Interoperable Cloud Computing with RBAC, MAC, and DAC

Ishita Banerjee, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Vijay Rathinam  
Doctoral Dissertation: Cross-talk Between Different DNA Sensors in the Cytosol

Janet Rice Barclay, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air  
Major Advisor: Ashley M. Helton  
Doctoral Dissertation: Imprints of the Land: Spatial and Temporal Connections between Land Use and Water Quality

Michael Christopher Bartch, in English  
Major Advisor: Charles W. Mahoney  
Doctoral Dissertation: Crafting Difficulty Poetic Articulation and the Public Intellectual in Nineteenth-Century Britain

Rohit Batra, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Ramamurthy Ramprasad  
Doctoral Dissertation: Computational Study on Ferroelectricity in Hafnia and Other Binary Oxides

Mary Elizabeth Baungartner, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology  
Major Advisor: Rahul N. Kanadia  
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling Microcephaly Caused by Inactivation of the Minor Spliceosome Using a U11 Conditional Knockout Mouse
James Andrew Beard, in Geological Sciences  
Major Advisor: Andrew Bush  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multi-Proxy Study of the Late Devonian (Frasnian-Famennian) Extinctions in Northern Appalachia: Geochemistry, Sedimentology, Stratigraphy, and Paleobiology

Lidia Beka, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Joerg Graf  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Use of Next-Generation Sequencing to Identify the Origins of Bacterial Infections and Improve Genome Assemblies

Luke Norman Belval, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science  
Major Advisor: Douglas J. Casa  
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Contributing to Heat Tolerance and Recovery from Prolonged Exercise in the Heat

Brandon Benevento, in English  
Major Advisor: Dwight Douglas Codr  

Sarah Jane Benjamin, in Biomedical Science: Immunology  
Major Advisor: Juan C. Salazar  
Doctoral Dissertation: Understanding MyD88-dependent and independent Mechanisms of Phagosomal Signaling Cascades Enhance Inflammatory Tissue Infiltration and Inflammation Elicited by and Uptake of Borrelia Burgdorferi, the Lyme Disease Spirochete

Margaret Elizabeth Bennett, in Communication  
Major Advisor: Amanda Denes  
Doctoral Dissertation: Talk Dirty to Me: An Examination of the Effects of Communication During Sexual Activity on Relational Outcomes for Young AdultsBeginning Romantic Relationships

Melissa Berggren, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Melissa A. Bray  
Doctoral Dissertation: Project FUSED: A Packaged Intervention to Improve the Psychoeducational Functioning of Children Under Custodial Guardianship

Katherine Marie Bernier Carney, in Nursing  
Major Advisor: Angela Starkweather  
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterizing the Influence of Stress on Pain Hypersensitivity in the Context of Persistent Low Back Pain

Sadiksyha Bhandari, in Cell Biology  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Michael A. Lynes  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Chemotactic Role of Metallothionein in the Extracellular Environment

Md Abul Ehsan Bhuian, in Civil Engineering  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Emmanouil N. Anagnostou  
Doctoral Dissertation: Uncertainty of Global Precipitation Datasets and its Propagation in Hydrological Simulations

Thomas Bischoff, in Human Development and Family Studies  
Major Advisor: Rachel Tambling  
Doctoral Dissertation: Therapy Initiation Processes: Examining Marriage and Family Therapist Websites

Emma Bjorngard, in Philosophy  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Mitchell Green  
Doctoral Dissertation: An Embodiment Constraint on Theories of Affect

Hilary Megan Bogert-Winkler, in History: Modern European  
Major Advisor: Brendan M. Kane  

Grant Monet Bouchillon, in Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Leslie M. Shor  
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthetic Micro-Environments for Discovery and Development of Protist Based Biotechnology

Kevin James Boyd, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Structural Biology, Biochemistry and Biophysics  
Major Advisor: Eric R. May  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Novel Approach to Generating Lipid Membranes of Arbitrarily Shape and Composition

Kathryn Rae Bradbury, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein  
Doctoral Dissertation: M-CHAT-R/F Performance in a High-Risk Infant Sibling Population

Cory Alexander Brennick, in Biomedical Science: Immunology  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Pramod K. Srivastava  
Doctoral Dissertation: Defining Neoepitopes that Contribute to Tumor Immunity

Thomas Remington Brooks, in Psychological Sciences: Ecological Psychology  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: James A. Dixon  
Doctoral Dissertation: Contributions of Angular Momentum in Gyrosopes to Perception of Heaviness and Controllability

Laurel Eileen Brandon, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity and Talent Development  
Major Advisor: Sally Reis Renzulli  
Doctoral Dissertation: Teachers’ and Students’ Perspective of School-Based Opportunities for Student Creativity

Katherine Marie Bernier Carney, in Nursing  
Major Advisor: Angela Starkweather  
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterizing the Influence of Stress on Pain Hypersensitivity in the Context of Persistent Low Back Pain

Sadiksyha Bhandari, in Cell Biology  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Michael A. Lynes  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Chemotactic Role of Metallothionein in the Extracellular Environment

Md Abul Ehsan Bhuian, in Civil Engineering  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Emmanouil N. Anagnostou  
Doctoral Dissertation: Uncertainty of Global Precipitation Datasets and its Propagation in Hydrological Simulations

Thomas Bischoff, in Human Development and Family Studies  
Major Advisor: Rachel Tambling  
Doctoral Dissertation: Therapy Initiation Processes: Examining Marriage and Family Therapist Websites

Emma Bjorngard, in Philosophy  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Mitchell Green  
Doctoral Dissertation: An Embodiment Constraint on Theories of Affect

Hilary Megan Bogert-Winkler, in History: Modern European  
Major Advisor: Brendan M. Kane  

Grant Monet Bouchillon, in Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Leslie M. Shor  
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthetic Micro-Environments for Discovery and Development of Protist Based Biotechnology

Kevin James Boyd, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Structural Biology, Biochemistry and Biophysics  
Major Advisor: Eric R. May  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Novel Approach to Generating Lipid Membranes of Arbitrarily Shape and Composition

Kathryn Rae Bradbury, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein  
Doctoral Dissertation: M-CHAT-R/F Performance in a High-Risk Infant Sibling Population

Cory Alexander Brennick, in Biomedical Science: Immunology  
(December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Pramod K. Srivastava  
Doctoral Dissertation: Defining Neoepitopes that Contribute to Tumor Immunity

Thomas Remington Brooks, in Psychological Sciences: Ecological Psychology  
(August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: James A. Dixon  
Doctoral Dissertation: Contributions of Angular Momentum in Gyrosopes to Perception of Heaviness and Controllability

Laurel Eileen Brandon, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity and Talent Development  
Major Advisor: Sally Reis Renzulli  
Doctoral Dissertation: Teachers’ and Students’ Perspective of School-Based Opportunities for Student Creativity
Elisabeth Buzay, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: French and Francophone Studies (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Anne Berthelot
Doctoral Dissertation: "Qui la chose saroit entendre": Objects and Communication in French Medieval Romances and Contemporary French Fantasy Novels

Juan Carlos Cabrera-Garcia, in Plant Science: Horticulture
Major Advisor: Rosa E. Raudales Banegas
Doctoral Dissertation: Identifying Clogging Factors and Thresholds of Greenhouse Irrigation Pipes

Allison Renee Canfield, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Inge-Marie Eigsti
Doctoral Dissertation: Comprehension of Gesture and Speech Incongruence in Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder

Zachary Paul Cannone, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Mark W. Peczuh

Lucinda Canty, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Ivy M. Alexander
Doctoral Dissertation: The Lived Experience of Severe Maternal Morbidity among Black Women

Frank Thanh Cao, in Physics
Major Advisor: Kyungsun Joo
Doctoral Dissertation: CLAS EG6: Beam Spin Asymmetry for Coherent Deeply Virtual Meson Production off Helium-4 using Kinematic Formatting

Pei Cao, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jiong Tang
Doctoral Dissertation: Data Sampling and Reasoning: Harnessing Optimization and Machine Learning for Design and System Identification

Xian Cao, in Business Administration: Management (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Timothy B. Folta
Doctoral Dissertation: Examining the Financial Payoffs to Prior Entrepreneurial Experience

Atherosclerosis and Communication in French Medieval Romances and

Ashley Yorke Carpenter, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity and Talent Development
Major Advisor: Del Siegle
Doctoral Dissertation: Stakeholders’ Conceptions of Giftedness

Sharon Goldrich Casavant, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Angela Starkweather
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Hypoxic-Ischemic Injury and Altered Serotonin Expression on Behavioral and Neuropathological Outcomes in a Neonate Rat Model

Brian Charles Castelluccio, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Inge-Marie Eigsti

Nicholas Cavanna, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Donald Sheehy
Doctoral Dissertation: Methods for Homology Inference

Diego Cerrai, in Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Emmanouil N. Anagnostou

Aindrila Chakraborty, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Sudip Bhattacharjee
Doctoral Dissertation: Greasing the Data Engine: Economic Impact and Legislative Success of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) at Local and National Levels

Sally R. Chamberland, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Structural Biology, Biochemistry and Biophysics
Major Advisor: Nathan N. Alder
Doctoral Dissertation: A Bioinformatics-based Approach to Investigating the Structure of Tim23 and the Assembly of the TIM23 Complex

Molly Lazar Charter, in Social Work
Major Advisor: Cristina Wilson

Arindom Chatterjee, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Ashis K. Basu
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of Site-Specific DNA Adducts of Aromatic Amine and Nitro-Aromatic Carcinogens and Study of Their Replication Properties

Jie Chen, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Avinash Dongare
Doctoral Dissertation: Unraveling the Role of Interfaces in the Deformation and Failure Behavior of Metallic Materials under Dynamic Loading Conditions

Weiqiang Chen, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems
Major Advisor: Ali Bazzi
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling and Optimization of Reconfigurable Multilevel Inverter to Improve Power Quality

Major Advisor: Seth C. Kalichman
Doctoral Dissertation: Operationalizing Recovery from Substance Use Disorders among Adolescents in High School

Anna Cheng, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Liansu Meng
Doctoral Dissertation: Migratory Bodies: Motifs of Trafficking in Chinese and Chinese American Cultural Productions

Dereke Kimarley Chevannes, in Political Science
Major Advisor: Jane Gordon
Doctoral Dissertation: Modernity's Undertone: On Reconceptualizing Political Speech
Jesse David Chiero, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Amy Mobley
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluating the Impact of Local Vegetable Messaging on Elementary School Students’ Vegetable Choice and Nutrition Behaviors

Pei-Hsuan Chiu, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisors: Helen J. Rogers, Harilanan Swaminathan
Doctoral Dissertation: Bayesian Approaches to Test Score Measurement Errors in Student Growth Prediction Models

Yoon Young Choi, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Major Advisor: Farhied Shah
Doctoral Dissertation: Economics of Adaptation to Climate Change

Joy Marie Ciofi, in Anthropology: Social Science and Health Care
Major Advisor: Francoise D. Dussart
Doctoral Dissertation: Aging and Identity in the Landscape of the Mega-Casino

Benjamin Commeau, in Physics
Major Advisor: Susanne Yelin

Paul Holden Conant, in Economics
Major Advisor: Kathleen Segerson
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Environmental Regulation

Aaron James Cooke, in Economics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Kai Zhao
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Wealth and Income Inequality

Cara Cordeaux, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology
Major Advisor: Marianne L. Barton
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Resolution to ASD Diagnosis in Treatment Engagement for Early Diagnosed Children

Michael Daniel Corral, in Learning, Leadership, and Education Policy: Leadership and Policy, and Sport Management (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jennifer E. McGarry
Doctoral Dissertation: Conceptualizations and Impacts of Achievement: A Case Study Analysis of an Urban Northeastern School

Karen Louise Cross, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity and Talent Development, and School Psychology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisors: Melissa A. Bray, Elizabeth J. Gubbins
Doctoral Dissertation: High-Ability Students with Emotional Behavioral Disorders: An Exploration of Intelligence as a Protective Factor

Nicholas Curtis, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Major Advisor: Chih-Jen Sung
Doctoral Dissertation: Accelerating Reactive-Flow Simulations via Vectorized Chemical Kinetic Evaluation

Ryan Matthew Curtis, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Major Advisor: Douglas J. Casa
Doctoral Dissertation: Establishing an Injury Determinant Framework in NCAA Division I Soccer

Udaya Raj Dahal, in Physics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Elena E. Dormidontova
Doctoral Dissertation: Polyelectrolyte Oxide Hydration in Solutions, Nanoconfinements and Nanostructures

Anthr S. Darwish, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Sandra K. Weller
Doctoral Dissertation: ICP8 Self Interactions are Essential for HSV-1 Replication Compartment Formation

Lalah Dianne Deady, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jianjun Sun
Doctoral Dissertation: Signaling Patterns and Genetic Regulation of Drosophila Follicle Rupture

Jennifer A. Dealy, in Human Development and Family Studies
Major Advisor: Eva S. Lefkowitz

Steven Raymond Deignan-Schmidt, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Michael Whitney
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating the Distribution of River Effluence in Long Island Sound and the Influence of Coastal Islands

Kelly Marguerite Delaney, in Political Science
Major Advisor: Jennifer A. Sterling-Folker

Laurie L. Devaney, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Lindsay DiStefano
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship Between Spinal Mobility Measures and Shoulder and Elbow Injury in College Baseball Pitchers

Christina Leone DeVoss, in Communication (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: David Atkin
Doctoral Dissertation: When Friends Share about Brands: A Study of eWOM on Social Networking Sites

Anuraj Dhillon, in Communication (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Mark A. Hamilton
Doctoral Dissertation: Does Physiology Play a Role in Conflict?: Exploring the Associations Between Testosterone, Accommodation, and Relationship Variables

Martina Di Florio, in Italian (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Norma Bouchard
Doctoral Dissertation: Revisiting Sites and Locations of Italian-ness: Migrant Authors and Twitteracy Trans-nationalize the National Italian Canon
Halit Dogan, in Electrical Engineering  
*Major Advisor:* Omer Khan  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Accelerating Synchronization on Futuristic 1000-cores Multicore Processor with Moving Compute to Data Model

Mengxia Dong, in Mathematics (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Guoizhen Lu  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Best Constants, Extremal Functions and Stability for Geometric and Functional Inequalities

Quiuchen Dong, in Biomedical Engineering  
*Major Advisor:* Yu Lei  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Dual Functional Metal Oxide Nanomaterials Enabled Sensors for both Non-enzymatic Glucose and Solid-state pH Sensing

Jinyue Duan, in Animal Science: Physiology of Reproduction (December 16, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Xiuchun C. Tian  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Genomic imprinting and X Chromosome Dosage Compensation in Domestic Ruminants

Faisal Zaid Duraihem, in Mathematics (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisors:* Yung S. Choi, Jeffrey Connors  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* A Numerical Investigation of Multiple Traveling Pulse and Front Solutions

Keith Dusoe, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Seok Woo Lee  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* In-situ micromechanical Characterization of Materials with High Mechanical Potential Energy Absorption Capacity

Biswanath Dutta, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Steven L. Suib  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Development and Mechanistic Investigations of Various Catalytic Processes by Mesoporous Metal Oxides and Sulfides

Ayanna Alleyne Eastman, in Communication: Communication Processes and Marketing Communication  
*Major Advisor:* Kenneth A. Lachlan  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Elaboration and the Logical and Affective Responses to Flood Risk Messages: Elaboration Likelihood Model and Information Processing perspectives

Carrie Morgan Eaton, in Nursing (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Cheryl L. Beck  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Experiences of Recovered Anorexic Mothers Feeding their Children

Jeffrey Richard Egan, in History: United States (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Robert Gross  

Rania Ahmed El-Tanbouly, in Plant Science: Horticulture (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Yi Li  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Role of Jasmonate in the Shade Response of Perennial Ryegrass

Yomery Espinal, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Pamir Alpay  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Synthesis and Modeling of Ferroelectric Nanocomposites

Abigail Fagan, in English  
*Major Advisor:* Anna Mae Duane  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Affective Power of Alcohol: Drink, Citizenship, Race, and Gender in the Long American 19th Century

Cera Ruth-Marie Fisher, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology  
*Major Advisor:* Elizabeth L. Jockusch  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Developmental Evolution of the Novel Treehopper Helment

Lauren Kathleen Fontana, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Pharmaceutics  
*Major Advisors:* Robin H. Bogner, Michael J. Pikal  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Development of a Raman Spectroscopic Method to Detect Protein Conformation in Armorphous Solids: Application to Protein Formulation and Stability

Samuel John Fruch, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Steven L. Suib  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Development and Characterization of Inorganic Materials with Energy Sector Applications

Hailin Fu, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Yao Lin  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Understanding of the Nucleation Induced Cooperative Behavior in Complex Macromolecular Systems

Matthew Steven Fullmer, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Microbiology (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Johann P. Gogarten  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Phylogeny, Taxonomy, and the Concept of Lineage in the Presence of Horizontal Gene Transfer

Carlos Gardeazabal Bravo, in Languages: Spanish Studies (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Guillermo B. Irizarry  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Derechos humanos y las politicas de la empatia en la literatura latinoamericana del siglo XXI

Anne Patricia George-Puskar, in Educational Psychology: Special Education (December 16, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Mary E. Bruder  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Judgments of Service Coordinator Practices and Transition-Related Outcomes for Children and Families
Katelyn Marie Gettens, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology
Major Advisor: Amy Gorin
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Executive Function in Weight Loss and Weight Loss Maintenance in a Couples-Based Intervention

Fariba Ghaderinezhad, in Mechanical Engineering: Fluid Dynamics
Major Advisor: Savas Tasoglu
Doctoral Dissertation: Paper-based Point-of-Care Diagnostic Devices for Urinalysis

Abdollah Ghanbari, in Biomedical Engineering
Major Advisor: Ian Stevenson
Doctoral Dissertation: Estimating Short-term Synaptic Plasticity from Pre- and Postsynaptic Spiking

Christopher Mussi Gonçalves, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology
Major Advisor: Daniel K. Mulkey
Doctoral Dissertation: Bicarbonate Directly Modulates Activity of Chemosensitivie Neurons in Retrotrapezoid Nucleus

Laura Andrea Gonzalez Fajardo, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Pharmaceutics
Major Advisor: Xiuling Lu
Doctoral Dissertation: Cholesterol-based Polymeric Nanoparticles for Improved Chemotherapy

Bianca Paola Gonzalez-Sobrino, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Matthew Hughey
Doctoral Dissertation: Competing to Survive: Identity and Racial Threat in Puerto Rican Harford

Brett Michael Goshe, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology
Major Advisor: Dean G. Cruess
Doctoral Dissertation: A Transdiagnostic Approach to Psychiatric Comorbidity among Men who Have Sex with Men with Experiences of Childhood Sexual Abuse

Jeremy M. Grenier, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Major Advisor: Kamal M. Khanna
Doctoral Dissertation: Modulating Antitumor T Cell Responses Using Cytomegalovirus-based Vaccines

Frank Griggs, in Political Science
Major Advisor: Jennifer A. Sterling-Folker

Samantha Michele Gromek, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry
Major Advisor: Marcy J. Balunas
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation of Antimicrobial Secondary Metabolites from the Hawaiian Bobtail Squid Euprymna scolopes

Matthew Joel Guariglia, in History: United States
Major Advisor: Michele P. Mcelya

Hanna Kiri Gunn, in Philosophy (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Michael P. Lynch
Doctoral Dissertation: Social-Epistemic Agency

Dipika Sanjay Gupta, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Christopher D. Heinen
Doctoral Dissertation: Mismatch Repair Processing of DNA Damage Causes Replication Stress

Ian Alexander Gutierrez, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Crystal Park
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring the Impact of Involuntary Job Loss and Unemployment on Meaning Violation and Spiritual Struggle

Yeongjin Gwon, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ming-Hui Chen
Doctoral Dissertation: New Methods and Innovations in Network Meta Regression for Ordinal Response Outcomes with Applications

Theophanis Hadjistasi, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Alexander A. Shvartsman
Doctoral Dissertation: Memory Access Efficiency in Distributed Atomic Object Implementations

Alexandra Hain, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Major Advisor: Arash Esmaili Zaghi
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Large Scale Hybrid Concrete-Filled Fiber Reinforced Polymer Tube Columns(HCFFTs)

Behnoush Hajian, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Dennis Wright
Doctoral Dissertation: Propargyl-Linked Antifolates as Inhibitors of the Folate Biosynthetic Pathway in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M. avium

Weiji Han, in Electrical Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Liang Zhang
Doctoral Dissertation: System Modeling, Performance Evaluation, and Control of Battery System Charge Balance

Yi Han, in Environmental Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Timothy M. Vadas
Doctoral Dissertation: Tailoring Electrospun Carbon Nanofiber Properties for Improving Chemical Sorption

Yueh-Chiang Han, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Cell and Developmental Biology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Thomas T. Chen
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study on Transcriptomic Profiling of Differentially Expressed Genes Relevant to Innate and Adaptive Immune Pathways in Transgenic Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) Harboring Cecropin P1 Transgene

Sahan Uddika Handunkanda, in Physics (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jason N. Hancock
Doctoral Dissertation: Lattice Dynamics Studies of Negative Thermal Expansion Due to Two Low-temperature Lattice Instabilities
Ryosuke Hattori, in Linguistics  
*Major Advisor:* Željko Bošković  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Null Operators and Parameter Setting

Akram M. Hazen, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Dennis Wright  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Synthesis of Small Molecules That Target Metalloenzymes

Bryant James Heimbach, in Biomedical Engineering  
*Major Advisor:* Mei Wei  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Silk Fibroin and Hydroxyapatite Composites for Bioreorbable Bone Fixation Devices

Rebecca L. Heller, in Nutritional Science  
*Major Advisor:* Amy Mobley  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Development of Evidence-based Early Child Feeding and Obesity Prevention Messages for Parents of Children 0 to 2 Years Old

Jared Henderson, in Philosophy  
*Major Advisor:* Keith E. G. Simmons  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Truth and Truth-Conditions

Su Jeong Heo, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Prabhakar Singh  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Stability of LiAlO2 in Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell: Mechanism of Particle Coarsening and Phase Transformation

Ruth Marleen Hernandez, in Sociology  
*Major Advisor:* Manisha Desai  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* "Rompiendo Fronteras": Family Reunification and Activism in a Transnational Mexican Community

Tham Hong Hoang, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Dong Shin  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Exploring Targets of Transcription Factors in Cancer Signaling Pathways

Chenwen Hong, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies  
*Major Advisor:* Margaret R. Higonnet  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Heroine of One Thousand Faces: Memoirs by Four Women Soldiers in the Great War and Postwar Period

Jun Hu, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Nitish Mukhopadhyay  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Multi-Stage Estimation Methods with Termination Defined Via Gini’s Mean Difference or Mean Absolute Deviation

Jonathan Hudson, in Physics  
*Major Advisor:* Peter Schweitzer  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* D-term of Elementary Particles

Fathima Shaznene Hussain, in Political Science  
*Major Advisor:* Kristin A. Kelly  

Michael Samuel Hutson, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Mark C. Urban  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Searching for Stability

Kevin Hynes, in Human Development and Family Studies  
*Major Advisor:* Rachel Tambling  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Measurement Invariance of Acculturation and Enculturation Measures in East Asian Americans

Devi Jaganathan, in Animal Science  
*Major Advisor:* Kristen E. Govoni  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Host-Pathogen Interaction and Effects of Trans-cinnamaldehyde and Eugenol on Adhesion to and Invasion of Staphylococcus aureus in Bovine Mammary Epithelial Cells

Mahmoodreza Jahanseirroodsari, in Computer Science and Engineering  
*Major Advisor:* Donald Sheehy  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Hierarchical Structures for High Dimensional Data Analysis

Theodore Jenkins, in Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences  
*Major Advisor:* Carl A. Coelho  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Gesture Representation and Facilitation of Spoken Discourse: Linguistic Production and Comprehension in Aphasia

Brittany Anne Jasperse, in Pathobiology: Virology  
*Major Advisor:* Paulo Henrique Verardi  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Development and Testing of Zika virus Vaccine Candidates

Lindsay Marie Jasperse, in Pathobiology  
*Major Advisor:* Sylvain Deguise  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* The Effect of Oil Exposure on Reproduction and Development of Sheepshead Minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus) in Different Environmental Conditions

Yan Jia, in Oceanography  
*Major Advisor:* Michael Whitney  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* A Study of the Major River Water Pathways in Long Island Sound

Chenglu Jin, in Electrical Engineering  
*Major Advisor:* Marten E. Van Dijk  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Cryptographic Solutions for Cyber-Physical System Security

Yuan Jin, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisors:* Sulin Ba, Jan Stallaert  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Essays on Online Two-sided Platforms

Kristen M. Juskiewicz, in Educational Psychology: Research Methods, Measurement, and Evaluation (August 24, 2018)  
*Major Advisor:* Bianca Montrosse Moorhead  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Researcher & Evaluator Perceptions on the Adherence-Adaptation Debate in Fidelity of Implementation

Manya Jyotishi, in Psychological Sciences: Developmental Psychology  
*Major Advisor:* Letitia Naigles  
*Doctoral Dissertation:* Cross-Cultural Investigations of Narratives in India and the U.S.: Two Cultures and One Language
Jesse Joseph Kalinowski, in Economics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Talia Bar  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Information and Behavior: Theoretical and Empirical Investigations into Online Reviews, Patent Litigation, and Racial Profiling

Hyeseong Kang, in Human Development and Family Studies (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Sandra A. Rigazio-Digilio  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Ecosystemic Resilience Relative to Increasing Populations of Unwed Mothers in Korea: A Preliminary Mixed Methods Investigation

Anne Reesa Kaplan, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Structural Biology, Biochemistry and Biophysics  
Major Advisor: Andrei T. Alexandrescu  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Structure and dynamics of HlyIC, a pore-forming toxin domain with a novel fold

Erandika Chandimali Karunanratne, in Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Fotios Papadimitrakopoulos  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Multilayer Self-Assembly of Flavin Derivatives around Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

Lorenzo Katio-Grazzini, in Plant Science: Horticulture (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Yi Li  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Analyzing The Role of Gibberellin in Dwarfism and Shade Tolerance in Perennial Ryegrass (Lolium perenne, L.) as Exhibited by the shadow-1 Mutant Lineage

Nathan Kellen, in Philosophy  
Major Advisor: Michael P. Lynch  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Pluralisms about Truth and Logic

Nasser Khakpash, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: George A. Rossetti, Jr.  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Phenomenological Theory of BaTiO3-Based Piezoelectrics

Jan Amir Khan, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Faquir C. Jain  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Quantum Dot Multi-state Memories and Optical Waveguide Devices

Soroush Khosravi Dehaghi, in Physics  
Major Advisor: Nora Berrah  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Femtosecond Laser Transient Spectroscopy of Carotenoids and Carbon Nanotubes

Joonsung Kim, in Polymer Science (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Alexandru Asanidei  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** New Synthetic Methodologies for Complex PVDF Architectures

Danielle Marie King-Watkins, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education: English Education  
Major Advisor: Hannah M. Dostal  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Connecting to Self-Selected Young Adult(YA) Literature: An Exploration of Students’ Reading Experiences in an Alternative High School

Stephanie Michelle Knowlton, in Biomedical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Savas Tasoglu  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Developing Portable Tools Based on Magnetophoresis for Accessible Clinical Diagnostics

Anne Kohler, in Anthropology  
Major Advisor: Sarah Willen  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Critical Cake Attributes for Improving the Reconstitution Time of High Concentration Lyophilized Protein Formulations

Fu-Shan Kuo, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology  
Major Advisor: Daniel K. Mulkey  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Role of RTN Inhibiting Neurons in Respiratory Control

Joonghyun Kwak, in Sociology (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Michael Wallace  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Impact of the Great Recession on Attitudes toward Globalization: A Cross-National Study of 22 Countries

Jonathan Morris Kwolck, in Physics  
Major Advisor: Winthrop W. Smith  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Studying Charge-Exchange in a Hybrid Ion-neutral Trap

Sungoh Kwon, in Economics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Nishith Prakash  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Three Essays on Socioeconomic Inequality

Alycia Winetta LaGuardia-LoBianco, in Philosophy (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Paul Bloomfield  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Suffering and Self-Sabotage in Ethical Life
Bernadette Louise LaMontagne, in Political Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Lyle A. Scruggs
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Grasping the Third Rail: When and Why Does Unpopular Welfare Retrenchment Occur?

Joseph McLaurin Leake, in Medieval Studies
Major Advisor: Frederick Biggs
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Namena Ordfruma and Gescead: Dimensions of Anglo-Saxon Etymology

M. Breann Leake, in Medieval Studies (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Sherri L. Olson
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Rewriting the Historian of the English People: The Afterlife of Bede in Early English Texts

Hyanghee Lee, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ronald M. Sabatelli
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Toward a Culturally Robust Measure to Assess Marital Relationships

Nicholas Philip Legendre, in Genetics & Genomics
Major Advisor: David J. Goldhamer
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Single Allele of MyoD or Myf5 is Necessary for Adult Myogenesis

Bruno Silva Lemos, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Maria-Luz Fernandez
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Effects of Egg Intake on Choline Metabolism and HDL Functionality in a Healthy Population

Shawna Michelle Lesseur, in Political Science
Major Advisor: Christine M. Sylvester
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Pinching Politics Through Film Narrative: An Ontology and Pedagogy of Genocide Film

Angran Li, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Hsu-Chih Cheng
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Too Much of a Good Thing: Parental Overinvolvement and Student Outcomes

Diana Li, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Alison Kohan
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Determining the Mechanism for apoC-III Regulation of Chylomicron Secretion: How does this Pathway Contribute to Inflammation

Hao Li, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ming-Hui Chen
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Bayesian Network Meta-Analysis with Applications to Cholesterol Lowering Drugs

Jungang Li, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Guozhen Lu
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Sharp Moser-Trudinger Inequalities on Riemannian Manifolds

Lei Li, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Mukul S. Bansal
**Doctoral Dissertation:** An Integrated Framework for Domain, Gene and Species Reconciliation

Ruoshi Li, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Christian Brueckner
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Ring Expansion and Oxidative Transformations of Octaethyl-2-oxochlorin

Shilong Li, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control
Major Advisor: Jiong Tang
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Wave Manipulations Facilitated by Adaptive Elastic Metasurfaces

Tong Li, in Psychological Sciences: Language and Cognition
Major Advisor: Jay G. Rueckl
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Exploring the Usage of Multiple Learning Systems in Learning to Read

Yan Li, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Peng Zhang
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Formal Methods for Secure and Resilient Cyber-Physical Networked Microgrids

Jun Liao, in Biomedical Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Guoan Zheng
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Imaging Innovations for Whole-Slide and Hyperspectral Microscopy

Marjorie Rose Liberati, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Chadwick D. Rittenhouse
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Constraints, Tradeoffs, and Opportunities for Conservation in Contemporary Landscapes

Courtney Rae Lincoln, in Human Development and Family Studies (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Beth S. Russell
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Parenting a Child with a Chronic Health Condition: Examining Caregivers’ Health Outcomes

Alicia J. Liu, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics
Major Advisor: Michael J. O’Neill
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Nuclear Organization of X-linked Imprinted Genes in Mus musculus

Jia Li Liu, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Sara Harkness
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Cultural Models of Shyness and Parenting Among Local and Immigrant Mothers in Hong Kong

Kangyan Liu, in Statistics
Major Advisor: Haim Bar
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Segmentation, Feature Extraction and Selection in Sequential Data with Missing-Data Imputation

Zheng Liu, in Economics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Kathleen Segerson
**Doctoral Dissertation:** New Evidence on the Environmental Impacts of Driving Restrictions and Other Government Policies

Sergio Lobo Aguilar, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Richard Christenson
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Advances in Smart Structure Technologies for Civil Infrastructure

Aimee Loiselle, in History: United States
Major Advisor: Michele P. Mcelya
**Doctoral Dissertation:** The Norma Rae Phenomenon: Crystal Lee Sutton, the Global Labor Force, and a Pop Icon
Michael Lombardo, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Dennis Wright  
Doctoral Dissertation: Novel Antifolates to Target Antibiotic Resistant Gram-negative Pathogens

Alyssse Melville Loomis, in Social Work  
Major Advisor: Cristina Wilson  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Link between Trauma, School Relationships, and Child Wellbeing: Preschool as a Protective Factor for Adversity Exposed Young Children

Michael William Lorenzo, in Economics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Kanda Naknoi  

Sarah Bernardis Low, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Structural Biology, Biochemistry and Biophysics  
Major Advisor: Charles A. Giardina  
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluation of a Self-Adjuvanted Self Assembling Protein Nanoparticle as a Platform for Vaccine Development through the Study of GIP

Jin Lu, in Computer Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Jinbo Bi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Towards Provable and Scalable Machine Learning

Qin Lu, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisors: Yaakov M. Bar-Shalom, Peter K. Willett  
Doctoral Dissertation: Statistically Efficient Target Tracking with a Single Stationary Optical Sensor and Measurement Extraction

Yi Luo, in Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Jing Zhao  
Doctoral Dissertation: Optical Interaction in Assembled Metal and Semiconductor Nanostructures

Joseph Andrew Lurie, in Philosophy (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: J C. Beall  
Doctoral Dissertation: New Directions in Justification Logic

Chujiao Ma, in Computer Science and Engineering (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: John A. Chandy  
Doctoral Dissertation: Practicality and Application of the Algebraic Side-Channel Attack

Tong Ma, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Chengyu Cao  
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling and Control of Partial Differential Equations (PDE) Described Systems

Joanna A.H. MacGugan, in Medieval Studies  
Major Advisor: Sherri L. Olson  
Doctoral Dissertation: Mapping Medieval Dublin’s Landscape of the Dead

Lalit H. Mahajan, in Polymer Science (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Rajeswari Kasi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Engineering of Hybrid Liquid Crystalline Brush-like Block Copolymers: Hierarchical Self-assembly and Application in Photonics

Farzaneh Mahmood Poor Dehkordy, in Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Amvrossios C. Bagtzoglou  

Mary Mahoney, in History: United States (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Christopher F. Clark  
Doctoral Dissertation: Books as Medicine: A History of the Use of Reading to Treat the Self and Its Diseases in the Anglophone World, 1800-1940

Franz Maier, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: David M. Pierce  
Doctoral Dissertation: Multiaxial Mechanics of Human Articular Cartilage in Health and Osteoarthritis

Jessica Lynn Maksut, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Lisa A. Eaton  
Doctoral Dissertation: Beyond the Individual: The Roles of Social and Structural Contexts in HIV Prevention and HIV Acquisition in the United States

Jesse Mala, in Learning, Leadership, and Education Policy: Sport Management (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Jennifer E. McGarry  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Physical Activity Participation on Executive Functions and Stress Regulation Among Youth in Poverty

Hoda Maleki, in Computer Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Marten E. Van Dijk  
Doctoral Dissertation: Towards Security Analysis of OpenStack

Arushi Manchanda, in Pharmaceutical Sciences: Pharmaceutics  
Major Advisor: Robin H. Bogner  
Doctoral Dissertation: Improved Prediction of Theoretical Amorphous Solubility and Investigation of Two Mechanisms Limiting Desupersaturation from Amorphous Solubility

Ohan Shant Manoukian, in Biomedical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Sangamesh G. Kumbar  

Phanuel De Andrade Mariano, in Mathematics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Maria Gordina  

Adam Markman, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Three-dimensional Imaging, Visualization and Recognition in Low Light Environments

Natasza Marrouch, in Psychological Sciences: Social Psychology  
Major Advisors: Blair T. Johnson, Heather L. Read  
Doctoral Dissertation: Impact of Unpredictability on Social Beliefs of Neural Systems
**Rosana Elena Martínez**, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Shinae Jang  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Structural Health Monitoring of Critical Load-Carrying Members

**Karen C. P. McDermott**, in Communication  
Major Advisor: Kenneth A. Lachlan  

**Robert John Sweet McDonald**, in Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Alvaro Lozano-Robledo  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Torsion Subgroups of Elliptic Curves over Function Fields

**Kevin Francis McMullen**, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering  
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Inorganic, Polymeric and Metabolite Chemistry for Catalyst Development and Energy Applications in the Chemical Industry

**Redona Methasani**, in Business Administration: Management (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Gregory Reilly  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Emotional Evaluators: The Effect of Emotions on Performance Appraisal in Organizations

**Laura E. Mickelsen**, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurosciences  
Major Advisor: Alexander C. Jackson  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Single Cell Transcriptomic Analysis of Neuronal Cell Types in the Lateral Hypothalamic Area

**Shelli Miller**, in Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Nicholas Leadbeater  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Exploring Avenues in Synthetic Methodology: Novel Approaches to Organoselenium and Organofluorine and Greener Methods for Oxidation and Amidation

**Glenn Walter Milton**, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Michael J. O’Neill  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Evaluation of the Epigenetic Regulation of Two X-linked, Autism Candidate Genes: X-linked Lymphocyte Regulated 3b and Transketolase-Like 1

**Dana Francisco Miranda**, in Philosophy  
Major Advisor: Lewis Gordon  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Approaching Cadavers: A Philosophical Consideration of Suicide and Depression in the Africana Diaspora

**Sajad Mirzaei**, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Yufeng Wu  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Efficient Algorithms for Trees and Networks in Evolutionary Genomics

**Sharif Mohamed**, in Statistics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisors: Dipak K. Dey, Yuting Zhang  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Bayesian Variable Selection with Applications to Neuroimaging Data

**Ehsan Moharreri**, in Materials Science  
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Understanding Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Transition Metal Oxide Catalytic Systems for Partial Oxidation Reactions

**Anna-Rae LeClaire Montano**, in Nursing  
Major Advisor: Juliette M. Shellman  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Analysis of a Nurse-Led Interprofessional Intervention for Community-Dwelling Older Adults: A Mixed Methods Study

**Lorrie-Anne Sarah Monte**, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Education and Counseling Psychology (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Rachelle Perusse  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: School Counselors Meeting High School Students’ Social and Emotional Needs

**Sarah Moon**, in English  
Major Advisor: Thomas Deans  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: The Creation of Location: Community Writing, Performance and Local Rhetoric toward the Renewal of Public Discourse

**Islam Mohamed Fahmy Abdelghany Mosa**, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: James F. Rusling  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Biosupercapacitors for Implantable Bioelectronics & Portable Microfluidic Devices for Prostate Cancer Biomarker Detection and DNA Damage Screening

**Emily Elizabeth Moulton**, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Marianne L. Barton  

**Marmar Moussa**, in Computer Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Ion I. Mandoiu  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Computational Methods for the Analysis of Single-Cell RNA-Seq Data

**Sadid Muneer**, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Helena Silva  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Non-equilibrium Non-isothermal Semiconductor Modeling and Its Application to Phase Change Memory

**Steven Christopher Murphy**, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib  
**Doctoral Dissertation**: Doped Titanium Dioxide Aerogels for Various Catalytic and Photocatalytic Applications
Christopher Shea Murray, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Hannes Baumann
Doctoral Dissertation: An Experimental Examination of the Sensitivity of Coastal Marine Fishes to Acidification, Hypotia and Warming

Timothy Murray, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Major Advisor: Richard Dunn
Doctoral Dissertation: Housing Dynamics of Older Americans in the 21st Century

Eman Mahmoud Mursi, in French
Major Advisor: Manuela Wagner

Muhammed Shafeek Muyyariikkandy, in Animal Science: Food Microbiology and Safety (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Mary Anne R. Amalaradjou
Doctoral Dissertation: Functional Characterization of the Probiotic Attributes of Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus NRRL-B-548, L. paracasei DUP-13076, and L. rhamnosus NRRL-B-442 and Their Potential Application in Poultry Production

Alejandro Enrique Mylonas Leegstra, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: Spanish Studies (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Gustavo Nanclares
Doctoral Dissertation: Saberes maritimos: ciencia y experiencia en textos de los siglos xvi y xvii en España

Anna Kirsten Nastasi, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: Conceptualizing Workaholism Within an Adapted Behavioral Addiction Framework

Lucas Randall Nathan, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jason Vokoun
Doctoral Dissertation: Conservation Applications of Watershed-Level Brook Trout Riverscape Genetics

Babacar Ndao, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: French and Francophone Studies
Major Advisor: Eliane F. Dalmolin
Doctoral Dissertation: Voices of Francophone African Women in Contemporary Senegalese Literature

Kerri C. Nelson, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Major Advisor: Vicki J. Magley
Doctoral Dissertation: Are Civility and Candor Compatible? Examining the Tension between Respectful and Honest Workplace Communication

Melissa Lynne Newell, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Fabiana A. Cardetti
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating Students’ Mathematical Needs and Successful Tutoring Strategies

Alexandra M. Nicaise, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
Major Advisor: Stephen J. Crocker
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization and Analysis of Neural Progenitor Cells from Primary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis Patients

David Jonathan Nichols, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Damir Dzhafarov
Doctoral Dissertation: Effective Techniques in Reverse Mathematics and Nonclassical Model Theory

Rachel Elin Nolan, in English (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Clare V. Eby

Nafisa Noor, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Helena Silva
Doctoral Dissertation: Intermediate States of Phase Change Memory

Gregory Harrison Norris, in Nutritional Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Christopher Neal Blesso
Doctoral Dissertation: Dietary Sphingomyelin for the Prevention of Diet-induced Metabolic Dysfunction in Mice

Akuoma Chinyere Nwadike, in Learning, Leadership, and Education Policy: Sport Management
Major Advisor: Joseph N. Cooper
Doctoral Dissertation: Leveraging their Stories & Uncovering the Academic Needs of High-Profile Black Athletes

Erik Nykwest, in Physics
Major Advisor: Pamir Alpay
Doctoral Dissertation: Energetic and Magnetic Properties of 3d Transition Metal Doped a-Alumina

Richard Frederick Obrecht, in Physics
Major Advisor: Andrew Puckett
Doctoral Dissertation: Electric Form Factor of the Neutron from Asymmetry Measurements

Rebecca Lynn O’Brien, in Educational Psychology: Giftedness, Creativity and Talent Development (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Catherine A. Little
Doctoral Dissertation: Relative Age Effects and Measures of Potential in the Primary Grades

Caitlin Marie O’Connell, in Pathobiology: Virology
Major Advisor: Paulo Henrique Verardi
Doctoral Dissertation: Fail Safe Replication - Inducible Vaccinia Viruses and Safer Vaccine Vectors for Human and Animal Use

Neil Oculi, in Geography (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Scott Stephenson
Doctoral Dissertation: Vulnerability of Small Island Developing States across Multiple Scales

Leah Jean Osborn, in Adult Learning
Major Advisor: Robin S. Grenier
Doctoral Dissertation: Team Social Capital in Self-Managed Project Team: A Case Study of a Shared Leadership Development Intervention

Ahmad Suleiman Osman, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology
Major Advisor: Brenton R. Gravelle
Doctoral Dissertation: Encoding of Sound Shape in Rat Auditory Cortex
Kyle Allan Palmer, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Georgios Bollas
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimal Selection of Test Designs and Sensor Sets for Active Fault Diagnosis

Alexandra Nicole Palmsian, in Psychological Sciences: Behavioral Neuroscience
Major Advisor: Robert Astur
Doctoral Dissertation: A Behavioral and Psychological Investigation of Nicotine’s Effects on Human Reward Responding and Fear Conditioning

Hugo Panzo, in Mathematics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Iddo Ben Ari
Doctoral Dissertation: Scaled Penalization of Brownian Motion with Drift and the Brownian Ascent

Ioannis Papavasileiou, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Song Han
Doctoral Dissertation: An Algorithmic Framework For Gait Analysis and Gait-Based Biometric Authentication

Gihong Park, in Oceanography (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Hans G. Dam Guerrero
Doctoral Dissertation: Costs and Benefits of Putatively Anti-Grazing Defenses in the Marine Dinoflagellate Alexandrium catenella

Semin Park, in Business Administration: Management
Major Advisor: John E. Mathieu

Suji Park, in Communication (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Kirstie Cope-Farrar
Doctoral Dissertation: The Desensitizing Role of Media Violence and Emotion Dysregulation in Emotional and Behavioral Responses to a Violent Game

Kostyantyn Partola, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics
Major Advisor: George Lykotrafitis

Fatema Parvez, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Kristina Wagsstrom
Doctoral Dissertation: Fine Scale Modeling to Estimate Human Exposures to Air Pollution

Sonya Assudani Patel, in Psychological Sciences: Behavioral Neuroscience
Major Advisor: Robert Astur
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Estradiol and Stress on Spatial Memory

Tulsi Ashok Patel, in Materials Science and Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Rainer J. Hebert
Doctoral Dissertation: Hybrid Additive Manufacturing of Ferroelectric Oxides and Aerospace Alloys

Dorota Pawlak, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Cheryl L. Beck
Doctoral Dissertation: The Lived Experience of Parenting a Child with Type I Diabetes in Poland

Jingwen Pei, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Yufeng Wu
Doctoral Dissertation: Methods and Algorithms for Inference Problems in Population Genetics

Abraham Joseph Pellissery, in Animal Science: Food Microbiology and Safety
Major Advisor: Kumar S. Venkitanarayanan
Doctoral Dissertation: Natural Strategies for Controlling Virulence and Antibiotic Resistance in Clostridium difficile

Sara Joana Pereira Pedro, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air
Major Advisor: Melissa A. McKinney
Doctoral Dissertation: Assessing the Management of Pediatric Postsurgical Pain(AMP3) with Genetics

Amy Elizabeth Peterson, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Anbar N. Sengupta
Doctoral Dissertation: Gaussian Limits and Polynomials on High Dimensional Spheres

Gayatri Sunil Phadke, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: James F. Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Nano-Materials Based Analytical Applications in Biomarker Discovery and Thin Film Sensors

Emaly Josephine Piecuch, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology
Major Advisor: Yijun Ruan
Doctoral Dissertation: 3D Genome Organization and Transcriptional Regulation in Mammalian Cells

Stephanie Catherine Piekos, in Pharmaceutical Sciences (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Xiaobo Zhong
Doctoral Dissertation: Consequences of Antiepileptic Drug Exposure During Postnatal Liver Development on Cytochrome P450 Expression and Metabolism

Alicia Marie Pike, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Major Advisor: Stephanie M. Mazeroile

Nisansala Pitiduwa Hewage, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Christian Brueckner
Doctoral Dissertation: Oxidative Modifications of Pentfluorophenylporphyrin

Krishna Chaitanya Pitike, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Serge M. Nakhmanson
Doctoral Dissertation: Multiscale Modeling of Perovskite Ferroelectrics: From First Principles to Coarse-Grained Descriptions
Ambyre Leigh Paynic Ponivas, in Communication
Major Advisor: Amanda Denes
Doctoral Dissertation: Fighting Obesity through Communication: A Longitudinal Study Examining the Association Between Communication, Relationships, Stress and Weight-loss

Aditya Ravindra Pote, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Mark W. Peczuh
Doctoral Dissertation: Development Of New Strategies For The Synthesis Of Septanose Glycosides And Evaluation Of Their Potential Biological Applications

Adam Michael Rainear, in Communication
Major Advisor: Kenneth A. Lachlan
Doctoral Dissertation: The Station "Scientist": Examining the Impact of Race, Sex, and Education of Broadcast Meteorologists on Credibility, Trust and Information Retention

Gopinath Rajadinakaran, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Brenton R. Graveley
Doctoral Dissertation: Oxford Nanopore Technology: A Promising Long-Read Sequencing Platform To Study Exon Connectivity and Characterize Isoforms of Complex Genes

Daisy Manuad Ramos, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisors: Sangamesh G. Kumbar, Cato T. Laurencin
Doctoral Dissertation: Determining the Efficacy of Insulin for use in Factor Delivery Device for Tendon Healing and Regeneration

Dustin Michael Ray, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology: Plant Ecology
Major Advisor: Cynthia S. Jones
Doctoral Dissertation: Structure and Function in Petioles of Pelargonium

Maria Reger, in Literatures, Cultures and Languages: German Studies
Major Advisor: Sebastian Wogenstein
Doctoral Dissertation: Cultural Values and Romantic Relationship Satisfaction in Mexican Adolescents: The Moderating Effects of Parental Psychological Control and Gender

Alexander James Reid, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Linda Halgunseth
Doctoral Dissertation: Outcasts - Criminals, Enemies, and Refugees in Contemporary German Literature

Major Advisor: Nairan Ramirez-Esparza
Doctoral Dissertation: A Naturalistic Observational Study on Parenting Styles, Healthy Eating Indicators and BMI in Latino and White-European Children

Dana Rogers, in Communication (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Leslie B. Snyder
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Mass Media-Delivered Family Planning Campaigns in Developing Countries: A Meta-analysis

Brenda Lynn Rourke, in Communication
Major Advisor: Kristine Nowak
Doctoral Dissertation: Autism and Avatars: An Investigation into the Unique Effects of Avatar Anthropomorphism on Perceived Cognitive Learning

Rebecca Rubinstein, in Environmental Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ranjan Srivastava
Doctoral Dissertation: Machine Learning-based Modeling and Optimization of Nitrogen Removal in Wastewater Treatment Under Highly Variable Operating Conditions

Ryan Patrick Russell, in Biomedical Science: Skeletal Biology and Regeneration (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Peter F. Maye
Doctoral Dissertation: Retinoic Acid Receptor Signaling During Paraxial Mesoderm Differentiation of Pluripotent Stem Cells

Julia Ryan, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Major Advisor: Anthony T. Vella
Doctoral Dissertation: Uncovering the Mechanisms of Staphylococcus aureus enterotoxin A-induced Systemic and Pulmonary Inflammation

Kayleigh Ryherd, in Psychological Sciences: Developmental Psychology
Major Advisor: Nicole Marie Landi
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring the Role of Language in Two Systems for Categorization

Siavash Samei, in Anthropology
Major Advisor: Natalie Munro
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling Variability in Pastoral Strategies: A Case Study from Late Prehistory in the South Caucasus

Manette Eleasa Sandor, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisors: Christopher Elphick, Morgan W. Tingley
Doctoral Dissertation: Birds and Berries: Projecting the Responses of Seed Dispersal Networks to Climate Change

Nicole Marie Sassu, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Amy R. Howell
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of alpha-Galactosylceramide Analogs for Th1 Biased iNKT Cell Activation and Novel Reactions with Ketiminium Salts

Taylor William Schneider, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Alfredo M. Angeles-Boza
Doctoral Dissertation: Carbon-13 Kinetic Isotope Effects of Catalytic CO2 Reduction by Polypyridyl Transition Metal Complexes
Jake Scoggin, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics, and Biophotonics  
Major Advisor: Ali Gokirmak  
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization and Finite Element Modeling of Polycrystalline Phase Change Materials

Emily Seelen, in Oceanography (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Robert Mason  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multi-Estuary Approach to Better Understand the Sources and Fate of Methylmercury within Estuarine Water Columns

Rajamani Selvam, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Eric S. Levine  
Doctoral Dissertation: BDNF-Induced Release of Endogenous Cannabinoids at Inhibitory and Excitatory Synapses

Md Mahbubur Rahman Shakil, in Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib  
Doctoral Dissertation: Design of Transition Metal Oxide and Phosphide Nanomaterials: Their Catalytic Activity

Meenakshi Sharma, in Chemistry (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Christian Brueckner  
Doctoral Dissertation: Expanding the Synthesis and Applications of Morpholine-based Pyrrole Modified Porphyrins

Alan Zicheng Shen, in Chemical Engineering (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Wing Kui Anson Ma  
Doctoral Dissertation: Extrusion-based Direct Write of Functional Materials From Electronics to Magnetics

Xin Shen, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Three-Dimensional Image Sensing and Visualization with Augmented Reality

Zheng Shen, in Linguistics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Susanne Wurmbrand  
Doctoral Dissertation: Feature Arithmetic in the Nominal Domain

Cyuan-Si Shih, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Chengyu Cao  
Doctoral Dissertation: Cooperative Adaptive Control for Multi-Agent Systems

Koji Shimamura, in Linguistics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Jonathan Bobaljik  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Theory of Quotative Complementation in Japanese Semanticsyntax

Youngmi Shin, in Oceanography  
Major Advisor: James O’Donnell  
Doctoral Dissertation: Wind and Wave Driven Surface Flow in Western Long Island Sound

Di Shu, in Physics (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Robin J. Cote  
Doctoral Dissertation: Threshold Resonance Effects and the Phase-Amplitude Approach

Tanika Eaves Simpson, in Human Development and Family Studies  
Major Advisor: JoAnn Robinson  
Doctoral Dissertation: Workplace Supports in the Mental Health Field: An Examination of Burnout, Compassion Fatigue and Protective Practices

Carissa Lynn Sirois, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Stormy J. Chamberlain  
Doctoral Dissertation: Generation of Isogenic Human Pluripotent Stem Cell-Derived Neurons to Establish a Molecular Angelman Syndrome Phenotype and to Study the UBE3A Protein Isoforms

Dale Lee Smith, in Physics (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: George N. Gibson  
Doctoral Dissertation: Velocity Map Imaging of the Single Ionization of Molecular Iodine

Garrett Smith, in Psychological Sciences: Language and Cognition (December 16, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Whitney Tabor  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Theory of Timing Effects in a Self-Organizing Model of Sentence Processing

Rachel Pam So, in Psychological Sciences: Clinical Psychology (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Chi-Ming Chen  
Doctoral Dissertation: Understanding the Potential Role of Executive Function Deficits in the Association between Childhood Trauma and Psychosis Among Adolescents in an Inpatient Psychiatric Treatment Program

Junnan Song, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems  
Major Advisor: Shalabh Gupta  
Doctoral Dissertation: Coverage and Time-optimal Path Planning for Autonomous Vehicles

Major Advisor: Chi-Ming Chen  
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Age-Related Decline in Processing Speed and Executive Functioning: An MRI Study of White Matter Integrity

James Joseph Steffes, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)  
Major Advisor: Bryan Huey  
Doctoral Dissertation: Thickness Scaling of Ferroelectricity in BiFeO3 By Tomographic Atomic Force Microscopy

Qiang Sun, in Oceanography  
Major Advisor: Michael Whitney  
Doctoral Dissertation: Improving the Treatment of Rivers and Assessing River Influences in the Global Ocean of the Community Earth System Model

Qintian Sun, in Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Jeyaraj Vadiveloo  
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamic Retirement Financial Planning Model
John Tyler Sypek, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Seok Woo Lee
Doctoral Dissertation: Superelasticity and Cryogenic Linear Shape memory Effects of the Intermetallic Compound CaFe2As2

Corinne Marie Tagliarina, in Political Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Shareen Hertel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Confluence of Domestic and International Law in the Institutionalization of the Human Right to Water

Xiaoyan Tang, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Cato T. Laurencin
Doctoral Dissertation: Electroconductive Nanofiber Matrices for Muscle Regeneration

Andrew James Tedder, in Philosophy (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: J. C. Beall
Doctoral Dissertation: Applications of Non-Classical Logic

Mattewos Berhane Tefferi, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Yang Cao
Doctoral Dissertation: Conduction and Interface Phenomena in Wet-Mate Subsea HVDC Connectors

Srinivas Thanneeru, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Jie He
Doctoral Dissertation: Design Synthesis and Catalysis Applications of Bio-inspired Metal-containing Polymers

Zareen Thomas, in Anthropology
Major Advisor: Francoise D. Dussart
Doctoral Dissertation: The Politics of Identity in Bolivia and Colombia: Young People, the State and Youth Organizations

Ngoc Tam Le Tran, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Chun-Hsi Huang
Doctoral Dissertation: Software Tools for DNA Motif Similarity Comparison and Analysis

Marea Maggie Tsamaase, in Human Development and Family Studies
Major Advisor: Sara Harkness
Doctoral Dissertation: Developmental Timetables of Urban and Rural Parents, Grandparents and Teachers in Botswana

Cheng Tu, in Physics
Major Advisors: Thomas C. Blum, Luchang Jin
Doctoral Dissertation: Study HVP and HLbL Contribution to g-2 by Using Lattice QCD

Diana C. Tubbs, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Major Advisor: Robert A. Henning
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of a Workplace Interruption Management Measure

Todd Eugene Vachon, in Sociology (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Michael Wallace
Doctoral Dissertation: Clean Air and Good Jobs: U.S. Labor and the Struggle for Climate Justice

Aileen Constance Vandenberg, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Kay Wille

Janet Regina VanLonk, in Educational Psychology: Special Education (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jennifer L. Freeman
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Video Self-Analysis on Pre-Service Teachers’ Use of Behavior Specific Praise

Vignesh Vasu, in Polymer Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Alexandru Asandei
Doctoral Dissertation: Precision Synthesis of Complex Macromolecular Architectures of Gaseous Monomers and their Property Studies

Sriram Vijayan, in Materials Science and Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Mark Aindow
Doctoral Dissertation: In Situ Investigation of Thermally Activated Processes Using MEMS-Based Devices: Practical Challenges & Applications

Madeleyun Watkinson Von Baeyer, in Anthropology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Alexia Smith
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring Perceptions of Personhood of a Spouse in the Early Stage of Dementia

Nayomi M. Walton, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Angela Starkweather
Doctoral Dissertation: Improving Transitions of Care for Persons with Dementia from the Hospital to the Long-term Care Setting: A Mixed Method Study

Ling Wang, in Animal Science: Physiology of Reproduction
Major Advisor: Yong Tang
Doctoral Dissertation: Improving Reprogramming Efficiency Using the Recombinant Protein strategy

Xi Wang, in Biomedical Science: Skeletal Biology and Regeneration (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ivo Kalajzic
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating the Role of PDGF-BB/PDGFR-ß in Periosteum-Mediated Bone Regeneration

Xiupeng Wang, in Economics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Kenneth A. Couch
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays: Cross-National Comparisons of Labor Market Dynamics

Yang Wang, in Materials Science and Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Radenka Maric
Doctoral Dissertation: Flame Combustion Synthesis of Nanomaterials for Application in Lithium-Ion Batteries and Supercapacitors
Ahmad Wais Wardak, in Political Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Shareeen Hertil
Doctoral Dissertation: HYBRID JUSTICE IN AFGHANISTAN: Challenges of State-building and Post-Conflict Rule of Law

Terianna Jereina Wax, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Jing Zhao
Doctoral Dissertation: Optoelectronic Interactions of Quantum Dots with Gold Nanoparticles and Bacteriorhodopsin

Chandima Weerakkody, in Chemistry (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of Transition Metal Oxide Nanomaterials as Efficient Sorbents and Multifunctional Catalysts for Oxidation, Dehydrogenative Coupling, and Desulfurization Reactions

Jarred James Wriehe, in English (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jean I. Marsden
Doctoral Dissertation: Straightening Crip/Queer Desires: Sexualities and Disabilities in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Theatrical Culture

Abbey Sarah Willis, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Davita S. Glasberg

Cory Michael Willis, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
Major Advisor: Stephen J. Crocker
Doctoral Dissertation: Role of Extracellular Vesicles on Immune Regulation in an Animal Model of Multiple Sclerosis

Lane Harrison Wilson, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Caroline N. Dealy
Doctoral Dissertation: Stimulation of Growth Factor Signaling Mediates Pro-Regenerative Responses in a Murine Digit Amputation Model

Mikhail Alexander Wolfson, in Business Administration: Management (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: John E. Mathieu
Doctoral Dissertation: Toward a Configural Theory of Team Composition: An Exploration of Dynamic Crew Configurations on Team Processes

Jacob Wrubel, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Major Advisor: Wilson K. Chiu
Doctoral Dissertation: Anion Exchange Membrane Device Performance in the Presence of Carbon Dioxide

Wei Wu, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Michael T. Pettes
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonon Dispersion and Band Gap Engineering of Strained and Isotopically Enriched Atomically Thin Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Semiconductors

Yin Wu, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Linda S. Pescatello
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Two Tai Chi Interventions Tailored for Different Health Outcomes

Lingling Xia, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Jeffrey R. McCutcheon
Doctoral Dissertation: Making the Film Composite Membranes for Nanofiltration: Selecting Appropriate Substrates for Aqueous and Organic Systems

Peng Xiao, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Sanguthhevar Rajasekaran

Chao Xu, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Tianfeng Lu

Jiatian Xu, in Mathematics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jeyaraj Vadiveloo
Doctoral Dissertation: Quantile Optimization in Stochastic Financial Planning Model

Wanli Xu, in Nursing (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Xiaomei Cong
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interplay between Pain/Stress, Inflammation and Microbiota in Human Health

Zhan Xu, in Communication (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ross W. Buck
Doctoral Dissertation: Using Computational Methods and Experimentation to Understand the Persuasiveness of Vaccine Messages

Yishu Xue, in Statistics
Major Advisors: Elizabeth D. Schifano, Jun Yan
Doctoral Dissertation: On Diagnostic Methods for Big Survival Data

Wei Yan, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: John A. Chandey
Doctoral Dissertation: Reliable Physical Unclonable Function Design and Algorithm for Authentication and Key Generation

Ying Yan, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Peter B. Luh
Doctoral Dissertation: Fault Detection, Diagnosis and Prognosis in HVAC Air Handling Systems

Bowen Yang, in Environmental Engineering (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Alexander Agrios

Jaemo Yang, in Environmental Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Marina Astitha
Doctoral Dissertation: Methods of Storm Wind-Speed Prediction Applied to the Northeast United States

Xiangkun Yao, in Business Administration: Finance
Major Advisor: Joseph Golec
Doctoral Dissertation: The Recovery Theory and CEO Risk-Taking
Sajad Yazdani, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Michael T. Pettes
Doctoral Dissertation: Thermal, Electrical, and Electrochemical Characterizations of Advanced Nanomaterials for Energy Conversion and Storage Applications

Yongsuk Yoo, in Linguistics
Major Advisor: Željko Bošković
Doctoral Dissertation: Mobility in Syntax: On Contextuality in Labeling and Phases

Hao Yuan, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Wei Zhang
Doctoral Dissertation: Mesoscale Modeling of Short Fatigue Crack Behavior in Metallic Microstructure and Application to the Structural Components

Yuan Yuan, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Jiong Tang
Doctoral Dissertation: Advanced Control Design for Power Capture Enhancement and Load Mitigation of Wind Turbines

Amanda Lee Zaleski, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (December 16, 2018)
Major Advisor: Linda S. Pescatello
Doctoral Dissertation: Using the Immediate Blood Pressure Benefits of Exercise to Improve Exercise Adherence: A Pilot Study

Songshan Zeng, in Materials Science: Polymer Science (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Luyi Sun
Doctoral Dissertation: Bio-inspired Stimuli Responsive Smart Soft Materials

Ruochen Zha, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ofer Harel
Doctoral Dissertation: Advances in the Analysis of Incomplete Data Using Multiple Imputations

Chen Zhang, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Nitis Mukhopadhyay

Fan Zhang, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Ming-Hui Chen
Doctoral Dissertation: Statistical Models and Methods for Longitudinal and Survival Data with Treatment Switches

Jing Zhang, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics
Major Advisor: George Lykotrafitis
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Sickle Cell Disease Specific Erythrocyte Adhesion

Shanglong Zhang, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics
Major Advisor: Julian A. Norato Escobar
Doctoral Dissertation: Topology Optimization with Geometric Primitives

Yihao Zhang, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics
Major Advisor: George Lykotrafitis
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling of Axon Plasma Membrane with the Effect of Cytoskeleton on the Membrane Protein Diffusion

Xin Zhou, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology
Major Advisors: George A. Kuchel, George M. Weinstock
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploratory Studies of Microbiome Dysbiosis and Plasticity in Mice and Humans

Jacqueline Jufen Zhu, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology
Major Advisor: Yijun Ruan
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of Chromatin Interaction in Mammalian Cells

Xiaoyuan Zhu, in Psychological Sciences: Industrial/Organizational Psychology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Dev K. Dalal

Yinzhou Zhu, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Gordon G. Carmichael
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Application of Ribose Oxidation Sequencing (RibOxi-seq)

Yan Zhuang, in Statistics (August 24, 2018)
Major Advisor: Nitis Mukhopadhyay
Doctoral Dissertation: Statistical Information, Inference, and Sampling Strategies
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION

Each year, the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants commissions to Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Components.

Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps

The following have received a commission as Second Lieutenants through the Air Force ROTC program at the University of Connecticut.

Kimberly Caballero
University of Rhode Island
Nuclear and Missile Operations Officer

Kendra Elizabeth Curran
University of Connecticut
Logistics Readiness Officer

Jamie Patrick Gorman
University of Connecticut
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Pilot Candidate

Peter Kamianowski
University of Connecticut
Pilot Candidate

Joshua Taiye Kang
University of Connecticut
Intelligence Officer

John Alexander Kostal Jr.
University of Connecticut
Pilot Candidate

Nicholas Andrew Labradia
University of Connecticut
Nuclear and Missile Operations Officer

Eli Scott Majek
University of Connecticut
Pilot Candidate

Austin Mitchell Miller
Central Connecticut State University
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Pilot Candidate

Nolan James Ryan
University of Connecticut
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Pilot Candidate

Trevor Steven Simpson
University of Connecticut
Pilot Candidate

Benjamin Dale Swartzell
University of Connecticut
Civil Engineering Officer

Daniele Realani Whitten
University of Connecticut
Acquisition Officer

Janna Joy Wilber
University of Connecticut
Pilot Candidate

Charmagne Verano
University of Hartford
Nursing Officer

Army Reserve Officer Training Corps

Second Lieutenants, Active Duty, National Guard, U.S. Army Reserve

Kenneth Scott Aiello
University of New Haven
Military Police Corps

Anne Bartholomew Allen
University of Connecticut
Aviation Corps

Kyle Patrick Barnes
University of Connecticut
Field Artillery

Alexander Maxwell Bloch
University of New Haven
Armor

Alison Lee Blume
Southern Connecticut State University
Medical Service Corps

Megan Kelsey Brown
University of New Haven
Transportation Corps

Giorgi Chilingarashvili
University of Connecticut
Infantry

Nathan Reid Scott Clarke
University of Connecticut
Infantry

Katherine Ayjai Cluxton
University of Connecticut
Nurse Corps

Genevieve Marie Denault
University of Connecticut
To be assigned

Ryan Scott Farich
University of Connecticut
Military Police Corps

Michael Matthew Fazzino
University of Connecticut
Corps of Engineers

Bryan Javier Felix
University of New Haven
Military Intelligence

Ryan Michael Finningan
University of New Haven
Military Police Corps

Brian Aaron Goldstein
University of Connecticut
Corps of Engineers

Ariel Arturo Machado Perez
University of Connecticut
Chemical Corps

Daniel Ely Maresca
University of New Haven
Military Police Corps

Nelson Joseph Parisi
University of New Haven
Field Artillery

Erik Benson Ravenberg
University of Connecticut
Aviation Corps

Noel Ashe Sosnoski
University of Connecticut
Infantry

Kyle David Stiano
University of New Haven
Field Artillery

Loren Brittnay Thompson
University of Connecticut
Signal Corps

Nelson Gould Vandenburg
University of New Haven
Ordnance Corps

Colin N Walker
University of Connecticut
Field Artillery

* Distinguished Military Student

** Distinguished Military Graduate
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL – MASTERS CEREMONY & DOCTORAL CEREMONY

Letitia (Letty) Naigles, University Marshal

Keith Barker
Melissa Bray
Alaina Brenick
Art Engler
Arthur Galinat

Lucy Gilson
Kathleen O’Connor
Natalie Olinghouse
Del Siegle

UConn Health

Thomas Regan, Chief Marshal

Floor and Processional Marshals
Ketan Bulsara
Katherine Coyner
Stephen Crocker
Sree Raghavendra
Helen Swede
Aditya Tadinada

Hooding Marshals
Linda Barry
Christopher Heinen
Monty MacNeil
Christopher Morosky
Geraldine Weinstein

UConn School of Law

Paul Chill, Chief Marshal

Law Marshal
Darcy Kirk

Faculty Marshal
Willajeanne McLean

Floor Marshals
Michael Fischl
Julia Simon-Kerr

Mace Bearer
Robert Birmingham

Hooding Marshals
Jill Anderson
Anne Dailey
Peter Siegelman
DEANS AND MARSHALS OF THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, HEALTH & NATURAL RESOURCES................................................................. Indrajeeet Chaubey, Dean
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture ........................................................................................................ Sandra Bushmich, Director
School of Business ....................................................................................................................................... David Souder, Interim Dean
Center for Excellence in Teaching & Learning .......................................................................................... Peter Diplock, Assistant Vice Provost
NEAG School of Education ........................................................................................................................... Gladis Kersaint, Dean
School of Engineering ................................................................................................................................. Kazem Kazerounian, Dean
School of Fine Arts ..................................................................................................................................... Anne D’Alleva, Dean
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences ............................................................................................................. Davita Glasberg, Interim Dean
School of Nursing ......................................................................................................................................... Deborah A. Chyun, Dean
School of Pharmacy ...................................................................................................................................... James R. Halpert, Dean
Graduate School ............................................................................................................................................ Kent E. Holsinger, Dean

Karen Bresciano, Assistant Dean, Storrs and Regional Campuses
Barbara E. Kream, Associate Dean, UConn Health

School of Dental Medicine .......................................................................................................................... Sharon M. Gordon, Dean

Sarita Arteaga, Marshal
School of Law .................................................................................................................................................. Timothy Fisher, Dean
Paul Chill, Marshal
School of Medicine ......................................................................................................................................... Bruce T. Liang, Dean
David Henderson, Marshal
School of Social Work ..................................................................................................................................... Nina Rovinelli Heller, Dean
### Storrs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwight Atherton</td>
<td>Robbin Haboian-Demircan</td>
<td>Hans Rhynhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Balderelli</td>
<td>Marcus Hatfield</td>
<td>Carl Rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Barker</td>
<td>Jim Hill</td>
<td>Anthony Rosati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Bothell</td>
<td>Arielle Hill-Moses</td>
<td>Joshua Rucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston Britner</td>
<td>Philip Hritcko</td>
<td>Anthony Santa Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Bullock</td>
<td>Dianna Hyland</td>
<td>Lauren Schaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Burkey</td>
<td>Mike Jednak</td>
<td>Kathleen Shipton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Bushmich</td>
<td>David Kaplan</td>
<td>Lisa Soder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Carlin</td>
<td>Michael Kirk</td>
<td>Mary Spruell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Casa</td>
<td>Donna Korbel</td>
<td>Meg Tartsinis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Clausen</td>
<td>Susan Locke</td>
<td>Judith Vigneau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Cole</td>
<td>Ashley Malcolm</td>
<td>John Volin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Corbin</td>
<td>Mackenzie Murphy</td>
<td>Kathleen Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Day</td>
<td>Letitia Naigles</td>
<td>Dana Wilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Dion-Jones</td>
<td>Kristi Napolitano</td>
<td>Cara Workman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Diplock</td>
<td>Leonard Oser</td>
<td>Gary Yakstis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Erhart</td>
<td>Lisa Pane</td>
<td>Terra Zuidema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Feinglass</td>
<td>Will Perez</td>
<td>Gaila Zupnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Graham</td>
<td>Willena Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Guay-Richards</td>
<td>Shirley Rakos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UConn Health – Farmington

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarita Arteaga</td>
<td>David Henderson</td>
<td>Emily Wilkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Burns</td>
<td>Marja Hurley</td>
<td>Gabrielle Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Diamond</td>
<td>Barbara Kream</td>
<td>Lauren Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Francini</td>
<td>Thomas Regan</td>
<td>Elizabeth Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basem Gayed</td>
<td>Barbara Ricketts</td>
<td>Evan Woodford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UConn School of Law – Hartford

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deborah King</td>
<td>Zitmarie Mestre</td>
<td>James Missell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The official seal of the University of Connecticut depicts the ancient and mighty oak. Beautiful and sacred, the venerable oak symbolizes wisdom, longevity and hospitality. To Aristotle, the oak represented human potential.

The oak holds a special place in Connecticut’s history. In a time long before statehood, the Connecticut colony’s self-governing status was guaranteed by a charter issued by King Charles II of England. When, in 1687, his successor King James II attempted to reinstate the monarchy’s authority, the Crown’s emissary’s efforts were foiled as the Royal Charter was secretly spirited to a temporary hiding place—a majestic oak in Hartford, forever after known as the Charter Oak. The oak became a symbol of freedom worldwide.

The oak has unique meaning for the University as well. In 1884, the commencement exercises of the second graduating class of the Storrs Agricultural School were held in an oak grove on the Storrs campus. This grove, long a favorite gathering place for a variety of open-air meetings, served as the spiritual home to the growing community of scholars.

The University of Connecticut’s graphic interpretation of the oak is a stylized synthesis of two acorns and three oak leaves, representing maturation, intellect and moral strength. The seal is the symbol of a large and diverse institution; it is used by all of the University’s schools, colleges, regional campuses, professional schools and UConn Health. It communicates the broader mission of the University as a center for the pursuit, the creation, and the sharing of knowledge. The University of Connecticut, like the mighty oak, is rooted in a proud past and reaches toward a limitless future.